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1

INTRODUCTION

In this Chapter, a general introduction is given on the fundamental physics that governs the behaviour of colloidal particles, and on their broad field of use for applications
in the areas of liquid and soft materials. We first outline some typical characteristics
of colloids, and the time-, length- and energy scales that determine their interactions
and their rich phase behaviour. Next, we discuss the emergence of sticky and transient particle clusters and networks in colloidal dispersions, which can have a strong
influence on the macroscopic material properties. If the particles are anisometric in
shape, also their interactions can be strongly anisotropic, which gives rise to even
richer behaviour and can result in the formation of liquid-crystalline phases at sufficiently large particle concentrations. The phase transition of slender, rod-like colloidal
particles from the isotropic phase to the uniaxial nematic liquid-crystalline phase can
be described by Onsager theory, which we sketch in this introduction, before turning to some basic concepts of liquid state theory. Starting from two-body correlation
functions, we then make a bridge to continuum percolation theory, a powerful tool to
describe the formation of particle networks in liquid dispersions. At the end of this
Chapter, we discuss the motivation and scope of this thesis.
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1.1

the physics of colloidal particles

In everyday life, we typically experience three familiar states of matter: the
solid, the liquid and the gas phase.1 Transitions between these phases can
occur by changes in temperature or pressure [1]. The gas and the liquid are
both disordered fluid phases with only short-range positional order of the
constituent molecules. They flow if an external force is applied, meaning
that they do not keep their shape and relax any deformations on a time scale
determined by their viscosity. In contrast, the solid state of matter does not
flow if a stress is applied. Instead, (ideal) solids react to external forces by
elastic deformation and relax to their original state only if the external force
ceases. A solid is typically crystalline, meaning that it is a phase of high density with a well-defined long-range positional order – with the exception of
glasses that fall into the class of amorphous solids. Liquids and solids have
in common that they are high-density phases that tend to keep their volume.
The gas phase has a density about 1000 times lower than that of a liquid, and
always expands to fill its container.
In addition to these fundamental states of matter, there are many phases
that exhibit both liquid-like and solid-like properties, meaning in the most
general way that they are partially ordered. As a result, they respond elastically to certain types of deformations like solids do, but can still flow like
fluids [2, 3]. Molecules that are not spherical in shape but anisometric, for
instance, have additional orientational degrees of freedom and can exhibit
phases in between the liquid and the solid. One of these so-called mesophases
is the plastic crystal, in which the particles are positioned in a crystalline
structure, but lack orientational order. In the other class of mesophase, the
liquid crystals, particles can exhibit orientational order, while (partially) keeping their positions in a disordered, fluid-like fashion. In the nematic phase, for
instance, molecules are aligned along a common axis called the nematic director, while their positions remain entirely isotropic [3].
Next to these single-component mesophases, there are materials that exhibit liquid- and solid-like properties because they consist of two or more
(immiscible) components in different states of matter. These heterogeneous
mixtures called colloidal dispersions typically contain mesoscopic inclusions of
one material or phase, the colloid, in a continuous background of another
medium or phase. Colloids can be gas bubbles, liquid droplets, as well as
solid particles, with a size ranging from a few nanometres to the order of a
1 Other states of matter that are not commonly seen in everyday life are the plasma phase at
very high temperatures, and quantum phases like Bose-Einstein condensates at temperatures
close to absolute zero.
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micrometre. This makes colloid science a broad research field at the interface of biology, chemistry, physics and nanotechnology. Common examples
of colloidal dispersions are paint, ink and toothpaste, in which solid particles are dispersed in a continuous liquid medium, but also emulsions like
(homogenised) milk or materials with gaseous inclusions like foams [1, 4].
Next to being very common in nature, for instance in blood or biological
cells, colloidal dispersions have a great technological relevance in the development of household products, cosmetics, agrochemicals, oil drilling and in
the food industry. They are often chemically complex and highly engineered
to meet customer needs. The precise application of colloidal dispersions depends strongly on the chemical composition, shape and interactions of their
particles [4, 5].
A common characteristic of colloidal particles is their mesoscopic size, with
at least one dimension between a few nanometres and a micrometre. Colloids
are much larger than single atoms, making quantum effects negligible.2 At
the same time, they are much smaller than macroscopic objects, so that inertia
and gravity play a subordinate role. Their interaction energies are typically
of the order of the thermal energy. As a result, temperature and entropy
play a very important role, meaning that colloidal particles exhibit significant
Brownian motion [4, 5]. This contrasts with classical materials science, in
which thermal fluctuations are often neglected.
Colloids exhibit many of the same phenomena as atomic systems, but their
greater size makes them observable by microscopy and strongly slows down
their (relaxation) time scales, which can be on the order of seconds, minutes,
days or even years. In combination with small particle interaction energies,
this makes colloidal dispersions very well-accessible experimentally. As a
result, they are often used as model systems for atomic or biological phenomena, and to test statistical mechanical theories [7–13]. Examples include investigations of the glass transition [9, 10], the nucleation and growth of crystal
structures [11, 12] and the phase transition of hard discs in two dimensions
[13].
Another property, which makes colloidal dispersions very suitable as model
systems, is the tunability of their particles [14], including the chemical composition [15, 16], size and shape [15–17] as well as interparticle interactions
[4, 5, 11, 18]. Typically, colloids exhibit attractive interactions due to van
der Waals forces, which arise at very small particle distances from collective oscillations of atomic electron clouds [6]. In fact, being able to control
and screen this van der Waals attraction is crucial for many dispersions to
exist and be stable in the first place [4, 19]. In the presence of attractive in2 Strictly speaking, van der Waals interactions are quantum-mechanical in nature, also at the
colloidal scale [6].
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teractions, particles that meet due to their Brownian motion stick together
and form “flocs” that fall out of the dispersion and can be large enough to
sediment or cream. A suspension can only be stable, if there is a repulsive interaction force preventing aggregation and ensuring that the colloids remain
well-dispersed over an elongated period of time. The stability of colloidal
dispersions has a huge technological relevance for the shelf life of many food,
paint and cosmetic products [1, 4].
To prevent aggregation, the attractive van der Waals force of the particles
can be tuned and counteracted in many ways, for example by index matching, steric stabilisation or charge-stabilisation [4]. In index-matching, the goal
is to adapt the refractive indices of the dispersed phase and the continuous
phase to each other. As the refractive index difference between the phases
determines the strength of van der Waals attractions, this method minimises
the attraction strength at short particle separations [18, 20]. The method of
steric stabilisation includes grafting polymer chains onto the colloid surface
[1, 5]. If the colloids then move close to each other, their overlapping polymeric coronas induce a steric repulsion due to entropic effects, which arise
on account of a reduced conformational space of the polymers involved.
In charge-stabilised dispersions, the attractive van der Waals forces are
counteracted by charges on the particle surfaces, resulting in a repulsive electrostatic force [1, 4, 5]. If salt ions are present in the solution, this results in an
inhomogeneous distribution of ions around the charged particles, the electric
double layer, which screens the long-ranged Coulomb interaction. An overlap
of the electric double layers of two similarly charged colloids result in an effective short-ranged repulsion force, the range of which is called the Debye-length
and can be tuned by varying the salt concentration. The total interaction potential is then a combination of the van der Waals attraction and the double
layer repulsion, and described by the so-called DLVO-potential [5, 19, 21].
As described above, colloidal particles can stick together and self-assemble
into different structures, and the formation of sticky particle clusters typically
has negative effects on the stability of the dispersion. However, for some applications, the formation of particle clusters and networks can actually be beneficial and desired. In polymer nanocomposites, for instance, nanoparticles
are dispersed in a polymeric host matrix in order to mechanically strengthen
the material or to enhance its electrical or thermal conductivity. The enhancement of material properties typically takes place if the nanoparticles form
large networks that span the entire material, thereby giving it mechanical
strength or acting as “channels” for charge or heat transport to take place.
In the next Section, we give a short introduction into particle clustering in
nanocomposite materials.

1.2 clusters and networks in nanocomposites

1.2

clusters and networks in nanocomposites

Nanocomposites are typically solid, multi-component materials that consist
of a continuum bulk matrix and nanometre-sized colloidal particles. The
properties of a nanocomposite material often differ strongly from those of its
single constituents. There are several types of nanocomposite, some of which
occur naturally, for instance in the shells of sea-snails [22]. Here, we focus on
polymer-based nanocomposites that are specifically engineered to constitute
high-performance materials. In the production of a polymer nanocomposite,
particles are added to the polymeric host matrix during the liquid stages of
the material processing. Upon solidification of the polymer, the nanoparticle
structure is then frozen in to remain present in the final product [23].
The main objective of producing a polymer nanocomposite is to enhance
the properties of cheap, lightweight, flexible or transparent polymeric materials by adding nanofillers that are mechanically strong or possess a large
electrical or thermal conductivity. The resulting materials have many applications in the areas of electromagnetic interference shielding, optoelectronics, energy conversion and -storage, and photoactuation [24–32]. In order
to strongly affect the mechanical or transport properties of the host matrix,
the nanofillers typically need to be – in some sense – connected and form
a system-spanning, percolating network. This happens above a critical particle density called the percolation threshold [33]. The electrical conductivity of
insulating polymeric materials, for instance, can be enhanced by the addition of conductive fillers like carbon black, metal nanowires or carbon nanotubes [34], as shown schematically in Figure 1.1. At the electrical percolation
threshold, the conductivity has been reported to rise by up to 14 orders of
magnitude [26–28].
It has to be noted that conductive nanoparticles in the composite need not
actually touch in order for electrons to be able to pass through the network.
It is sufficient for them to be within a certain (tunneling) range of each other
for an effective network to emerge and charge transport to take place [35, 36].
Hence, electrical percolation in this kind of system is often treated as geometric percolation, where connections are defined by a cut-off surface-to-surface
distance called the connectivity criterion, see Figure 1.2. This connectivity criterion corresponds to the average tunneling distance of electrons through the
polymeric host matrix, and depends on the dielectric constant of the medium
and the type and properties of the filler particles, in particular the Fermi energy [23, 26, 36–41]. It stands to reason that the interface between matrix and
filler particle should also strongly impact on the value of λ [42]. If the dispersion is not solid and polymer-based, but aqueous and charge-stabilised,
then the charge carriers are mobile ions, and the connectivity range λ must
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of percolation of slender particles in a polymer nanocomposite. Above a critical particle loading called the percolation threshold, the filler particles form a system-spanning network which
strongly enhances the electrical conductivity of the material.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the concept of geometric
percolation, where connections are defined by means of a cut-off criterion λ
for the critical surface-to-surface distance of two particles. If the particles of length L and diameter D are
separated by a distance smaller than
the connectivity range λ, i.e., their
red contact shells overlap, we consider
them connected. In electrical percolation, λ corresponds to the average
tunneling length of charge carriers
through the host matrix, or to the Debye length, if the dispersion is aqueous and charge-stabilised.

1.2 clusters and networks in nanocomposites
correspond to the thickness of the electric double layer, i.e., the Debye length
[43, 44].
While, according to standard quantum mechanics, the tunneling probability of charge carriers through the polymeric host matrix is an exponentially
decaying function of the particle distance, assuming a hard cut-off distance
has been shown to produce the same results for the percolation threshold
[36, 39, 45, 46]. In principle, we also expect the tunneling probability to be
much higher for parallel particles than for perpendicular ones, and proportional to their projected overlap area. This would render the connectivity
range λ anisotropic and angle-dependent [47, 48]. However, no quantum mechanical theory is available to predict the explicit angle-dependence, and we
surmise that an anisotropic tunneling range should only have a significant
effect if the average angle between nanoparticles is of the order of their internal angle D/L, i.e., in strongly aligned phases. We therefore neglect any
possible tunneling anisotropy in this thesis, and postpone a brief discussion
to the Outlook Section 6.2.
In the design of polymer nanocomposites, one of the most common challenges is to keep the particle loading low so as to not adversely affect other
desired properties of the host material, like its optical transparency, low cost,
light weight or ease of processing. The desired low percolation threshold, typically on the order of less than one weight percent of fillers, can be achieved
by the formation of fractal particle clusters of very low density [26, 28, 49, 50].
In polymer-based nanocomposites, there are essentially two ways to achieve
the formation of fractal networks: one, in which the system is driven far out
of equilibrium by strongly attractive interactions of the particles, and a second one that relies on the formation of transient particle clusters in (or close
to) thermal equilibrium.
The first method of nonequilibrium aggregation makes use of strong, sticky
interactions between the nanoparticles. Particles that come close to each other
consequently stick together permanently in a fractal fashion. This results in
the formation of kinetically frozen out-of-equilibrium structures, with percolation thresholds of less than 0.1 volume percent [37, 49, 50]. This sticky type
of attractive interaction is also the one that negatively affects the stability of
colloidal dispersions by causing flocculation, as mentioned in the previous
Section. The challenge of this first method therefore lies in producing a uniform nanoparticle dispersion in the first place [27], which is then a starting
point for fractal particle networks to develop. The second method relies on
the equilibrium formation of transient particle clusters in the absence of (strong)
attractive interactions, in which case thermal fluctuations are still large. Particle clusters of this second type exist only temporarily, as the random motion
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of particles leads to the continuous breakdown and re-formation of clusters
in equilibrium. The lifetime of a transient cluster is then determined by diffusion.
While the first method can produce low-density fractal networks of particles of arbitrary shape, the second, equilibrium method only produces fractal
networks with a low particle density if the nanoparticles are strongly anisometric. This is because strongly anisometric particles exhibit a large probability of being relatively close to each other, even at low concentrations, which
causes cluster formation to be governed by two-particle connections. In electrical percolation, for instance, low-density fractal networks of strongly anisometric particles can be produced by dispersing slender particles like carbon nanotubes in a polymeric host medium. Equilibrium structures are then
formed during thermal annealing, i.e., by letting the liquid material relax
post-processing, with resulting percolation thresholds as low as 0.1 weight
percent [23, 27, 28, 51]. For spherical particles, also higher-order correlations
and -connections come into play, resulting in a considerably higher equilibrium percolation threshold.
In this work, we focus on the formation of thermalised, transient clusters
of strongly anisometric particles in thermodynamically stable dispersions,
which can be described using the tools of statistical physics. Within the
framework of statistical physics, all macroscopic information on the state of
the system is stored in and can be extracted from the partition function. In
the broadest sense, the partition function counts and statistically weighs all
possible microstates that can form one macroscopic state of the system.3 In a
canonical ensemble, meaning that the temperature T , the volume V and the
number of particles N are fixed, the partition function,
Z
1
Z=
dqdpe−βH(q,p) ,
(1.1)
N!h3N
is a function of all degrees of freedom of the constituent particles, denoted by
their generalised coordinates q and generalised momenta p that make up
phase space. Here, h is the Planck constant, β = 1/kB T is the inverse thermal
energy with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature, and H(q, p) is
the Hamiltonian that defines the energy of each microstate. The factor 1/N!
arises if the particles are indistinguishable.
Without going into further detail at this point, it already becomes clear that,
due to their additional orientational degrees of freedom, the behaviour of anisometric colloidal particles can be much more complex and interesting than
that of spherical ones. Dispersing carbon nanotubes in (polymeric) nematic
3 The German word for the partition function, “Zustandssumme”, and the Dutch name “toestandssom” literally translate to “sum of states”.

1.3 liquid crystals and onsager theory
liquid crystals or nematic elastomers, for instance, leads to the alignment of
the nanotubes along the nematic director of the host material [32, 52–54]. Also
in an isotropic host medium, elongated nanoparticles may become orientationally ordered due to electric [55–57], magnetic [58, 59] or flow fields [60–
63].
An intrinsic source of particle alignment lies in the steric interactions of the
particles themselves. Due to a competition between translational and orientational entropy caused by excluded volume effects, anisometric nanoparticles
can spontaneously align and form lyotropic liquid crystal phases [3, 64]. Similarly to their single-component counterparts, the thermotropic liquid crystals,
lyotropics can exhibit different combinations and degrees of orientational and
translational symmetry-breaking, as we explain in more detail in the following Section.
One of the main goals of this thesis is to study and understand how symmetry-breaking by externally induced alignment or by liquid-crystalline ordering influences the formation of transient nanoparticle clusters in a colloidal
dispersion. Next to addressing a very fundamental question in statistical
physics, this knowledge can be used in practice to experimentally control the
clustering of particles, and to facilitate the rational design of new or improved
nanocomposite materials. In the following Section, we provide an introduction to the properties of thermotropic and lyotropic liquid crystal phases and
mention some theoretical tools to describe their phase behaviour. In particular, we outline the framework of Onsager theory for the isotropic-nematic
phase transition.

1.3

liquid crystals and onsager theory

As already mentioned, liquid crystal phases are mesophases that exhibit both
liquid-like and solid-like properties, and that are found under conditions “in
between” those of liquids and crystalline solids. Single-component materials
comprised of anisometric molecules that form liquid crystal phases in certain
temperature ranges are typically referred to as thermotropic [3]. Alignment
and positional ordering in these phases are caused by attractive interactions
of the molecules, the so-called mesogens. Their phase behaviour is mainly
determined by enthalpy, making the temperature the main control variable.
In contrast, lyotropic liquid crystals are athermal multi-component systems
that consist of anisometric colloidal particles dispersed in an isotropic host
medium [3]. The phase behaviour of these athermal systems is entirely governed by entropy, and the parameter that controls their phase behaviour is the
colloid density. Alignment and positional ordering in lyotropic liquid crystals
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TEMPERATURE
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the liquid crystal (LC) phase sequence of
slender rod-like particles. With increasing colloid concentration in lyotropic liquid crystals, or with decreasing temperature in thermotropic
liquid crystals, the particles become increasingly ordered and, in principle, exhibit the following phase sequence: isotropic → nematic → smectic → columnar → crystal phase. Depending on the precise particle type,
one or more phases may be suppressed. For carbon nanotubes, for instance, no evidence of the smectic phase has been found to this point in
time [66].

is caused by steric interactions, meaning that the hard bodies of the particles
cannot overlap. Due to their excluded volumes, a competition between translational and orientational entropy arises [64, 65]. Transitioning into a more
ordered state reduces the excluded volume and literally gives the particles
more “wiggle room”.
The different liquid crystal phases differ in the amount and type of ordering they exhibit. The position and orientation of a single particle can, in principle, be characterised by six degrees of freedom: three space-coordinates
characterising its position, and three Euler-angles characterising its orientation in space. This holds if we assume the particle to be achiral4 , and to
not possess any internal degrees of freedom like flexibility. If the particles
are cylindrically symmetric, as shown in Figure 1.3, their orientation is characterised by only two angles. In liquid-crystalline phases, the translational
and orientational degrees of freedom can be frozen in (nearly) independently
from each other.
We now turn to a schematic representation of the phase sequence of hard
rod-like particles, as shown in Figure 1.3. The isotropic phase is the most
disordered liquid crystal phase, with all positions and orientations of parti4 achiral: the same as its mirror image
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cles being uniformly randomly distributed. It is equivalent to the familiar
liquid phase. In the uniaxial nematic phase, particles align along a common
axis called the nematic director, while keeping their positions unordered and
liquid-like. In the smectic phases, particles exhibit orientational order like in
the (uniaxial) nematic. Additionally, their positions are organised in layers,
but exhibit liquid-like behaviour without long-range positional order within
the smectic layers. There are many smectic phases, with the smectic-A and
smectic-C being the most commonly known [67]. In the smectic-A phase, the
alignment axis of the particles corresponds to the smectic layer normal, and
in the smectic-C phase it is tilted with respect to the layer normal [67].
The columnar phases are, like the nematic and the smectic phases, characterised by uniaxial orientational ordering. Additionally to their preferred
orientation, the particles are organised in “columns”, which means that two
out of three positional degrees of freedom are frozen in [3, 67]. In these two
dimensions, particles often exhibit hexagonal order, as indicated by the red
hexagon in Figure 1.3. In the third direction, their positions remain liquidlike. If all orientational and positional degrees of freedom are constrained,
the particles exhibit the familiar crystal phase with long-range orientational
and positional ordering.
The phases shown in Figure 1.3 are the ones that emerge if the particles are
achiral, axially symmetric, perfectly rigid, and monodisperse in size5 . If the
particles are not cylindrically symmetric, they can additionally align along
a second axis in the so-called biaxial nematic phase [68]. In this case, both
of their orientational degrees of freedom are frozen in. Additionally, biaxial
particles may form phases that exhibit spatial modulations of the nematic
director field like the twist-bend, and splay-bend nematic phase [69]. Also in
the chiral nematic or cholesteric phase, which may arise only if the particles are
chiral, the director exhibits spatial modulations [69]. For mesogens exhibiting
a significant size polydispersity or flexibility, it turns out that the formation of
the smectic phase(s) may be suppressed in favour of the columnar phase [70,
71]. In the case of carbon nanotubes, for instance, evidence for the existence
of a smectic phase has not yet been found [66].
As already alluded to, in this thesis we investigate the effect of field-induced
and liquid-crystalline alignment on cluster formation in colloidal dispersions
of slender nanoparticles. The phase transition of rod-like particles from the
isotropic to the nematic state can be described from a statistical mechanics
point of view by modelling the particles as hard spherocylinders and calculating the corresponding partition function. From the partition function,
the Helmholtz free energy can be derived. The distribution function of par5 monodisperse: all particles have the exact same physical dimensions
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ticle orientations in thermal equilibrium is then the one that minimises the
Helmholtz free energy.6
1.3.1

The partition function and free energy of slender hard rods

We follow the presentation of Doi & Edwards [72] and start with the partition function of N indistinguishable particles labelled by i ∈ [1, N]. In this
partition function, given by Eq. (1.1), the integrations of the linear and angular momenta p can be calculated exactly, as they contribute quadratically to
the Hamiltonian H(p, q). Considering that these momenta are independent
of the remaining position and orientation integrations 7 , they only lead to a
temperature-dependent factor in the partition function, which shifts the free
energy by a minor additive constant. It is therefore sufficient to only calculate the so-called configurational integral and omit the kinetic contribution to
the partition function for reasons of simplicity. With the particle positions
denoted as ri , and the particle orientations as ui , the configurational integral
reads
Z
Y
X

1 Y
Z[ψ] =
dui
dri exp − β
Uij .
(1.2)
N!
i

i

i>j

Here, Uij = U(ri , rj , ui , uj ) is the interaction potential of two particles i and j,
and the particle orientations u on average obey the orientational distribution
function ψ(u).
To count the number of possible orientational states, we divide the angular
space into small cells of area ∆ = sin ϑ∆ϑ ∆φ , with ϑ the polar angle and
ϕ the azimuthal angle in spherical coordinates. The number of rods with a
certain orientation a is then na = ∆Nψ(ua ), and the sum over all cells gives
P
the total number of particles, N = a na . Introducing the orientational and
positional average
R Q
Q
i dui
i dri (. . .)
ψ
Q
h. . .ii ≡ R Q
,
(1.3)
i dui
i dri
ψ
the configurational integral can be factorised as
(1.4)

Z[ψ] = Z0 [ψ]Zexc [ψ],
with
1
Z0 [ψ] =
N!

Z Y
ψ

i

dui

Y

dri

i

6 To skip most of the maths, continue reading from Section 1.3.2 on page 15.
7 The positions and orientations are denoted in Eq. (1.1) by the generalised coordinate q.

(1.5)
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the ideal part, and
DD
DD Y
X
E E
E E
Zexc [ψ] =
exp − β
Uij
=
exp − βUij
i j

i>j

i j

i>j

(1.6)

the “excess” part due to particle interactions.
The interaction-independent factor Z0 [ψ] arises from distributing the orientations of N rods into a cells of area ∆ on the unit sphere, and their positions
into the available volume V. Counting the number of ways of distributing N
indistinguishable particles into a orientation cells with a fixed orientational
Q
distribution, we obtain N!/ a na ! . The integrals over space and orientation
produce a factor ∆V for each of the particles. This results in
Z0 =

1
N!
(V∆)N
Q
(V∆)N = Q
.
N! a na !
a na !

(1.7)

With Eq. (1.7) and the relations na = ∆Nψ(ua ) and ln N! ≈ N ln N − N, the
ideal part of the free energy reads
Z0
V∆ X
=
−N
ln
+
+na ln na − na
v0
vN
0
a

X
V 
= −N 1 + ln
+N
∆ψ(ua ) ln ψ(ua ).
v0 N
a

βF0 = − ln

(1.8)
(1.9)

Here, the characteristic volume scale v0 makes the argument of the logarithm
dimensionless, and arises from the linear and orientational momenta of the
particles, as well as other contributions due to the non-ideality of the solvent.
As it is rather unimportant for our current theoretical problem, we do not
specify it further. In the continuum limit, with the particle number density
ρ = N/V, we then get
Z
βF0
= ln ρv0 − 1 + duψ(u) ln ψ(u).
(1.10)
N
The last term of the ideal free energy is the orientational Gibbs entropy, assuming that the orientations of the individual colloidal particles are independent
of each other, i.e., in the mean-field approximation.
The interaction-dependent, excess part of the configurational integral can
be intuitively approximated by assuming that all two-particle collisions are
uncorrelated, which gives
DD Y
Y DD
E E
E E
exp − βUij
≈
exp − βUij
.
(1.11)
i>j

i j

i>j

i j
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We discuss the validity and implications of this approximation at a later point
of this introduction, in Section 1.3.3. The averages on the right-hand-side of
Eq. (1.11) can be expressed as
Z
Z
DD
E E

1
exp − βUij
=
dui duj ψ(ui )ψ(uj ) drij exp − βUij , (1.12)
i j
V
where we have integrated out one particle position, noting that the interaction potential only depends on the relative distance rij = ri − rj of the
particles instead of both particle positions. Introducing the auxiliary Mayer
f-function [1],

fij = exp − βUij − 1,
(1.13)
we can write
DD

exp − βUij

E E
i j

= 1+

1
V

 Z


drij fij

.
i

(1.14)

j

As there are in total N(N − 1)/2 terms in the product on the right-hand-side
of Eq. (1.11), Zexc becomes
"
Zexc [ψ] = 1 +

1
V

 Z

  # N(N−1)
2
drij fij

.
i

(1.15)

j

In the thermodynamic limit with N → ∞ and V → ∞, but ρ = N/V finite
and fixed, we can use the relation

x k
exp x = lim 1 +
(1.16)
k→∞
k
to obtain
"

Vρ2
Zexc [ψ] = exp
2

 Z

#
drij fij

.
i

(1.17)

j

The excess free energy contribution arising from particle interactions is then
 Z

βFexc
1
ρ
= − ln Zexc = −
drij fij
.
(1.18)
N
N
2
i j
With this, the total Helmholtz free energy per particle reads
βF[ψ]
ln Z[ψ]
=−
N
N
= ln ρv0 − 1 + ln ψ(ui ) −

ρ
2

(1.19)

 Z


drij fij

,
i

j
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where we added the dependence [ψ] to stress that this free energy functionally depends on the orientational distribution function ψ(u) via the orientational averages. Again, the third term in this free energy expression denotes
the contribution of the orientational entropy, while the last term arises from
particle interactions and is called the packing entropy.
1.3.2

Orientational Equilibrium Distribution: The Onsager Equation

In thermal equilibrium, the orientational distribution function of the particles
minimises
R the Helmholtz free energy, Eq (1.19), under the normalisation constraint duψ(u) = 1. The extrema of the free energy are found by introducing
a Lagrange multiplier k and solving
Z
i
δ h βF[ψ]
− k duψ(u) − 1 = 0
(1.20)
δψ
N
with δ/δψ denoting the functional derivative with respect to the orientational
distributon ψ(u). This results in the self-consistent integral equation
Z
Z
0
0
ln ψ(u) = k − 1 + ρ du ψ(u ) drij fij (rij , u, u 0 ).
(1.21)
Writing this equation in exponential form leads to
ψ(u) =
with

h
i
1
exp − βUmol (u) ,
Z̃

Z
Z
βUmol (u) = −ρ du 0 ψ(u 0 ) drij fij (rij , u, u 0 ).

(1.22)

(1.23)

This demonstrates that the orientations of particles are distributed according
to the Boltzmann factor exp(−βUmol (u)) of their own molecular field or mean
field [72, 73]. The normalisation factor
Z


Z̃ = du exp − βUmol (u) ,
(1.24)
is the corresponding mean-field partition function of the dispersion.
We now focus on spherocylinders with diameter D and length L of their
cylindrical body, that interact via hard steric repulsion. Their interaction potential is infinite if they
 overlap, and zero otherwise, so that the Mayer function fij = exp − βUij − 1 evaluates to −1 in the case of overlap, and to zero
otherwise. As a result, the (negative) volume integral of the Mayer function
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is equal to the excluded volume of two spherocylinders, i.e., the volume that
one particle cannot physically be in due to the presence of a second particle.
The excluded volume of a pair of spherocylinders is [73]
−f̂(0, u, u 0 ) = 2L2 D|u × u 0 | + 2πLD2 +

4π 3
D .
3

(1.25)

R
Here, the hat (· ·ˆ · ) = dr(· · · ) exp(iq · r) denotes a spatial Fourier transform,
which in this case is taken at vanishing wave vector, q = 0, and is therefore
equivalent to a volume integral. Inserting this into Eq. (1.21), we get the
Onsager equation,
Z
8
ln ψ(u) = k̃ − c du 0 ψ(u 0 )|u × u 0 |,
(1.26)
π
noting that all angle-independent terms can be absorbed in the (modified)
Lagrange multiplier k̃. Here, we introduced the dimensionless concentration
scale c = ρπL2 D/4 for convenience. Except for the trivial isotropic solution
ψ = 1/4π, the Onsager equation, Eq. (1.26), has not yet been solved analytically. It can, however, be solved numerically by recursive iteration [74].
The solutions to the Onsager equation can be characterised by the amount
of orientational ordering they exhibit. The degree of particle alignment along
the nematic director, which we choose to be the z-axis of a cartesian coordinate system, is measured by the scalar nematic order parameter,
1
hP2 i = h3 cos2 ϑ − 1i,
2

(1.27)

where ϑ denotes the angle of a rod’s main body axis with the nematic director.
If the particles are isotropically oriented with ψ = 1/4π, the nematic order
parameter evaluates to zero. In the case of perfectly aligned particles, we get
hP2 i = 1. If the particles are oriented perfectly perpendicular to the nematic
director, the resulting order parameter is hP2 i = −1/2.
Figure 1.4 shows a schematic representation of the solutions to the Onsager
equation, Eq. (1.26) [75]. Plotted is the nematic order parameter as a function
of the dimensionless concentration c. The isotropic distribution function with
hP2 i = 0 always solves the Onsager equation, and is, in fact, the only solution
for low particle concentrations c < 3.5. As shown by Kayser & Raveché [75],
additional solutions branch off from the isotropic solution at the bifurcation
concentration, c = 4 (see Fig. 1.4). As a result of this bifurcation, there are
always three solution to the Onsager equations for all particle concentrations
c > 3.5. One of these solutions, denoted by the dashed line, corresponds to
a local maximum of the free energy and is therefore absolutely unstable with
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(meta)stable solution
unstable solution
isotropic binodal
isotropic spinodal
nematic binodal
nematic spinodal
phase coexistence
Gaussian approx.
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0.45
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4.0

4.2
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the solutions to the Onsager equation,
Eq. (1.26). Solutions are shown in terms of the scalar nematic order parameter hP2 i as a function of the dimensionless particle concentration c.
Also indicated are the binodals and spinodals of the respective phases,
and the result of the Gaussian approximation (see the main text).

respect to orientational fluctuations. The other two solutions, plotted as solid
lines, are the stable branches corresponding to free energy minima. The stable solution with a large positive order parameter is that of the nematic phase
and lies in a global free energy minimum, while the solution with negative
order parameter corresponds to a local minimum and is therefore metastable.
The (meta)stable branches end in the isotropic and nematic spinodals, the respective limits of thermodynamic stability.
To calculate the binodals, i.e., the concentrations of the isotropic and nematic phases at phase coexistence, we need to find the conditions under
which the two phases are in thermal equilibrium. According to the second law of thermodynamics, thermal equilibrium implies that the temperatures, chemical potentials and osmotic pressures of the two phases are equal.
Since a hard-rod system is athermal, the condition Tiso = Tnem always holds.
Equating the osmotic pressures Π = −∂F/∂V|N,T and the chemical potentials
Π = ∂F/∂N|V,T , we find the isotropic binodal ciso = 3.3 with hP2 i = 0 and the
nematic binodal cnem = 4.2 with hP2 i = 0.79 [64, 74]. Preparing a suspension
with a concentration in between these binodals results in coexistence of the
two phases. The fractional isotropic and nematic volumes are then fixed by
the overall concentration as a linear combination of ciso and cnem .
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While it does not seem possible to calculate the exact nematic orientational distribution function analytically, several approximations have been
proposed, one of which is the Gaussian approximation by Odijk [65]. The orientational distribution is in this case assumed to be of the form
α
ψ(u) = ψ(ϑ) =
exp(−αϑ2 ) for 0 6 ϑ 6 π/2
(1.28)
4π
and
ψ(u) = ψ(π − ϑ)

for

π/2 6 ϑ 6 π.

(1.29)

Inserting this variational trial function into the free energy, and minimising
that free energy with respect to the variational parameter α in the limit α  1,
yields α = 4π/c2 . As Figure 1.4 indicates, the Gaussian distribution is very
accurate deep in the nematic phase, but shows noticeable deviations from
the exact numerical solution close to the melting transition to the isotropic
phase [65].
1.3.3

The Second Virial Approximation

In the derivation of the Onsager equation and the corresponding free energy, specifically in Eq. (1.11), we have made the approximation that any twoparticle collisions are uncorrelated, i.e., entirely independent of each other.
This approximation is called the second virial approximation, and is also sometimes referred to as the bare chain sum approximation [76] or the random phase
approximation [77]. It is justified if the colloidal dispersion is sufficiently dilute,
in which case the probability of three-particle and higher order collisions is
negligibly small. This is the case for very slender rod-like particles, as their
isotropic-to-nematic transition takes place at very low volume fractions [72].
In fact, the second virial approximation is believed to become exact in the
limit of rod-like particles with an infinite length-to-width ratio [64, 65]. For
stumpy rods, spheres and platelet-shaped particles, however, correction terms
need to be taken into account.
Systematic improvement of the second virial approximation can be achieved
by conducting a formal “virial expansion” of the free energy. This method,
originally formulated by Mayer and Mayer [78], includes an expansion of the
interaction terms in Mayer f-functions of the form
Y
 Y
exp − βUij =
(1 + fij )
i>j

i>j

= 1+

X
i>j

fij +

XX

fij fkl + · · · ,

(1.30)

i>j k>l

and has been generalised to anisotropic particles by Onsager [73]. For more
information, we refer the reader to Onsager’s original article [73]. Another
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way of (approximatively) incorporating higher order terms of the above expansion is by renormalising the two-particle excluded volume with a densitydependent correction factor, as has been done, for instance, by Parsons and
Lee [79, 80]. In the Chapters 4 and 5, we use this type of approximation to
study clustering of particles with moderate aspect ratios between L/D = 5
and 100.
Without going into too much detail on the corresponding liquid state theory background,8 we note here that the second functional derivative of the
excess free energy, Fexc = −kB T ln Zexc , with respect to the particle density is
the so-called direct correlation function
c2 (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = −β

δ2 Fexc
,
δρ(r, u)δρ(r 0 , u 0 )

(1.31)

with ρ(r, u) = ρψ(u) in the case of a uniform density distribution. The direct
correlation function is related to the total pair correlation function, h2 , via the
Ornstein-Zernike equation [1, 81]
h2 (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = c2 (r, r 0 , u, u 0 )
(1.32)
Z
Z
+ du 00 dr 00 ρ(r 00 , u 00 )c2 (r, r 00 , u, u 00 )h2 (r 00 , r 0 , u 00 , u 0 ).
According to Eq. (1.32), the total correlations of two particles are in part due
to their direct correlations (first term), and in part due to correlations that are
propagated via intermediate bottleneck particles (second term). In many cases,
both the total correlation function and the direct correlation function are complex and unknown quantities, so that the Ornstein-Zernike equation cannot
be solved. For uniform and isotropic systems, the equation may be simplified
in Fourier space by making use of the convolution theorem. The resulting solution, however, is still underdetermined, as it relates two unknown quantities
to each other. Therefore, a closure relation is needed, which approximates
either c2 or h2 on the basis of physical arguments, or provides a secondary
equation relating the two.
As a result of letting the averages in Eq. (1.11) factorise, we find an approximate free energy expression that produces for the direct correlation function
in Eq. (1.31) the Mayer f-function. Employing the second virial approximation
is therefore equivalent to writing
c2 = f = exp(−βU) − 1,

(1.33)

8 For a comprehensive treatment of liquid state theory and correlation function theory, we refer
the interested reader to Ref. [1], in particular Chapter 3.
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which is indeed a suitable closure relation for the Ornstein-Zernike equation.
Due to a deep relation between liquid state theory and continuum percolation
theory [82], the second virial approximation also turns out to be particularly
useful for studying the formation of particle clusters, and is often used as a
closure relation for the fundamental percolation equation. Before turning
to percolation closure relations, however, let us first describe the basics of
continuum percolation theory in the following Section.

1.4

introduction to continuum percolation
theory

The term percolation, in the broadest sense, refers to the formation of a “systemspanning network” of either particles or voids in another material. Examples
of research areas in the field of percolation include fluid flow through porous
media, the spreading of wildfires or diseases, or – as in this thesis – the formation of particle networks in a nanocomposite. Several theoretical formalisms
have been developed to study cluster formation and percolation, many of
which are based on a discretisation of space in lattice models [33, 83–86]. In
this case, particles typically count as connected if they occupy adjacent lattice sites. In addition to lattice models, theoretical frameworks for percolation may be based on a mapping between continuous space and a lattice- or
graph model [87–91], or on full continuum descriptions [33, 76, 82, 92–95].
In a continuum model, connections of neighbouring particles are typically
defined via a surface-to-surface distance criterion, making both lattice and
continuum percolation problems of geometrical nature.9 In fact, lattice and
continuum percolation are believed to belong to the same universality class,
at least if particle correlations are sufficiently short-ranged [33, 96].
In this thesis, we make use of a continuum framework called connectedness percolation theory, an integral equation theory developed by Coniglio et
al. [82] that is based on concepts of liquid state theory [33]. As percolation
in nanocomposite materials depends on many different factors, including the
particle shape and flexibility, size polydispersity, interparticle interactions, external fields and the symmetry of the underlying phase, the parameter space
is immense and difficult to scan in a trial-and-error fashion using experiments or computer simulations. Our goal is to aid the rational design of
nanocomposites by indicating which of the possible factors have the most
significant effects on the percolation threshold. Connectedness percolation
theory is a powerful and versatile framework that can relatively straightfor9 As mentioned in Section 1.2, this description is valid as filler particles in a nanocomposite do
not actually need to touch for charge transport to take place.
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wardly be extended into many directions to identify the key influences on
cluster formation [37, 97].
The predictions of connectedness percolation theory are typically in good
qualitative or even quantitative agreement with computer simulations and experimental measurements. This holds, for instance, for the strong influence
of the particle shape and anisometry on percolation [51, 97, 98], as well as
for the percolation properties of multicomponent systems with added conductive polymer latex [99]. In the case of size-polydisperse fillers, the theory
predicts the percolation threshold to scale with the inverse weight average
of the particle aspect ratio, again in good agreement with computer simulations [45, 46, 100–104]. This sensitive dependence on particle polydispersity
might be one of the main reasons for the significant scatter in experimentally
measured percolation thresholds [29].
While connectedness percolation theory is not the only suitable theoretical
framework to investigate the key influences on percolation, it is one that tends
to produce rather simple analytical results. A different approach that relies
on a mapping from continuum percolation to percolation on a Bethe-lattice
also yields very accurate results for the percolation threshold of polydisperse
rod-like particles [88, 104]. In addition, it can be extended to include the
influences of, for instance, orientational ordering [88, 104] or density fluctuations [90]. However, the lattice-based mapping seems to be slightly less suitable for platelet-shaped particles [89], and gives analytical predictions that
are typically more involved than those of connectedness percolation theory.
We therefore choose to use the latter, and outline its most important concepts
in the remainder of this Chapter.
1.4.1

The Average Cluster Size

One of the main concepts of percolation theory is that of a particle cluster.
Clusters are interconnected collections of particles, and in this thesis we define connections via a surface-to-surface distance criterion for neighbouring
particles. The main goal is now to find a mathematical expression for the
average number of particles within such a cluster. At the percolation threshold,
particle clusters become system-spanning, which in the thermodynamic limit
means that the average cluster size grows infinitely large.10
To start off, we define a k-mer as a cluster containing k = 1, 2, . . . , N particles. Assuming that the number of k-mers in the dispersion is nk , the total
P
number of particles can be calculated as N = k knk . The probability that
10 Thermodynamic limit: infinite volume and number of particles at a fixed, finite particle
density ρ = N/V.
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a randomly chosen particle is part of an arbitrary k-mer is then sk = knk /N.
With this, we can define the weight-average cluster size as [33]
S=

X
k

P 2
k nk
1 X
ksk = Pk
= 1+
k(k − 1)nk .
N
k knk

(1.34)

k

In this expression, the term “1” arises because the minimum cluster size is
unity, i.e., an arbitrarily chosen particle is always connected to itself. The
second term is an average over all other direct or indirect connections of
randomly chosen particles within their own clusters. This becomes clear from
calculating the expression for the average total number of pair connections
within a cluster, which reads
!
X k
1X
Nc =
nk =
k(k − 1)nk .
(1.35)
2
2
k

k

Here, we count both direct and indirect particle connections within a cluster,
with the constraint of a fixed cluster size distribution nk . The average cluster
size can then be re-written as
S = 1+

2Nc
.
N

(1.36)

The total number of particle contacts, Nc , is a property of the dispersion
that can be calculated from concepts of liquid state theory. The radial distribution function g, which describes the local ordering of particles around a fixed
test particle, is defined so that
ρ2 g(r, r 0 , u, u 0 )ψ(u)ψ(u 0 )drdr 0 dudu 0
is the probability of finding one particle with position r and orientation u in a
volume element drdu, and a second particle at position r 0 with the orientation
u 0 in a volume element dr 0 du 0 at the same time, irrespective of all other
particles. The radial distribution function can, without loss of generality, be
decomposed into two complementary functions, representing a connected and
a disconnected part:
g(r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = P(r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) + D(r, r 0 , u, u 0 ).

(1.37)

Here, the pair connectedness function P is the contribution of those particle
pairs that are connected, i.e., part of the same cluster. The blocking function
D represents the (unnormalised) probability of encountering two particles at
the positions r and r 0 with orientations u and u 0 , and that those particles are
not part of the same cluster.
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With ρ2 P(r, r 0 , u, u 0 )ψ(u)ψ(u 0 )drdr 0 dudu 0 the probability of finding two
particles connected to each other, the total number of particle connections
within a cluster is represented by the integral
x
ρ2 x
drdr 0
dudu 0 ψ(u)ψ(u 0 )P(r, r 0 , u, u 0 ),
2
ρ2 x
=
drdr 0 hhP(r, r 0 , u, u 0 )ii 0 ,
2

Nc =

(1.38)
(1.39)

where the factor 1/2 corrects
R for double counting. The orientational average
as before, h· · · i = duψ(u)(· · · ), with a similar definition h· · · i 0 =
R is,
0
du ψ(u 0 )(· · · ) for the primed variable. The resulting average cluster size [33,
82],
ρ2 x
S = 1+
drdr 0 hhP(r, r 0 , u, u 0 )ii 0 ,
(1.40)
N
can be further simplified for uniform density distributions by using the translational invariance of P and carrying out one volume integral, so that
Z
S = 1 + ρ dr12 hhP(r12 , u, u 0 )ii 0 = 1 + ρ lim hhP̂(q)ii 0 .
q→0

(1.41)

R
Here, r12 = r − r 0 , and (· ·ˆ · ) = dr12 (· · · ) exp(iq · r12 ) is again a spatial
Fourier transform, with q the wave vector. The remaining challenge is now
to find an expression for the pair connectedness function P.
1.4.2

The Connectedness Ornstein-Zernike Equation

To find the pair connectedness function, we note that the radial distribution
function g = P + D is related to the total pair correlation function of liquid
state theory by the relation h2 = g − 1 [81]. The total correlation function is,
in turn, related to the direct correlation function, c2 , by the Ornstein-Zernike
equation, Eq. (1.32). Separating the direct correlation function into contributions from connected and disconnected particles, we can write [82]
c2 (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = C+ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) + C∗ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ).

(1.42)

Here, C+ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) is the direct connectedness function, which includes all direct correlations between particles that are part of the same cluster. C∗ is
the so-called direct blocking function containing direct correlations of all particles that are disconnected from each other. With these definitions, a connectedness variant of the Ornstein-Zernike equation can be derived by collecting the terms in Eq. (1.32) that arise from particle clusters, and omitting all
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Figure 1.5: Examples of particle configurations that contribute to the direct connectedness function C+ . In these configurations, the two dark particles are
connected to each other without any ‘nodal’ or ‘bottleneck’ particles in
between. Single particles of light grey colour may be removed without
leaving the the dark particles disconnected. Note that the rods in principle also have a connectedness shell as depicted in Fig. 1.2 , which we do
not show here for visual clarity.

terms containing blocking functions. This results in the so-called connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation [33, 82],
P(r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) =C+ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 )
DZ
E 00
+ ρ dr 00 C+ (r, r 00 , u, u 00 )P(r 00 , r 0 , u 00 , u 0 ) .

(1.43)

From the remaining terms, a similar equation can, in principle, be derived
for the blocking function D. As this second equation is not needed for our
theoretical description, we do not discuss it further.
In Eq. (1.43), the first term on the right-hand side is the contribution of all
connecting paths between the two test particles ar r and r 0 that are devoid
of so-called “bottleneck” or “nodal” particles [82]. A nodal particle is one
that would, upon its removal, leave the two test particles disconnected from
each other. For a schematic representation of terms contributing to the direct
connectedness function, see Figure 1.5. The second term in the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation represents all indirect contacts of the two test
particles via one or more nodal connections, see also Figure 1.6.
The spatial convolution integral in Eq. (1.43) can be simplified by writing
the equation in Fourier space as



 00
P̂ q, u, u 0 = Ĉ+ q, u, u 0 + ρ Ĉ+ q, u, u 00 P̂ q, u 00 , u 0
,
(1.44)
at least for translationally invariant dispersions. If, additionally, the dispersion is isotropic with a uniform orientational distribution, the orientational
average above factorises [46, 97]. This yields
hhP̂(q, u, u 0 )ii 0 =

hhĈ+ (q, u, u 0 )ii 0
,
1 − ρhhĈ+ (q, u, u 0 )ii 0

(1.45)

and it follows that the average cluster size in an isotropic dispersion diverges
at the percolation threshold
ρp =

1
hhĈ+ (q, u, u 0 )ii 0

.

(1.46)
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Figure 1.6: Visual representation of the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation,
Eq. (1.43), within the second virial approximation (see Section 1.4.3 of the
main text). The left-hand side represents the pair connectedness function
P of the two dark test particles. The probability of finding these particles
in the same cluster arises from both direct and nodal connections, as indicated on the right-hand side of the Figure. Light coloured rods represent
nodal particles, which, upon removal, leave the two dark test particles
disconnected from each other.

In principle, the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation enables us to
calculate the pair connectedness function P from the direct connectedness
function C+ , or the other way around. However, none of these functions is
known a priori. Similarly to the problem in liquid state theory, it is therefore
necessary to employ a closure relation that either provides an appropriate approximation for P or C+ , or is a secondary equation relating P and C+ to
each other. Several accurate closure relations have been developed for the
Ornstein-Zernike equation in the context of liquid state theory [1], and some
of them have been extended to percolation theory. Examples include the socalled virial expansion closure, the Percus-Zevick closure, the mean spherical
approximation and the hypernetted chain closure [1, 33, 105–107].

1.4.3

The Second Virial Approximation for Percolation

In this thesis, we employ the second virial percolation closure, and renormalisations thereof that are based on Lee-Parsons and Scaled Particle Theory.
Like in the corresponding liquid state theory context, the second virial approximation only takes into account two-particle interactions and neglects
higher-order particle correlations or connections. A visual representation of
the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation within the second virial approximation is shown in Figure 1.6, where the first particle cluster on the righthand side visualises a direct two-particle connection, and the infinite sum
of clusters with an increasing number of intermediate bottleneck particles
represents the integral term in Eq. (1.43).
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In the preceding Section, we have seen that the second virial closure in
liquid state theory approximates the direct correlation function c2 as
c2 (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = f(r, r 0 , u, u 0 ),

(1.47)

with f = exp(−βU) − 1 the Mayer f-function. To apply this concept to percolation theory, we separate also the Mayer f-function into contributions from
connected and disconnected particles [33],
f(r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = f+ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) + f∗ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ),

(1.48)

which produces the second virial percolation closure
C+ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = f+ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ).

(1.49)

Here, the connectedness Mayer function f+ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = exp(−βU+ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 )
is defined as the negative exponential of the connectedness potential U+ .11 It
is an extension of the regular Mayer function, with the additional constraint
that the two test particles must be part of the same cluster. The blocking
Mayer function reads f∗ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) = exp(−βU∗ (r, r 0 , u, u 0 ) − 1, with U∗ the
so-called blocking potential.
Within the cherry-pit model of hard-core particles surrounded by a contact
shell (see Fig. 1.2), the connectedness potential U+ is zero if the particles are
connected, i.e., if their contact shells overlap. In the case of forbidden overlaps
of the hard cores of the particles, and for surface-to-surface distances larger
than the connectivity range λ, the connectedness potential U+ is infinitely
large. As a result, the connectedness Mayer function evaluates to unity for
connected particles, and to zero for overlapping or otherwise disconnected
particles. The blocking potential U∗ is infinite in case the hard cores or the
contact shells of the particles overlap, and is zero otherwise. The values of the
connectedness and blocking potentials and Mayer functions are summarised
for clarity in Table 1.1.
From the definitions above, it follows that the volume integral of the direct
connectedness function, f̂+ , is equivalent to the contact volume of two particles
of orientations u and u 0 . This is the volume that a particle can physically be in,
in order to be connected to a second, fixed test particle. The contact volume
is given by [73]


f̂+ (0, u, u 0 ) =2L2 λ|u × u 0 | + 2πL (D + λ)2 − D2

4π 
+
(D + λ)3 − D3 .
3

(1.50)

11 Note that the connectedness Mayer function, unlike the regular Mayer function, does not
contain the term ‘-1’.
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f=0
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f+ = 0

U+ = 0,

f+ = 1

U+ = ∞,

f+ = 0
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f∗ = −1

U∗ = ∞,

f∗ = −1

U∗ = 0,

f∗ = 0

Table 1.1: Summary of regular, connectedness and blocking interaction potentials
and the respective Mayer functions.

An intuitive estimate of the percolation threshold can be found by assuming
that a percolating cluster on average requires one particle per contact volume,
so that ρp = 1/hhf̂+ (0, u, u 00 )ii. This contact volume argument neglects angular
correlations that are implicit in the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation,
but produces the exact result (within the second virial approximation) if the
orientational distribution of the particles is uniform, see Eq. (1.46).
Like the corresponding closure in liquid state theory, the second virial approximation only takes into account two-particle correlations, but neglects
those correlations and connections that are mediated via (non-nodal) intermediate particles. All configurations in Figure 1.5 that contain one or more
light grey particles are examples of non-nodal terms that are neglected by
the assumption C+ = f+ , and that become increasingly important for lower
aspect ratios [1, 33], and smaller connectivity ranges [76]. As mentioned in
the previous Section, the second virial approximation can be improved by including higher-order terms in the Mayer cluster expansion, or by suitable
renormalisations of the (connectedness) Mayer function that approximately
take into account these higher-order virials. In this thesis, we either assume
the nanoparticles to be sufficiently slender for the second virial approximation to hold, or employ suitable renormalisations of the excluded volume and
contact volume in order to investigate cluster formation of particles with an
aspect ratio below 100.
Applying the second virial theory to isotropic and infinitely slender rodlike particles, we can employ Eqs. (1.46), (1.49) and (1.50), and find to leading
order in the particle aspect ratio L/D the percolation threshold ρp = 2/πL2 λ
in terms of the number density, or φp = D2 /2λL in terms of the critical
volume fraction of nanofillers [37]. This result also follows from geometric
arguments [92, 95, 108, 109], and is consistent with computer simulations [98,
100, 102, 103]. It implies that there cannot be percolation if the connectivity
range λ is zero, and that the percolation threshold decreases with the particle
aspect ratio, as also borne out by experiments [23, 51, 103, 110]. This makes
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high-aspect-ratio nanofillers particularly suited for applications in which a
low percolation threshold is desired.
If the filler particles are length-polydisperse, the critical filler fraction within
the second virial approximation can be calculated to be φp = D2 /2λhLiw [45,
46], with hLiw = hL2 i/hLi the weight average of the particle length distribution and hLi the number average. While this result is in agreement with
other theoretical approaches [87], computer simulations [100, 102, 103] and
several experimental measurements [103], a recent experimental study finds
a dependence on the number-averaged instead of the weight-averaged length
distribution [111]. The latter presumably arises due to attractive particle interactions, which are neglected in the theory.
Next to the particle aspect ratio, length polydispersity, and the connectivity range λ, there are many more factors that significantly affect the percolation threshold in nanoparticle dispersions. Examples include width- or
combinations of width- and length polydispersity [36, 45, 46, 87, 88, 92, 100,
102, 103, 109, 112], inter-particle interactions [37, 43, 113], the presence of
nonconducting particles [46] and external fields [88, 114–116]. Alignment by
external orienting fields, for instance, is known to raise the percolation threshold [88, 114–116], and is therefore often an undesired effect, unless the goal
is to create materials with strongly anisotropic properties [34, 60, 117]. In
contrast, the influences of flexibility and the precise particle shape on the
percolation threshold seem to be rather subtle [37, 97, 118].

1.5

motivation and outline of this thesis

Our motivation is to obtain, from a statistical mechanics perspective, a fundamental understanding on how rod-like colloidal particles form transient clusters and networks in liquid media. With this understanding, we aim to facilitate the rational design of composite materials that in their production rely on
colloidal dispersions. A case in point are polymer nanocomposites, which are
polymer-based high-performance materials with nanoparticles added during
the liquid stages of material processing [23, 31]. Alignment of anisometric particles like carbon nanotubes within the polymeric host may lead to
strongly anisotropic mechanical and transport properties of the resulting material, which can be relevant to many technological applications [34, 60, 117].
However, the influence of (orientational) symmetry-breaking on percolation
in nanoparticle dispersions is not yet fully understood. The main goal of
this thesis is therefore to elucidate the effects of externally induced and spontaneous liquid-crystalline particle alignment on cluster formation. For this
purpose, we apply continuum percolation theory and density functional the-
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ory in the form of (a renormalised) Onsager Theory, and compare our results
with Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators.
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows: In Chapter 2, we investigate the effect of an external quadrupole field on the percolation properties
of ideal penetrable rod-like particles with a length polydispersity, and find
that the adverse effects of particle alignment can be partially compensated by
tuning the length distribution of the particles. Chapter 3 focuses on the effect
of hard steric particle interactions, which drive a transition from the isotropic
to the nematic liquid crystal phase at large enough filler fractions. Our results indicate that percolation in the nematic phase of infinitely slender rods
is very unusual, as it is mainly governed by the tunneling distance and nearly
independent of the particle density. In Chapter 4, we investigate how these
predictions change if the particles have a finite aspect ratio by employing
a renormalised second-virial theory. The complex interplay between spontaneous and externally induced particle alignment is studied in Chapter 5,
where we demonstrate how the paranematic and nematic ordering of infiniteand finite-aspect-ratio nanofillers interferes with the percolation transition.
In Chapter 6, we summarise and conclude our main results, before sketching
some ideas for future studies on percolation in a two-dimensional model or
in other liquid crystal phases. Finally, we indicate how existing theoretical
frameworks might be extended to develop a dynamical percolation theory
that could be used to study nonequilibrium phenomena, for instance in shear
flow.
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P E R C O L A T I O N O F P O LY D I S P E R S E
IDEAL RODS IN QUADRUPOLE FIELDS

We investigate percolation in mixtures of ideal nanorods in the presence of external
fields that align or disalign the particles with the field axis. Such conditions are
found in the formulation and processing of nanocomposites, where the field may be
electric, magnetic, or due to elongational flow. Our focus is on the effect of length
polydispersity, which – in the absence of a field – produces a percolation threshold that
scales with the inverse weight average of the particle length. Using a model of noninteracting spherocylinders in conjunction with continuum percolation theory, we
show that a quadrupolar field always increases the percolation threshold and that the
universal scaling with the inverse weight average no longer holds if the field couples
to the particle length. Instead, the percolation threshold becomes a function of higher
moments of the length distribution, and the order of the relevant moments crucially
depends on the strength and type of field applied. Our theoretical predictions compare
well with the results of Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators. In the Monte
Carlo simulations, finite size effects are eliminated by exploiting the fact that the universal scaling of the wrapping probability function holds even in anisotropic systems.
Theory and simulation demonstrate that the percolation threshold of a polydisperse
mixture can be lower than that of the individual components. Our work shows how
the formulation of nanocomposites may be used to compensate for the adverse effects
of aligning fields that are inevitable under practical manufacturing conditions.

The contents of this Chapter are based on the following publication:
S.P. Finner, M.I. Kotsev, M.A. Miller and P. van der Schoot, J. Chem. Phys. 148, 034903 (2018)
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2.1

introduction

As pointed out in Chapter 1, the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties of a polymeric host medium can be greatly enhanced by the addition of a
sufficient amount of nanofillers [23, 24, 31, 119]. The resulting nanocomposite
materials have attracted a lot of attention due to their wide range of possible applications. In order to design a material with the desired properties,
it is crucial to understand and control the formation of a system-spanning
network of nanofillers inside the host matrix, which takes place above a critical concentration of filler material called the percolation threshold [33]. For
many technological applications, the percolation threshold is desired to be
as low as possible, so as to not adversely affect other properties of the host
material, such as its mechanical stability, optical transparency or ease of processing. A case in point are carbon nanotubes, which are used in composites
for electromagnetic interference shielding and transparent electrodes, but can
strongly reduce the transparency of the material if their concentration is too
high [25, 120].
Not surprisingly, a huge effort has been undertaken to remedy this problem and reduce the percolation threshold of carbon-nanotube-based materials. There are many factors that conspire against the formation of a conducting network, including the quality of the nanotubes, their mean aspect
ratio, interactions and the processing of the composite [23, 29, 37, 43, 76, 114].
Processing steps like compression molding, spin coating, extrusion or drawing almost invariably cause some degree of alignment of the particles, and
upon solidification the aligned structures are frozen in to remain present in
the final product [27]. Theory [88, 92, 114, 121], experiments [27, 29, 61] and
computer simulations [115, 116, 122] agree that particle alignment generally
leads to higher percolation thresholds. A natural question that presents itself is: Can we mitigate the adverse effects of alignment on the percolation
threshold by controlling the formulation of the composite?
We argue that a sensible candidate for this would be the polydispersity
level of the filler material. It is well known, theoretically and experimentally, that polydispersity has a significant impact on the percolation threshold [36, 45, 46, 87, 88, 92, 100–103, 109, 111, 123]. Despite the strong influence
of alignment and polydispersity, only limited effort has been untertaken to
elucidate the interplay of these two effects. Dissipative Particle Dynamics
simulations of aligned fillers suggest that less oriented short rods can facilitate network formation by connecting between more strongly aligned long
ones [124]. This has been confirmed theoretically by mapping the continuum
percolation problem onto percolation on a Bethe-lattice [88].

2.2 polydisperse continuum percolation theory
Applying continuum percolation theory, we show in this Chapter that the
percolation threshold of polydisperse fillers can indeed be lower than that of
the corresponding monodisperse ones. While, in the absence of a field, the
percolation threshold has theoretically been shown to scale with the inverse
weight average of the particle length distribution, this scaling breaks down
in the presence of an external field. Our conclusions confirm and generalise
earlier findings and base them on a firm theoretical footing, which allows
for natural extensions in other directions. One such extension of the theory
would be to investigate the influence of confinement in thin films.
In the following Section, we first outline the connectedness percolation formalism for length-polydisperse uniaxial particles with an arbitrary orientational distribution function. Next, we rely on a Boltzmann weight to specify
the orientational distribution in Section 2.3, presuming a quadrupole alignment field that mimics the impact of electric, magnetic or elongational flow
fields by explicitly coupling to the particle length. Details of our simulation
method are given in Section 2.4, where we present a systematic and internally
consistent way of determining the bulk percolation threshold in a finite-size
simulation. This requires special attention if the system is anisotropic. Section
2.5 focusses on the percolation threshold of monodisperse fillers, where we
demonstrate that a quadrupole field always raises the percolation threshold
and compare our theoretical predictions to Monte Carlo simulation results.
Our results are extended to polydisperse fillers in the Sections 2.6 and 2.7.
Using an example of a bidisperse system, we first show in Section 2.6 that the
universal scaling of the percolation threshold with the inverse weight average
is broken in case the external field couples to the length of the filler particles.
Next, we demonstrate how this can be exploited to lower the percolation
threshold by changing the formulation of the composite. In Section 2.7, we
give a generalised expression for the percolation threshold with an arbitrary
length distribution of the fillers. Finally, in Section 2.8, we summarise our
main results and set them side by side with previously published theoretical
and simulation works. We further discuss the validity of our assumptions
and provide suggestions for future directions.

2.2

polydisperse continuum percolation theory

To investigate the percolation of rods in a composite material, we assume the
network to be formed in the fluid stages of material processing. This way, the
resulting particle configuration is in thermal equilibrium and can be studied
theoretically using the framework of connectedness percolation theory, where
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connectedness is typically defined via a cut-off distance criterion. Connectedness percolation theory is based on the Ornstein-Zernike equation, which
plays a central role in liquid state theory [1, 82, 95], see also the Sections
1.3.3 and 1.4. The connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation treats two-body
connectedness probabilities analogously to liquid state correlation functions,
and has been widely applied in the context of spherical and non-spherical
particles and mixtures thereof [33, 37, 76, 125, 126]. In particular for slender
rod-like particles, the agreement with results from Monte Carlo simulations
is excellent [45, 46, 98, 99, 103].
Here, we apply a polydisperse variant of connectedness percolation theory to carbon nanotubes that we model as penetrable non-interacting spherocylinders of variable length and fixed width. In our model, two particles
are directly connected if they overlap, which reduces the problem to purely
geometric percolation. The rods present in our dispersion are modelled as
perfect cylinders with a length Li and a constant diameter λ, end-capped
with hemispheres of the same diameter. There is a fraction xi of rods of
length Li , where i = 1, 2, ..., m. Here, m denotes the number of components,
which can, in principle, be infinite. We note that the diameter λ of our model
rods is not equal to the “hard core” diameter of the carbon nanotubes, but
must be related to the average tunneling distance of charge carriers in the
host matrix. We choose not to model these details explicitly and postpone a
discussion of potential implications to Section 2.8.
In order to determine the percolation threshold in the thermodynamic limit,
we need to calculate the particle density at which the average cluster size, i.e.,
the mean number of connected particles, diverges. The mean cluster size
S = Ti (u)

i,u

(2.1)

is equal to the average of all cluster sizes Ti (u) of clusters that consist of at
least one test rod of length Li and orientation
R u.PHere, u is the unit vector
along the principal body axis, and h. . . ii,u = du i xi ψi (u)(. . . ) an average
over the length distribution xi and orientational distribution ψi (u). The orientational distribution function couples to the external field and may also be
a function of the length of a particle. We discuss its functional form in the
following Section.
Within connectedness percolation theory, Ti (u) needs to be solved from a
generalised connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation that takes the form [45,
46]
D
E
0
0
Ti (u) = 1+ lim ρ Ĉ+
(q,
u,
u
)T
(u
)
.
(2.2)
j
ij
q→0
j,u 0
Here, ρ denotes the overall number density of filler particles in the disper0
sion and Ĉ+
ij (q, u, u ) the spatial Fourier transform of the direct connected-
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ness function C+ , with q the wave vector. As, by definition, a rod is always
connected to itself, the minimum cluster size is one, which leads to the first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.2). The second term denotes the number
of other particles of length Lj and orientation u 0 that our test rod may additionally be connected to. In the limit of vanishing wave vector, we effectively
average over all possible positions of other particles within the same cluster.
To close this self-consistent integral equation, we invoke the second virial
approximation, or chain-sum approximation, which becomes exact in the
limit of infinite aspect ratios [46, 98]. In practice, its predictions for the
percolation threshold turn out to be quantitative for aspect ratios L/λ &
400 [98, 115], and is thus a suitable approximation for carbon nanotubes [36].
+
0
0
Within the second virial approximation Ĉ+
ij (q, u, u ) = f̂ij (q, u, u ) [76, 82],
where f̂+ denotes the spatial Fourier transform of the connectedness Mayer
function f+ = exp(−βU+ ) and β the inverse thermal energy. The connectedness potential U+ is zero if the particles are connected, and infinitely large
0
otherwise. Thus, f̂+
ij (0, u, u ) corresponds to the contact volume of two rods,
i.e., the volume that the center of mass of one rod can trace out so that it still
overlaps with a fixed second rod.
The contact volume of two spherocylinders of lengths Li and Lj and orientations u and u 0 is given by
0
0
2
3
4
f̂+
ij (0, u, u ) = 2λLi Lj |u × u | + π(Li + Lj )λ + 3 πλ ,

(2.3)

where arcsin(u × u 0 ) is the angle between the main body axes of the rods [73,
92]. The impact of the λ2 and λ3 terms on the percolation threshold depends
on the level of particle alignment as well as the aspect ratio of the rods. It
turns out to be negligible for aspect ratios for which the second virial approximation is accurate [46], so we ignore these terms in most of our analyses.
The mathematical problem that we seem to face is that we need to insert Eq. (2.3) for the direct connectedness function in Eq. (2.2) and solve for
T . This is not quite true, since we are only interested in the average S =
hTi (u)ii,u of Dthis function. If we average
Eq. (2.2), we obtain hTi (u)ii,u =
E
1 + limq→0 ρ

0
f̂+
ij (q, u, u )

T (u
i,u j

0)

j,u 0

. This equation still contains the func-

tion T unless we take its average out of the convolution integral. Allowing
for this ad hoc approximation, we obtain the solution
−1
S = 1 − ρhhf̂+ ii,u ij,u 0
,
(2.4)
which diverges at a critical particle density
ρp = hhf̂+ ii,u i−1
j,u 0 .

(2.5)

This result physically means that, on average, at least one rod per contact volume is required to form a system-spanning network. As the contact volume,
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and therefore the overlap probability of two rods, is maximal for isotropic
configurations and minimal for perfectly parallel rods, any type of particle alignment is expected to increase the percolation threshold [88, 92, 114].
This agrees with what is seen in experiments [61] and in computer simulations [93, 115, 116].
However, this pre-averaging approximation (2.5) turns out to be exact only
for isotropic and perfectly parallel monodisperse rods [46]. For polydisperse
filler particles, it fails to introduce the correct moments of the particle length
distribution even in isotropic configurations [45, 46, 87, 88, 92, 109], where
the correct percolation threshold reads ρp = 2/πλhL2 i [46]. Below, we will
make a detailed comparison between the pre-averaging approximation and a
systematic approximation scheme. But first, let us discuss in what way the
orientational distribution function of the rods depends on the strength of an
external alignment field, which we choose to be of the quadrupole type.

2.3

the external alignment field

In the case of non-interacting rods in an external field, the orientational distribution function ψ needed to evaluate the averages h. . . iu is given by the
normalised Boltzmann factor of the external potential U:
ψ = N−1
K exp (−βU) .

(2.6)

We presume the aligning field U to be of the quadrupole type, so that
βU = −K cos2 ϑ,

(2.7)

and the normalisation factor becomes
NK = 2π sgn(K)

p
√
π/K erfi( K),

(2.8)

where ϑ is the polar angle of a rod with the field direction, K denotes a dimensionless measure of the field strength and erfi(x) is the imaginary error
function of argument x. In the case of positive field strengths, rods are preferentially aligned parallel to the field direction, whereas for negative values
they orient perpendicular to that. The degree of alignment
 can be quanti2
fied by the nematic order parameter hP2 i = 3hcos ϑi − 1 /2, which we can
calculate exactly from the normalisation as
hP2 (K)i =

3
1
dNK /dK − .
2NK
2

(2.9)

As mentioned in Section 1.3.2, the nematic order parameter is 1 for perfectly
parallel rods, which corresponds to the field strength K → ∞, and zero for
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isotropic rods, i.e., for vanishing fields K = 0. If K → −∞, the rods are
perfectly “disaligned”, i.e., they are isotropically oriented in planes perpendicular to the field direction with hP2 i = −1/2.
Experimentally, the externally induced alignment of carbon nanotubes can
be caused by electric [55–57, 127–129] or magnetic fields [58, 59], elongational
flow [60–62], shear [63] or liquid crystalline solvents [40, 41, 54]. The exact
realisation of the field strength parameter K depends crucially on the type
of field applied. A rod submerged in a thermotropic nematic host medium,
for instance, feels a quadrupole type potential, with K = −βLλWπ/3 under weak anchoring conditions, where W is the average anchoring energy
per surface area [54]. In the case of an electric field, the dimensionless field
strength is given by K = β∆αE2 /2, where E is the electric field strength and
∆α the rod’s polarisability anisotropy. Similarly, the magnetic quadrupole
field gives K = β∆χH2 /2 with the magnetic field strength H and the susceptibility anisotropy ∆χ. Using these expressions, we assume that the rods do not
possess a permanent dipole moment and neglect dipole-dipole interactions,
which are known to cause lateral clustering or chain formation [55, 130, 131].
An effective quadrupole field can, in principle, also be realised by an elongational flow field [72, 132], which is the only flow field that allows for a
quasi-static treatment, provided that the resulting particle structure is frozen
in fast enough upon solidification. In the case of a uniaxial elongation or
compression, the field strength is defined as K = 3/4D
˙
r , where Dr denotes
the rotational diffusion coefficient of a straight rod and ˙ is the strain rate,
which is positive for elongational flow and negative for compression [62, 72].
It is crucial to note that the dimensionless field strength K typically increases with the rod length, and that, as a result, alignment fields affect long
particles more strongly than short ones. How strongly K changes with L depends on the type of field applied. The surface energy of a rod submerged in
a thermotropic nematic solvent, for instance, increases linearly with the surface area and thus with the length of the rod [54, 133]. Also in the case of an
electric or magnetic field, we presume the rod’s polarisability and susceptibility anisotropy to be proportional to the polarisable volume and therefore to
the rod length L, at least in the limit of large enough aspect ratios. In practice,
this turns out to be accurate both for metallic and semiconducting carbon
nanotubes in magnetic [59] and electric fields [134, 135], again provided that
the particles are long enough.
The rotational diffusion coefficient Dr , which becomes relevant in the case
of a hydrodynamic flow field, depends on the particle length in a non-trivial
way. It is well known that, in dilute dispersions, Dr ∝ L−3 if we neglect the
logarithmic correction [72]. In the semidilute regime, where the rods are en-
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tangled, it has been proposed that Dr ∝ L−9 [72, 136], even though the exact
scaling has been subject to extensive debate. Other theoretical models [137]
and experimental work [138] find the relations Dr ∝ L−7 and Dr ∝ L−5.7
respectively. While the exact scaling of Dr in the semidilute regime remains
a matter of contention, it is clear that the rotational diffusion coefficient decreases with some power of the length, and that this power is larger than
3.
We conclude that the orientational distribution function depends on the
particle length Li to a certain power P that is characteristic for the type of
field applied. While this power is positive in most physical situations, it is in
principle also possible to fabricate nanoparticles with P < 0, where short rods
align more strongly than long ones [139]. In order to account for the coupling
between the particle length and the external field, we write the dimensionless
field strength as

K = K0

Li
λ

P
(2.10)

with K0 a “bare” field strength parameter that we do not specify further, and
Li /λ the aspect ratio of our ideal rod. For weak fields,
2
hP2 ii ∼ K0
15



Li
λ

P
+··· ,

(2.11)

showing that the larger P the weaker the field needs to be in order to obtain
a significant degree of order. As we shall see, this will have a significant
impact on the percolation threshold for bidisperse mixtures of short and long
rods, both in theory and simulations. However, before proceeding to the
predictions of our theory, we first discuss the Monte Carlo algorithm of our
collaborators for anisotropic rod mixtures in the following Section.

2.4

monte carlo simulations

To simulate the model of fully penetrable, non-interacting spherocylinders in
a quadrupole field as introduced in Section 2.3, our collaborators at Durham
University (UK) generate explicit Boltzmann-distributed configurations of the
rods. Percolation is then detected using a cluster analysis. Since the positions
and orientations of ideal objects are completely uncorrelated, independent
configurations of spherocylinders are readily generated by random sequential insertion into the simulation cell without the need for cluster moves or
neighbour lists. The centers of the spherocylinders are uniformly randomly
distributed within a cubic periodic cell of length Lbox . The external field is
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oriented in the z-direction, and the azimuthal angles of the spherocylinders
about this axis are uniformly randomly distributed. The thermal distribution
of polar angles defined by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) can, in principle, be generated by transformation of a uniform random deviate. However, to do so
for both aligning and disaligning fields requires the efficient and accurate
evaluation of the inverse error function for real and imaginary arguments,
respectively. Here, we take the simpler approach of sampling the polar angle of each spherocylinder by Metropolis Monte Carlo steps in cos ϑ. For a
smooth one-dimensional function like Eq. (2.7) such steps rapidly randomise
the orientations within the required thermal distribution.
Let pp (φ, L; Lbox ) be the probability that a configuration in a simulation of
spherocylinders of length L at packing fraction φ = Nπλ2 (2λ + 3L)/(12L3box )
contains a percolating cluster, where N is the number of spherocylinders.
In the thermodynamic limit Lbox → ∞, this probability would be a sharp
step function, pp (φ, L; ∞) = Θ φ − φp (L) but for finite Lbox , the probability
becomes a smooth sigmoidal function of φ. Škvor et al. [140] have shown that
φp can nevertheless be extracted from simulations by exploiting the scaling
properties of pp (φ, L; Lbox ) with Lbox . To do this, it is essential to define a
percolating cluster by a “wrapping” criterion, which requires that any particle
in the cluster is connected to its periodic images by a contiguous path of
contacts through the cluster; it is not sufficient for the cluster merely to have a
physical extent greater than Lbox . With this definition, curves of pp (φ, L; Lbox )
as a function of φ have a common crossing point for all values of Lbox . Since
this property must also apply in the thermodynamic limit, the crossing point
derived from two different values of Lbox gives an accurate estimate of φp .
For systems of spherical [141] or isotropically oriented particles [113], the
common crossing point tends to lie just below a probability of 0.5. Hence,
in such cases, a reasonable esimate of φp can be obtained from simulations
at a single value of Lbox by locating the point where the probability passes
through 0.5. However, in the present study, the (dis)alignment of particles
by the external field leads to a significant change in the sigmoidal shape
of pp (φ, L; Lbox ). Curves from different Lbox still retain a common crossing
point, but the value of the probability at the crossing shifts further from 0.5
as the magnitude of the field is increased. Hence, in the anisotropic system,
it is essential to determine φp from a scaling analysis and not to rely on an
arbitrary threshold in the probability. Failing to apply the scaling analysis
can even lead to the qualitatively incorrect prediction that weak alignment of
the rods slightly lowers the bulk percolation threshold.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the use of the scaling analysis to determine the percolation threshold of spherocylinders in an aligning field. Increasing Lbox
results in sharper sigmoidal curves of pp (φ, L; Lbox ) and reveals a common
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Figure 2.1: Percolation probability of ideal spherocylinders of aspect ratio L/λ = 50
in an aligning field K = 5 from Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators, sampling 50,000 configurations per point [104]. Open symbols show
the probability of observing a cluster that wraps the cubic simulation cell
in the z-direction of the field, while closed symbols refer to wrapping in
at least one of the perpendicular directions. For each direction, probabilities for three cell lengths Lbox are shown. Each set of curves has
a common crossing point and the two crossing points occur at the same
packing fraction (dashed vertical line), defining the percolation threshold
in the bulk limit.

2.4 monte carlo simulations
crossing point. In the Figure, two percolation probabilities are shown: one
for wrapping across the periodic boundary conditions in the direction of the
field, z, and the other for wrapping in at least one of the orthogonal directions
(x–y). Overall, the two sets of curves are mutually displaced with respect to
packing fraction. This shows that, for a finite, cubic sample at a given packing
fraction, the probability of percolation in the direction of the field is greater
than in the orthogonal directions. This observation gives the impression that
the material has an anisotropic percolation threshold. However, in addition
to the overall displacement between the two sets of curves, there is a difference in their sigmoidal shapes, and this causes the crossing points to occur at
different percolation probabilities. This change in shape is visible in Fig. 2.1,
where the curves for percolation in the z-direction initially rise less steeply
than those for x–y percolation. The scaling analysis reveals that, as the field
strength increases, the crossing points for parallel and perpendicular percolation shift in opposite directions on the probability axis. This effect exactly
counteracts the overall horizontal displacement of the curves and results in
the crossing points occurring at the same value of the packing fraction. Hence,
although the distribution of particle orientations is anisotropic, the percolation threshold itself is isotropic in the bulk limit.
The origin of the apparent discrepancy in finite-sized simulations is that
the correlation lengths are different in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the field. As a result, clusters below the percolation threshold are
non-spherical on average. Although the correlation lengths grow at different rates as the percolation threshold is approached from below, it has been
predicted theoretically that they should diverge at the same packing fraction
[114]. It has also been shown in simulations of hard ellipsoids that the difference between the parallel and perpendicular percolation thresholds decreases
systematically as the simulation size is increased [115]. We believe that our
simulations are the first to show explicitly that the difference vanishes completely in the bulk limit, giving an isotropic percolation threshold.
The same analysis may be applied in the presence of polydispersity in addition to the external field. In the simulations of bidisperse mixtures, each
rod is randomly assigned one of two lengths according to the desired target
distribution in each generated configuration. Hence, the proportion of each
species fluctuates slightly from one configuration to another, but the average over many configurations is equal to the target average. In the present
work, all points in pp (φ, L; Lbox ) are obtained from at least 5,000 independent
configurations. To obtain φp from systems of two different sizes, we locate
the crossing point by linear interpolation between points typically differing
by about 0.1 in probability. The statistical uncertainty in Monte Carlo data
presented in the figures is below 0.2%.
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At low field strengths, where the distribution of polar angles is broad, cubic boxes were used with Lbox equal to 3.5 and 5 times the length of the
longer species in the mixture. At higher field strengths, where at least the
longer species is strongly aligned along the z-axis, elongated cells of dimensions 2L × 2L × 4L and 3L × 3L × 6L were used. Note that these two elongated
cells have identical aspect ratios, which is essential in order to obtain a common crossing point for systems of different size, analogous to Fig. 2.1. For
a family of cells with the same aspect ratio but different sizes, the curves of
pp (φ) differ only in their width, and can be scaled about their crossing point
to collapse onto each other [140]. Moving from a cubic to an elongated simulation cell alters the shape of pp (φ), creating a new set of scalable curves
when the size of the cell is changed at fixed aspect ratio. These curves have
a common crossing point at a different value of the probability compared to
the cubic cells. However, the packing fraction at which the crossing occurs is
the same for a family of cubic cells as for a family of elongated cells. Hence,
an elongated cell reaches the same result as a cubic cell, but is more efficient
for highly aligned systems because it contains fewer particles.
Although it is computationally trivial to generate configurations of ideal
rods of any length, it does become more demanding to evaluate the percolation threshold φp for longer rods using the methods described above. This is
because more rods must be simulated if L is greater. In a cubic box with an
edge length measured as a multiple of L, the number of particles for a given
number density increases as L3 . Counterbalancing this increase is the approximate scaling of φp with 1/L and the fact that the volume of an individual
spherocylinder is approximately proportional to L. Hence, the number of
rods required to follow the percolation threshold increases roughly linearly
with L overall. However, the time taken for the cluster analysis scales approximately as the square of the number of particles present. Therefore, the
computational cost increases roughly as L2 . The largest systems simulated
in the present work involve more than 60,000 rods. The cluster analysis of a
single configuration may therefore include up to 1.8 × 109 checks for pairwise
overlaps between rods. Hence, these simulations are unusual in that it is far
more costly to analyse the configurations than to obtain an ergodic sample of
configurations in the first place.

2.5

monodisperse rods

Before discussing how polydispersity and an external field affect the percolation threshold of ideal spherocylinders, we first focus on the external field
alone. This allows us to explain more clearly the way we calculate the per-
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colation threshold from the governing equations and to discuss the strengths
and deficiencies of our theoretical approach.
From Equations (2.1) and (2.2), we calculate the percolation threshold ρp of
monodisperse fillers in an external field by making use of the cylindrical symmetry of the problem. Because the orientational distribution function ψ(ϑ) is
independent of the azimuthal angle ϕ of the rods, the ϕ-average only requires
the integration of |u × u 0 |. Expanding the integral kernel in Legendre polynomials P2n and using the addition theorem for spherical harmonics [142, 143],
we obtain
Z 2π
n
max
X
dϕ u × u 0 = 2π
d2n P2n (cos ϑ)P2n (cos(ϑ 0 ),
(2.12)
0

n=0


with the coefficients d0 = π 4 and, for n > 0,
d2n = −π(4n + 1)

(2n − 3)!!(2n − 1)!!
,
22n+2 n!(n + 1)!

(2.13)

where !! denotes the double factorial [142]. In principle, the upper bound
nmax → ∞, but in practice we truncate the series and choose nmax to produce
a sufficiently accurate prediction for the percolation threshold. Inserting this
into Eq. (2.2) results in an expression for T which only depends on the polar
angle ϑ,
T (ϑ) = 1 + 2ρλL

2

n
max
X

d2n P2n (cos ϑ) P2n (cos ϑ 0 )T (ϑ 0 )

ϑ0

.

(2.14)

n=0

Here, we have dropped the indices i and j to stress the monodisperse nature
of the filler particles and have ignored the end-cap corrections to the contact
volume.
In order to solve this self-consistent equation and determine the percolation threshold for arbitrary field strengths, we need an expression for the
moments hP2n (cos ϑ 0 )T (ϑ 0 )iϑ 0 . Multiplying Eq. (2.14) with an even Legendre
polynomial P2l (cos ϑ) and subsequent averaging over ϑ leads to the following
set of linear equations with a number nmax + 1 of unknowns:
hP2l (cos ϑ)T (ϑ)iϑ = hP2l (cos ϑ)iϑ + 2ρL2 λ
×

n
max
X

d2n hP2l (cos ϑ)P2n (cos ϑ)iϑ P2n (cos ϑ 0 )T (ϑ 0 )

ϑ0

.

(2.15)

n=0

Formally, the solution of this set of equations can be obtained by inverting
the (nmax + 1)2 -matrix. To determine the critical density ρp at which the
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Figure 2.2: Percolation threshold of a monodisperse dispersion of ideal rods in terms
of the dimensionless concentration c = πL2 λρ/4 versus the field strength
K in the limit of infinite aspect ratio L/λ → ∞ [104]. Here, L denotes
the length of the rods, λ their width, and ρ the number density. Solid,
dashed and dash-dotted lines: solutions of Eq. (2.14) with nmax = {1, 2, 3}.
Dotted line: pre-averaging approximation, Eq. (2.5). The non-linear top
axis shows the nematic order parameter hP2 i of the rods that depends
on the external field applied. Inset: relative error of the pre-averaging
approach (PAA) with respect to the nmax = 3 full solution.

cluster size S diverges, however, an exact expression for S is not needed.
Instead, it is sufficient to set the determinant of the matrix equal to zero,
which we do analytically using Wolfram Mathematica [144]. The resulting
general expression for the percolation threshold is unwieldy so we do not
reproduce it here. Instead, we illustrate our findings graphically.
Introducing the dimensionless filler concentration c = φL/λ = ρλL2 π/4, we
scale out the known universal length dependence of the zero-field percolation
threshold φp = λ/2L. In Figure 2.2, we compare the percolation threshold
within the pre-averaging approximation, Eq. (2.5), to solutions obtained with
the full Ornstein-Zernike Equation (2.14) for orders up to nmax = 3. Note
that this Figure is universal, for the aspect ratio of particles is implicit in the
scaled concentration and the field strength. Indicated also is the order parameter shown on the upper horizontal axis. The Figure shows that nmax = 1
is accurate within one per cent for order parameters −0.44 6 hP2 i 6 0.66.
The relative error of the percolation threshold obtained for a truncation after

2.5 monodisperse rods
nmax = 2 with respect to the solution for nmax = 3 is found to be lower than
1% for nematic order parameters −0.5 6 hP2 i 6 0.86 and stays below 2.2% up
to hP2 i = 0.9. This covers the range of experimentally accessible order parameters for rod dispersions [145–151]. For this reason, and for computational
simplicity, we ignore contributions of order nmax = 3 and higher.
Figure 2.2 demonstrates that the pre-averaging approximation consistently
overestimates the percolation threshold and is off by up to 6% when compared to the full Ornstein-Zernike solution with nmax = 3, for the range of
field strengths probed. However, the pre-averaging approximation, whilst not
so accurate for aligning fields, is remarkably accurate for disaligning fields.
This is, in fact, not entirely surprising given that it is exact for fully isotropic
configurations, and that rods in the disaligned state are isotropically oriented
perpendicular to the field direction.
The exact prediction for isotropic configurations (K = 0) is cp = 1/2 if
we ignore the end-cap contributions to the contact volume. For perfectly
disaligned rods (K → −∞) we find cp = π2 /16, again up to leading order
in the aspect ratio. In the limit K → ∞, however, we can no longer ignore
the contributions of the end caps giving rise to a percolation threshold cp =
(8λ/L + 4λ2 /3L2 )−1 ∼ L/8λ to leading order in the aspect ratio. This implies
that the packing fraction φp = cp λ/L ∼ 1/8 at percolation for infinite aligning
fields becomes an invariant of the aspect ratio of the particles. Of course, the
second virial approximation breaks down in this limit. In spite of this, we do
expect that the packing fraction of perfectly parallel particles at percolation
should remain an invariant of the aspect ratio, also within more sophisticated
closures.
As already mentioned, the second virial approximation loses accuracy for
aspect ratios below ∼ 400 [98]. This is exemplified in Figure 2.3, where we
directly compare the theoretical prediction of the percolation threshold in
terms of the filler fraction φp = ρp πλ2 (2λ + 3L)/12 to Monte Carlo simulation
results for the aspect ratio L/λ = 400. Even though the qualitative agreement
is very good, the simulation curve is shifted upwards with respect to the
theoretical prediction, and the disagreement increases with increasing field
strengths. This is not entirely surprising, because the contribution of higher
virials becomes more significant the shorter and the more aligned the rods
are [152–155]. A calculation on the third virial level [46, 152], which we do not
discuss here in detail, raises the theoretical percolation threshold in isotropic
dispersions by about 1.2 % , leading to a better agreement between theory
and simulations.
In passing, we note that while our theory is the most accurate in the slender rod limit, this limit proves difficult to achieve in simulations, even for
ideal particles, as discussed in Section 2.4. For this reason, we compare our
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Figure 2.3: Direct comparison between the percolation threshold obtained with connectedness percolation theory (solid line) and Monte Carlo simulation
results (full squares with dashed line) for rods of aspect ratio L/λ =
400 [104]. The apparent deviations originate from the use of the second
virial approximation in the theory, as described in the main text.

predictions for bidisperse rods with simulations only for relatively modest
aspect ratios in the following Section.

2.6

bidisperse rods

To study the combined effect of length polydispersity and an external field,
we specifically consider an example of bidisperse filler particles with fixed
lengths L1 and L2 and number fractions x1 and x2 = 1 − x1 respectively.
We focus on a bidisperse mixture due to its most noticeable effect on the
percolation threshold compared to a continuous distribution with the same
mean length, as shown in [45, 46]. Our results for the more general case of an
arbitrary length distribution are discussed in Section 2.7.
Employing Eq. (2.2) and the second virial approximation, the generalised
connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation becomes

Ti (ϑ) =2ρλ

X
n

d2n Li P2n (cos ϑ) Lj P2n (cos ϑ 0 )Tj(ϑ 0 )

jϑ 0

+ 1,

(2.16)

2.6 bidisperse rods
where we have again neglected the end caps and applied the addition theorem for spherical harmonics, Eq. (2.12). The moments of the function T are
then defined by the set of linear equations
hLi P2l (cos ϑ)Tiγ (ϑ)iiϑ
X
= 2ρλ
d2n L2i P2l (cos ϑ)P2n (cos ϑ)
n

0

0

× Lj P2n (cos ϑ )Tj (ϑ )

jϑ 0

iϑ

(2.17)

+ hLi P2l (cos ϑ)iiϑ .
For the bidisperse case, i, j ∈ {1, 2}, while for more general compositions
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . }. We determine the percolation threshold of polydisperse fillers
following a similar procedure as described in the previous Section.
The trivial case is that in which the field coupling parameter P vanishes, i.e.,
when the field is independent of the particle length. In that case, the effect
of polydispersity is entirely scaled out by the definition of the dimensionless
concentration c = πρλhL2i ii /4, and we recover the universal curve for the
percolation threshold that coincides with the solution for the monodisperse
rods shown in Figure 2.2. For P 6= 0, however, this universality is broken by
the length-field coupling, implying that the known scaling of the percolation
treshold with the weight average of the length distribution does not hold anymore. This has the important consequence that the percolation threshold of
a mixture can be lower than that of the individual constituents. We illustrate
this in Figure 2.4 for the case P = 3, mimicking the impact of an elongational
flow field. Here, as in all figures to follow, we set nmax = 2 in Equation (2.12).
As already alluded to, we expect this to be accurate to within a per cent for
order parameters in the range −0.5 6 hP2 i 6 0.86.
In Figure 2.4 we show the volume fraction φp at percolation as a function
of the bare field strength K0 , as defined in Eq. (2.10), for mixtures of rods
of aspect ratios L1 /λ = 200 and L2 /λ = 400. Indicated are also the nematic
order parameters hP2 i of the two types of particle for our choice of P =
3, confirming that longer particles are more susceptible to the effect of the
orienting field than the short ones. We observe the following:
1. For zero field, the dispersion containing only the short rods exhibits
the highest percolation threshold, whereas the one containing only long
rods percolates at much lower volume fractions, as expected;
2. This remains true for disaligning fields, no matter how strong they are,
and for aligning fields, provided that they are not too strong;
3. For sufficiently strong aligning fields, however, we find the opposite:
shorter rods form a percolating cluster at lower concentrations, on account of them not being as strongly oriented;
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Figure 2.4: Critical volume fraction φp versus the external field strength K0 in a field
with cubic length coupling, P = 3 for the number fractions x1 = {0, 0.5, 1}
and x2 = 1 − x1 respectively [104]. The aspect ratios are L1 /λ = 200 and
L2 /λ = 400. Indicated are also the nematic order parameters hP2 i for the
two lengths of rod. Curves with different formulations cross each other.
In the regime of strong aligning fields, the bidisperse system exhibits
the lowest percolation threshold, as short rods can act as more isotropic
linkers between the strongly aligned long ones.

4. The percolation threshold of a 50-50 mixture lies between that of the
pure components unless the alignment field is sufficiently strong. In
that case, the mixture has the lowest percolation threshold.
Two comments are in order at this point. First, the monodisperse cases
x1 = 0 and x1 = 1 can be described universally, even for P > 0, by defining
the appropriate concentration scale cp and the field strength
P
K̃ = K0 hLP
i i/λ ,

(2.18)

which we decide to choose this way in order to compare mixtures with the
same interaction energy per particle. The existence of a universal curve describing the connection between cp and K̃ does not apply for any other values
of x1 .
Second, that a mixture of long and short rods may have a lower percolation threshold than the individual species is due to a cooperative (synergetic)
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Figure 2.5: Percolation threshold in terms of the filler fraction obtained by our collaborators from Monte Carlo simulations in a field with cubic length
coupling, P = 3 [104]. The aspect ratios are L1 /λ = 200 and L2 /λ = 400,
with the number fractions x1 = {0, 0.5, 1} and x2 = 1 − x1 respectively.

effect [99]. In this case, it is caused by short rods acting as more isotropic connectors between the strongly aligned long ones. The long rods contribute to
the network by making long-range connections between separated clusters of
short rods that otherwise would not form a system-spanning network. The
importance of this last point has perhaps not been fully appreciated in the
literature [88, 124].
As we shall see below, for this mechanism to work the rods need to have a
sufficient difference in order parameter at a given field strength. Whether or
not the mixture has the lowest percolation threshold depends on the coupling
strength P, the number fraction x1 and the length ratio L2 /L1 . It turns out
that the cooperative network formation described above can only occur if
long rods are more strongly aligned than short ones, i.e., for field-coupling
parameters P > 0. In the case of P < 0, turning on an external alignment
field amplifies the advantage of the longer species in forming a network,
which is already present in isotropic configurations. As a result, for negative
field-coupling parameters P, the mixture containing only the longest species
always exhibits the lowest percolation threshold.
Before analysing the conditions for cooperative network formation in more
detail, we first discuss the comparison of our connectedness percolation theory with the results of Monte Carlo simulations. In Figure 2.5 we show Monte
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Figure 2.6: Average nematic order parameter of rods in a bidisperse mixture of aspect ratios L1 /λ = 200 and L2 /λ = 400 with number fractions x1 = x2 =
0.5 and length coupling P = 3. Open symbols show the bulk average
alignment hP2 i for each species as a function of field K0 , while the filled
symbols show the average for rods in percolating clusters only, measured
at the percolation threshold in the Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators [104].

Carlo simulation results for the percolation threshold of the same binary mixture of rods and the same field coupling parameter P = 3. As already discussed in Section 2.5, the absolute values for the percolation threshold in
theory and simulations are shifted with respect to each other. Despite this,
we again find the cooperative effect in the simulations, in very good qualitative agreement with our theory. In fact, the field strengths below which
the 50-50 mixture has a lower percolation threshold than the pure rods even
agree well quantitatively; they differ by less than 3%.
The simulations also allow our collaborators to probe the structure of the
clusters. Figure 2.6 shows the nematic order parameter hP2 i for the same
binary mixture as in Fig. 2.5. The black and green lines (open symbols) show
how the overall aligment of the rods varies with field strength. These curves
are entirely independent of packing fraction due to the ideality of the rods.
The red and blue lines (closed symbols) show the mean alignment of rods
within the percolating clusters only.
The Figure demonstrates that rods within these percolating clusters are, on
average, more isotropically oriented than in the bulk. For the longer species,
the difference is subtle, but for the shorter species it is quite pronounced. In
Fig. 2.6, the percolating clusters have been analysed at the percolation thresh-
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old itself. At higher packing fractions (deeper into the percolating regime),
the percolating clusters incorporate more and more of the rods in the system
and the mean alignment of rods in the clusters therefore approaches that of
the bulk. The difference of alignment between bulk and clusters at the percolation threshold reinforces our interpretation of how percolation occurs in
these mixtures: the shorter rods act as more isotropic linkers between clusters
of the more strongly aligned longer species. This principle applies also for
disaligning fields (K0 < 0), where the short rods presumably link “layers” of
connected longer rods lying perpendicular to the field.

2.7

polydisperse rods: how is universality
broken?

We have seen that the theoretical percolation threshold of sufficiently slender
ideal rods in the absence of an external field depends only on the first and the
second moment of the length distribution of length-polydisperse rods. In fact,
this also turns out to be true for hard rods [46, 100].12 The results of the previous Section suggest, however, that the percolation threshold of ideal rods in
an external quadrupole field must be a function of more than two moments.
As we show next, a multitude of higher order moments becomes important
for weak fields, depending on the field strength and field coupling parameter. Before doing that, it is interesting to note that the percolation threshold of
perfectly aligned and disaligned rods, in our model corresponding to infinite
positive and negative field strengths, again depends on the first two moments
alone.
To show this for perfect alignment, we only retain the leading order term
independent of the angle between the particles in Eq. (2.3). Inserting this into
(2.2) and (2.1) gives a percolation threshold
cp (K̃ → ∞) =

1
hL2 i
p
.
4λ hL2 i + hLi

(2.19)

This percolation threshold is not only much higher than that of isotropic ideal
rods, which obeys cp = 1/2, but remains a non-trivial combination of the two
moments of the length distribution. As a result, the percolation threshold
of a mixture of rods is always lower than that of the single component in
the limit of perfect alignment. For infinite disaligning fields with K̃ → −∞,
12 Ref. [111] experimentally finds an inverse proportionality to the first moment of the length
distribution, i.e., the number-average instead of the weight-average. This is likely due to
attractive interactions, which we neglect in this work.
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the leading order term in Eq. (2.3) is the one that depends on the angle between the particles. A similar calculation then produces cp = π2 /16, as in the
monodisperse case.
For nonzero but finite field strengths, the calculations are highly nontrivial, even if the field is weak. We can Taylor-expand the orientational distribution function in powers of the field strength and calculate the averages
L2i P2l (cos ϑ)P2n (cos ϑ) iϑ that enter the matrix equation (2.17) up to arbitrary order. Inserting this into our equations, we need to expand, again, in
powers of the field strength and collect terms of equal power. We have done
this for bi-, tri- and tetradisperse rod mixtures and obtain an identical expression that, up to third order in the field strength, reads
2

cp =

L2+P
1
2
+
K̃2
2 405 hL2 i2 hLP i2
h
8 9 L2 L2+P L2+2P − L2+P
+
3
76545 hL2 i hLP i3

(2.20)
3

i
K̃3 + O(K̃4 ).

As the moments of the length distribution arise only from the coefficients
L2i P2l (cos ϑ)P2n (cos ϑ) iϑ , we conclude that Eq. (2.20) must also hold for
an arbitrary number of components. The expression (2.20) shows that the
percolation threshold depends on several higher moments of the length distribution whose order is determined by the field coupling parameter P and
the order of the expansion. This confirms that the known universal scaling
of the percolation threshold with the first two moments of the length distribution fails if the field couples to the polydisperse dimensions of the rods,
in agreement with Figure 2.7. Only in the limit P = 0 or for monodisperse
particles, the higher moments cancel and we recover a universal dependence
of the percolation threshold cp on the scaled field strength K̃, as defined in
Eq. (2.18).
Note that Eq. (2.20) describes the percolation threshold for small fields very
well. The crossing of the curves observed in Figure 2.7, however, cannot be reliably captured by the expansion, even up to order O(K̃8 ) (results not shown).
The reason is that the crossing takes place at effective field strengths that
strongly exceed the validity range of the approximation. For monodisperse
rods, the expansion result in Eq. (2.20) is consistent with the full solution for
scaled field strengths up to |K̃| . 4. However, we observe that the agreement
tends to worsen for polydisperse mixtures, where the validity range can decrease to roughly |K̃| . 1.5.
To investigate the crossing, we therefore need to resort to a brute-force
evaluation of the full theory, vary all system parameters and hope to observe
patterns. For this purpose, for any given ratios of the rod lengths and the cou-
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Figure 2.7: Dependence of the dimensionless percolation threshold cp on the scaled
external field strength K̃ for a tridisperse mixture of rods with the relative
aspect ratios L1 = 0.5 L3 and L2 = 0.8 L3 , for a length-field coupling
parameter P = 3 [104]. The number fractions x1 and x2 are specified in
the legend, and x3 = 1 − x1 − x2 .

pling parameter P, we evaluate cp as a function of K0 for a binary and ternary
mixture, where the number fractions run from nought to unity. Not surprisingly, exactly because of the lack of universality, we have not been able to spot
any clear trends. For weak fields, the percolation threshold φp = cp hLiλ/hL2 i
increases with increasing fractions of short rods, as can be deduced from
Equation (2.20). In some cases, for sufficiently large values of K0 and for
small enough difference in rod length, we find that this trend completely reverses (see the Figures 2.8 and 2.9). This inversion only takes place if P is
large enough, implying a large difference in the order parameters of different
species. Under those conditions, mixtures with the largest fraction of short
rods exhibit the lowest percolation threshold.
Interestingly, for even larger field strengths, we find in some cases that
the original trend for very weak fields is recovered. Obviously, we should
recover the predictions of Eq. (2.19) in the limit of perfect alignment. The
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show an example of the inversion, which we observe
both theoretically and in the Monte Carlo simulations. As already alluded to,
the absolute values of the critical volume fractions obtained from the simulations are shifted with respect to the theoretical results. Despite that, the field
strengths at which the curves cross show excellent quantitative agreement,
with a relative error of less than 1%.
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Figure 2.8: Critical volume fraction φp of a bidisperse mixture in a field with cubic
length coupling, P = 3, as obtained using connectedness percolation theory [104]. The aspect ratios of the rods are L1 /λ = 80 and L2 /λ = 100,
with the number fractions x1 ∈ [0, 1] and x2 = 1 − x1 respectively. Indicated are also the nematic order parameters hP2 i for the two types of rod.
For strong orienting fields, the order of the curves reverses completely
so that the dispersion containing only the short rods exhibits the lowest
percolation threshold.
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Figure 2.9: Monte Carlo simulation results of our collaborators for a bidisperse mixture in a field with cubic length coupling, P = 3 [104]. Plotted is the critical volume fraction φp for three compositions, with the rod aspect ratios
L1 /λ = 80 and L2 /λ = 100. The field strengths K0 at which the simulation curves cross show excellent quantitative agreement with those in
Figure 2.8 obtained by means of connectedness percolation theory.
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discussion and conclusions

In this Chapter, we have investigated the impact of an external alignment
field in combination with polydispersity on the percolation threshold. For
this purpose we used connectedness percolation theory and compared the
results with those obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. Although we are
not the first to theoretically investigate this [88, 124], we have attempted to
provide a considerably more comprehensive treatment.
Rahatekar and collaborators [124] performed Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulations on weakly repulsive dipolar rods subject to an electrical field,
neglecting dipole-dipole interactions. (We also ignore any field-induced interactions.) For rods of relatively modest aspect ratio, they also found that a
bidisperse mixture in an aligning field can exhibit a lower percolation threshold than either of the individual components. Of course, a dipole field is not
quite the same as a quadrupole field, so for comparison we also investigated
the impact of a dipole field of the form U ∝ K0 (L/λ)P | cos ϑ|. In order to
mimic their simulations, where alignment is achieved by fixing permanent
electric charges at the ends of the rods, we would need to set P = 1. In our
theory, however, we only find the same behaviour for P & 2. We suspect that
this might be due to the second virial approximation not being sufficiently
accurate for the aspect ratios of 5 and 20 used in Ref. [124].
In another recent theoretical approach, Chatterjee investigated the effect of
alignment and length polydispersity on the percolation threshold by mapping
continuum percolation onto percolation on a Bethe lattice [88]. For mixtures
of short and long rods, he found that bidispersity can lower the percolation
threshold with respect to the monodisperse case if the long rods are sufficiently aligned. In that work, however, the orientations of short and long
rods are decoupled, the former being isotropically oriented irrespective of
the degree of order of the long ones. This implies that the coupling to the
field does not obey Boltzmann-statistics, which makes comparison to experiments difficult. Still, our results show almost quantitative agreement for a
mixture of rods with aspect ratios L1 /λ = 10 and L2 /λ = 50 if we choose the
difference in the order parameters between short and long species to be large
enough, i.e., if we set P & 2.
In contrast to the earlier works, we believe that our theory gives a more
comprehensive view on how length polydispersity and alignment impact
upon the percolation threshold and demonstrates how deeply universality
is broken by the external field. In fact, our expansion around zero field already shows that the percolation threshold depends on several higher moments of the length distribution. For isotropic configurations, the percolation
threshold can be made universal by an appropriate rescaling of the number
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density. This involves a volume scale that is a function of the second moment
of the distribution only. In non-zero field, such a rescaling is impossible, as
Eq. (2.20) shows.
One of the consequences of this kind of universality breaking is that, depending on the length ratios of the rods, the strength of the coupling to the
external alignment field and the field strength itself, we find a wide variety
of behaviors. This includes monodisperse shorter rods exhibiting a lower percolation threshold than longer ones, mixtures of short and long ones with
a lower percolation threshold than any of the pure constituents, and a nonmonotonic dependence of the composition with the lowest percolation threshold on the field strength. Interestingly, the full theory has to be evaluated in
order to be able to observe all these effects, which happen at sufficiently
large field strengths. The aforementioned expansion in powers of the field
strength does not reproduce this, even if we go up to eighth order. (Results
not shown.)
These findings are supported by the results of Monte Carlo simulations,
which eliminated finite size effects by exploiting the fact that the universal
scaling of the wrapping probability function holds even in anisotropic systems. The simulations are restricted to modest aspect ratios firstly because of
the quadratically increasing cost of the cluster analysis for systems of longer
rods, and secondly because of the need to simulate two different system sizes
at each combination of field strength and system composition. Our theory, on
the other hand, becomes more accurate the larger the aspect ratio of the rods.
Hence, the absolute values of the theoretical percolation threshold and the
simulations are shifted with respect to each other. It is therefore remarkable
that we find excellent quantitative agreement for the field strengths at which
curves for different formulations cross.
This brings us to the last two points that we wish to address. The first one
relates to the pre-averaging approximation that we discussed in Section 2.2.
Within this approximation, we find the following expansion in powers of the
scaled field strength, as defined in Eq. (2.18),
cp,PA =

hL2 i
1 hL2 ihL1+P i2 2
+
K̃ + O(K̃3 ).
2hLi2 180 hLi4 hLP i2

(2.21)

For monodisperse systems, this expression gives the correct zero-field percolation threshold, but the first order correction already disagrees with our
exact result (2.20). For polydisperse rods, however, it is inaccurate even to
zeroth order in K̃, as it fails to introduce the correct moments of the length
distribution. It seems that, while the pre-averaging approximation is appealing because of its intuitive nature, it is fundamentally wrong for polydisperse
rod dispersions, at least in the absence of attractive interactions [111].

2.8 discussion and conclusions
Our second point pertains to our neglect of any type of interaction between
the particles. It is known that, for hard and for weakly attractive rods in the
absence of an external field, the volume fraction at percolation for length polydisperse particles obeys the same universal scaling with the inverse weight
average of the particle aspect ratio [37, 46, 156]. In the presence of an aligning
field, hard core interactions increase the degree of alignment [114]. Because of
this, it seems reasonable to suggest that the universality breaking we find in
this work survives if we include hard core interactions. How a combination
of alignment, hard core interactions and polydispersity affects the percolation
threshold is unknown, and we intend to pursue it in our ongoing work.

supplementary material
All data from calculations and simulations presented in this Chapter are available in electronic form in the supplementary material of Ref. [104], and at
https://doi.org/10.15128/r2tb09j565f.
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P E R C O L AT I O N I N N E M AT I C L I Q U I D
C R Y S T A L S O F S L E N D E R N A N O PA R T I C L E S

In this Chapter, we investigate by means of continuum percolation theory and Monte
Carlo simulations how geometric percolation takes place in the uniaxial nematic phase
of hard slender nanoparticles. We find that, in the nematic phase, percolation is unusual and fundamentally different from that in isotropic dispersions. The percolation
threshold depends only very weakly on the particle density and is, in essence, determined by the connectivity range, which defines whether two particles are directly
connected. This unexpected finding has its roots in the non-trivial coupling between
the density and the degree of orientational order that dictate the mean number of particle contacts: a concentration increase in the nematic is compensated by an increase
in the amount of alignment, which keeps the average surface-to-surface distance of
neighbouring particles roughly constant. We also find that clusters in the nematic are
much longer than they are wide, suggesting the use of nematics for nanocomposites
with strongly anisotropic transport properties.

The contents of this Chapter are based on the following publications:

· S.P. Finner, T. Schilling and P. van der Schoot, Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 097801 (2019)
· S.P. Finner, I. Pihlajamaa and P. van der Schoot, Geometric percolation of hard nanorods: the
interplay of spontaneous and externally induced uniaxial particle alignment (submitted)
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3.1

introduction

As mentioned in the previous Chapters, the main goal in the engineering and
design of nanocomposites is often to keep the percolation threshold as low
as possible. A low percolation threshold may be desired in order to reduce
costs, and to preserve desired properties of the host material like its optical
transparency or ease of processing. For instance, a polymer-based thin-film
electrode for applications in solar-cell technologies requires a minimal loading of conductive fillers, as the fillers deteriorate the optical transparency of
the films. Elongated particles turn out to be particularly well-suited for these
applications because of their low percolation threshold, which arguably is
due to their large contact volume, i.e., the volume one particle can trace out
while remaining connected to a second particle [82, 92, 94]. In fact, it has
been shown theoretically and by means of computer simulations that the
percolation threshold of slender rod-like particles should scale inversely proportionally to their aspect ratio, and experiments seem to support this [26, 29,
36, 37, 46, 97, 98, 100]. However, the underlying assumption in many of these
studies is that the filler particles are oriented isotropically, which in practice
need not be the case due to, e.g., confinement in a thin film, or external fields
during the processing of the material [23, 104, 157].
In Chapter 2, we have discussed how the length polydispersity of slender
colloidal particles can serve as a tool to lower the percolation threshold of
ideal rods that become aligned during the liquid stages of material processing, for instance in the presence of an electric, magnetic or flow field. Modelling nanorods as ideal, non-interacting particles is a good approximation in
dilute particle dispersions. As the particle concentration is increased, however, it becomes inaccurate. In this Chapter, we therefore proceed to model
the nanoparticles as infinitely slender spherocylinders with a hard steric interaction potential, meaning that, due to Pauli exclusion, their hard bodies
are not allowed to overlap.
Focusing on the cluster formation of these particles, we note that, in the
limit of infinite aspect ratios, the probability of two hard cylinders making
direct physical contact becomes negligibly small. However, the nanoparticles
do not actually need to touch for effective charge transport to take place.
Instead, they need to be within a certain (tunneling) range of each other for
electrons to be able to travel through the network [35, 36]. We therefore
focus on the problem of geometric percolation, and assume our hard particles
to be connected if their surfaces are within a certain cut-off distance of each
other, which we call the connectivity range. This connectivity range is given
by the average tunneling distance of charge carriers through the polymeric

3.1 introduction
host matrix, or by the Debye-length if the dispersion is aqueous and chargestabilised.
By incorporating hard particle interactions into our model, we introduce
another source of alignment in dispersions of nanorods, which is intrinsic to
the anisometry and steric repulsion of the nanoparticles themselves. Elongated rod-like particles do not only have a large contact volume, which produces a low percolation threshold, but also a large excluded volume. Due
to their large excluded volume, they exhibit a transition from the isotropic
to the uniaxial nematic liquid-crystalline phase at filler fractions comparable
to the expected percolation threshold [73]. At sufficiently large packing fraction, the particles in the isotropic phase run out of free volume and align
along a common axis, i.e., the uniaxial nematic phase becomes the stable
phase [64, 73]. This also implies that particles necessarily become relatively
close to their immediate neighbours in the dispersion, suggesting the vicinity
of the percolation transition. If the connectivity range is sufficiently small,
the percolation transition may even be pre-empted by the isotropic-nematic
phase transition [114].
Whilst many facets of geometric percolation in isotropic dispersions have
been investigated, including the roles of the tunneling distance [36, 37, 46],
polydispersity [45, 88, 100, 104], external fields [104, 114–116], interactions
[37, 113], flexibility [37, 118], tortuosity and particle shape [97, 118], very
little seems to be known about percolation in intrinsically aligned, liquidcrystalline phases of rod-like particles. What is known is that forced alignment by external fields typically increases the percolation threshold [88, 104,
114–116], as we also saw in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Here, we show by means
of connectedness percolation theory and Monte Carlo simulations that, in
the uniaxial nematic phase, the coupling between the density of hard slender particles and their degree of spontaneous alignment makes percolation
highly unusual and fundamentally different from that in isotropic or (externally aligned) paranematic dispersions.
The reason for the unusual percolation properties of the nematic phase is
that the mean contact volume of a particle pair depends on the degree of
order, which itself is density-controlled. As a result, percolation can be completely suppressed if the connectivity criterion is too small, irrespective of the
filler fraction and of the particle aspect ratio, at least in the slender-rod limit.
If the connectivity range exceeds a critical value, percolation occurs at all densities in the nematic phase. In a narrow region between these two regimes,
we find percolation in the low-density nematic that, remarkably, is lost upon
particle addition. The reason for the decay of a percolating cluster is that particles align more strongly, which leads to larger surface-to-surface distances
and fewer particle contacts. According to our theory and the Monte Carlo
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simulations of our collaborators, sub-critical clusters are much longer along
the nematic director than perpendicular to it, reflecting the underlying uniaxial symmetry of the nematic phase. Cluster dimensions in both directions are
found to diverge at the same density, with the same critical exponent but different prefactors [114]. This suggests that in thin films or fibers, nematics may
be used to create materials with a strongly anisotropic conductivity [158].
In the next Section, we start by briefly describing the ingredients of our
theoretical model, which hinges on a combination of Onsager theory, describing how the orientational distribution of particles responds to density
variations, and Connectedness Ornstein-Zernike theory describing the cluster structure [82].

3.2

theoretical model

The particles in our model are cylindrical and monodisperse, interact via a
harshly repulsive steric interaction, and are sufficiently slender for the second
virial approximation to hold. In this limit, the distribution function, ψ(u), of
the particle orientation, u, obeys the Onsager equation
8
ch|u × u 0 |i 0 .
(3.1)
π
Here, the constant k enforces normalisation of the
R distribution function, and
the orientational average is defined as h. . . i ≡ du(. . . )ψ(u), with an analogous definition h. . . i 0 for the primed variable [73]. The dimensionless particle
concentration c ≡ πL2 Dρ/4 is defined in terms of the number density ρ, the
hard-core particle diameter D and the particle length L  D.
In the isotropic phase, the orientational distribution function is a constant
ψ(u) = (4π)−1 . In the nematic, we have ψ(u) = ψ(−u) and ψ(u) = ψ(ϑ) =
ψ(π − ϑ) due to inversion and cylindrical symmetry, where ϑ denotes the
angle with respect to the nematic director. To calculate the orientational distribution function in the nematic phase, we solve the Onsager equation numerically by recursive iteration of the function ψ(u) as described in Ref. [74],
and obtain stable and metastable solutions (in the biphasic region). At phase
coexistence, implying equal pressures and chemical potentials, the concentration in the isotropic phase is 3.29, and in the nematic 4.19 [65].
For comparison, we also obtain analytical predictions using Odijk’s Gaussian approximation to the orientational distribution [65],
ln ψ(u) = k −

ψ(u) = ψ(ϑ) = c2 exp(−2c2 ϑ2 /π)/π2

for 0 6 ϑ 6 π/2

(3.2)

and
ψ(u) = ψ(π − ϑ)

for

π/2 6 ϑ 6 π,

(3.3)

3.2 theoretical model
with hϑ2 i ∼ π/2c2 in equilibrium. The Gaussian distribution is most accurate
deep in the nematic phase, but also turns out to be reasonably accurate near
the melting transition to the isotropic phase [65].
The second ingredient of our theoretical framework is the Connectedness
Ornstein-Zernike equation for the pair connectedness function P(r, u, u 0 ), which
describes the unnormalised probability of finding two particles with orientations u and u 0 at relative position r in the same cluster. In Fourier space, it
reads
P̂(q, u, u 0 ) = Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) + ρhĈ+ (q, u, u 00 )P̂(q, u 00 , u 0 )i 00 ,

(3.4)

with Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) the direct connectedness function and q the wave vector [82].
The first term describes two test particles that are part of the same cluster
and cannot be separated by the removal of a single, third particle. The second term represents all other types of cluster containing at least one particle
which, upon removal, separates the test particles. The particle density ρ enters the Connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation equation directly, but also
indirectly through the orientational averaging, as the orientational distribution is coupled to the particle concentration via Eq. 3.1.
As already alluded to, we consider two particles directly connected if their
shortest surface-to-surface distance is smaller than a cut-off distance λ. In
nanocomposites, this connectivity range λ is equivalent to the average tunneling distance of electrons through the polymeric host matrix, which depends
on the dielectric constant of the medium. In aqueous dispersions, where ions
are the charge carriers, it must be the Debye length.13
To make headway, we now need to insert a closure relation, i.e., an appropriate approximation for the direct connectedness function C+ . Within the
second virial approximation closure, valid in the limit of large particle aspect
ratios, Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) is then equivalent to the (Fourier transformed) connectedness Mayer function [73, 82, 92, 114]
f̂

+

q, u, u

0



0

= 2L λ|u × u |j0
2



 

L
L
0
q · u j0
q·u
2
2

(3.5)

to leading order in L  D and |q|D  1. Here, j0 (x) ≡ sin x/x is a spherical Bessel function. In the limit of vanishing wave vectors, the function
f̂+ (0, u, u 0 ) is equivalent to the contact volume of two particles [92].
13 The percolation threshold of charge-stabilised nanotubes can be measured by dielectric spectroscopy [43]. The dielectric constant peaks at the percolation threshold on account of a diverging mean cluster size.
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The size and structure of clusters are described by the “cluster structure
factor” [82]
S(q) ≡ 1 + ρhhP̂(q, u, u 0 )ii 0 ,

(3.6)

which defines the weight-average number of particles within a cluster, on
a length scale given by the wave vector q. We can now pinpoint the percolation threshold by finding the conditions for which limq→0 S(q) → ∞.
This we do numerically by recursive iteration of the Connectedness OrnsteinZernike equation, and analytically by invoking a variational principle, which
we present in the next Section [159].

3.3

variational percolation theory

In order to set up our variational theory, first applied by Odijk in the context
of radiation scattering from concentrated solutions of hard rods [159], it turns
out useful to rewrite the governing percolation equations by defining the
function
p


m(q, u) = ψ(u) 1 + ρhP̂(q, u, u 0 )i 0 .
(3.7)
With Eq. (3.7), the average cluster size can be written as:
Z p
S(q) = du ψ(u)m(q, u),

(3.8)

and the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation, averaged over one angular
degree of freedom, reads
Z
p
m(q, u) = ψ(u) + ρ du 0 K(q, u, u 0 )m(q, u 0 ).
(3.9)
Here,
K(q, u, u 0 ) =

p
p
ψ(u)Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) ψ(u 0 )

(3.10)

denotes the kernel associated with the integral operator applied to the function m(u). Note that this kernel is symmetric in u and u 0 , as Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) =
Ĉ+ (q, u 0 , u) due to particle exchange symmetry [160].
Now consider the functional
 2

Z
m (q, u) p
F[m] = du
− ψ(u)m(q, u)
(3.11)
2
Z
Z
ρ
−
du du 0 m(q, u)K(q, u, u 0 )m(q, u 0 ).
2

3.4 numerical details and monte carlo simulations
It is straightforward to show that the function m(u) that functionally extremises Eq. (3.11), obeys the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation for
hP̂(q, u, u 0 )i 0 . Moreover, we notice
p that, in the limit of ρ → 0, the solution
to Eq. (3.9) obeys
ψ(u). Hence, it seems sensible to choose
p m(q, u) =
m(q, u) = M(q) ψ(u) as a plausible trial function, with M a variational
parameter. Inserting m(q, u) into Eq. (3.11), and calculating the stationary
−1
value of M by setting ∂F/∂M = 0, we find M = 1 − ρhhĈ+ (q, u, u 0 )ii 0
. It
follows from the cluster structure factor
S(q) =

1
1 − ρhhĈ+ (q, u, u 0 )ii 0

(3.12)

that the average cluster size S(0) diverges under the condition
ρhhĈ+ (0, u, u 0 )ii 0 = 1.

(3.13)

For isotropic solutions and for perfectly (uniaxially) aligned particles, the
analytical predictions of (3.12) and (3.13) are exact [37, 97]. In the isotropic
phase, they also show very good agreement with Monte Carlo simulations [98].
Deviations of Eq. (3.13) from the (exact) numerical solution do occur if particles are partially aligned due to an external orienting field, i.e., in the paranematic phase [104, 114]. Comparison with our numerical solution shows that
Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) also provide an excellent estimate for the generalised
cluster size and the percolation threshold in the uniaxial nematic phase, as
we shall see later in this Chapter. Before turning to our results, let us first
describe our numerical methods in the next Section.

3.4

numerical details and monte carlo
simulations

To determine the percolation threshold numerically, we first calculate the orientational distribution function, ψ(ϑ), in the nematic phase for a fixed value
of the particle concentration c. We do this by solving the generalised Onsager equation, Eq. (3.1), using a recursive iteration scheme, as described in
Ref. [74]. The iteration is performed on an angular grid of Nϑ = 400 and
Nϕ = 400 grid points, with polar angles 0 6 ϑ 6 π/2 and azimuthal angles
0 6 ϕ 6 2π. To increase the resolution around the peak of the orientational
distribution function, we divide our ϑ-grid into three equidistant grids with
Nϑ /2 points in the range [0, π/8), Nϑ /4 points in [π/8, π/4) and Nϑ /4 grid
points in [π/4, π/2). Using the Gaussian distribution function as an initial
guess, we iterate Eq. (3.1) until the difference between subsequent iterations
of ψ(ϑ) at each grid point is smaller than our iteration tolerance of 10−7 .
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With the numerically exact solution for the orientational distribution, ψ(ϑ),
we calculate the percolation threshold in terms of the critical contact shell
thickness λp /D for the same particle concentration. This we do by taking the
limit of zero wave vector, averaging the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation (3.4) over one orientation u 0 and inserting our closure relation Ĉ+ (0, u, u 0 ) =
f̂+ (0, u, u 0 ). Defining the (dimensionless) function
ĥ (u) =

4
hP̂
πDL2

0, u, u 0

 0
i,

(3.14)

we can then re-write the macroscopic average cluster size as
S(0) = 1 + chĥ(u)i.

(3.15)

The dimensionless connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation within the second virial approximation can then be written as
ĥ (u) =


8 λ
8 λ
h u × u0 i0 +
ch u × u 0 ĥ u 0 i 0 .
πD
πD

(3.16)

To calculate the percolation threshold, we perform a sweep in the connectedness criterion λ/D, with steps of ∆λ = 0.002. For each λ/D, we obtain a
discrete representation of the function ĥ (u) by recursive iteration of Eq. (3.16).
Our iteration scheme is analogous to that of the generalised Onsager equation described above, and with the same angular grid and iteration tolerance.
As an initial guess, we choose the source term, 8λh|u × u 0 |i 0 /πD.
Below the critical shell thickness λp /D, our iteration converges, and we
calculate the inverse of the average cluster size, S−1 . If the iteration does
not converge, and the difference between subsequent iterations grows within
the first 1000 iteration steps, we abort the iteration and assume a percolating
network. This procedure provides an estimate of the critical shell thickness
for percolation within an interval of ±∆λ /2. For a more accurate prediction
of the percolation threshold, we use linear extrapolation of the last two data
points of S−1 (λ/D) below percolation, and determine the root of the resulting
linear function. This scheme is repeated for all particle concentrations.
Before discussing our numerical results for percolation across the isotropicnematic phase transition, we briefly turn to the Monte Carlo simulations of
our collaborators at the University of Freiburg (Germany). In the simulations,
particle configurations are initialised either on a regular grid with perfect orientational alignment, or according to a uniform and random distribution of
positions and orientations. In the latter case particle overlaps are excluded by
first using the soft rod-rod interaction potential U(rij ) = a < ∞, if rij < D
and 0 otherwise, which allows overlaps with a nonzero probability proportional to the Boltzmann weight exp −βU(rij ). Here, rij denotes the shortest
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distance between the long axes of two rods i and j. The initialisation is then
finalised by running short Monte Carlo simulations, in which the overlap cost
a is gradually increased until the system is devoid of overlaps.
Subsequently, 5, 000 equilibrium configurations are generated using canonical Monte Carlo simulations, with the sampling method described in Ref. [161].
The equilibration inside the cuboid simulation box with periodic boundary
conditions is monitored using the mean acceptance probabilities of the particle displacement and rotation moves, together with the nematic order parameter, distinguishing between the isotropic phase and the nematic phase.
To estimate the percolation threshold of the equilibrated dispersion, the
probability, pp (λ), of the occurence of percolating clusters is determined as
a function of the connectivity. A cluster is deemed percolating if each constituent rod is connected to its own periodic image in at least one periodic
direction of the simulation box [140]. The so-obtained percolation probability
curves are well described by the hyperbolic tangent function, which becomes
narrower for larger system sizes. By standard practice, the critical connectivities λp are determined as the inflection points of this hyperbolic tangent,
obtained by curve-fitting pp (λ) [162]. The error bars indicate the standard
errors of the least-squares fit.
The data presented in this Chapter were produced in a simulation box of dimensions 220 D × 220 D × 880 D for the nematic and (220 D)3 for the isotropic
phase, with periodic boundaries. To evaluate finite-size effects, also box dimensions of Lx,y = [220 D, . . . , 660 D] and Lz = [220 D, . . . , 1760 D] in the
nematic have been investigated, with particle numbers from 3042 to 45,378.
In the isotropic phase, the box sizes are Lx,y,z = [220 D, 440 D], with particle
numbers between N = 3042 and 24,336. An explicit finite-size scaling analysis [104] has not been attempted, as it is non-trivial due to the dependence of
the average cluster shape on the density and the proximity to the percolation
threshold (see also Section 3.6). Instead, we found that the variations in the
inflection points are small upon varying the box size in the indicated ranges.
In the following Section, we discuss our results for the percolation threshold in the nematic phase.

3.5

percolation across the isotropic-nematic
transition

To obtain quantitative analytical predictions for the percolation threshold, we
insert the second virial approximation Ĉ+(q, u, u 0 ) = f̂+(q, u, u 0 ) with Eq. (3.5)
into the expression (3.12) of our variational percolation theory. Taking the
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limit of vanishing wave vectors, we obtain the macroscopic average cluster
size
S(0) =

1
1 − 2L2 λρhh|u × u 0 |ii 0

.

(3.17)

In the isotropic phase, we can calculate the average hh|u × u 0 |ii 0 = π/4 exactly [73], so that S−1 = 1 − 2cλ/D. This produces a percolation threshold cp = D/2λ, which agrees quantitatively with computer simulations for
L/D & 400 [98], a condition easily met by carbon nanotubes [163]. Even for
particles of aspect ratio 100, the agreement with Monte Carlo simulations is
almost quantitative, see Figure 3.2.
In order to make headway analytically in the nematic phase, we need to
invoke the Gaussian approximation. To leading order in c  1, we get hh|u ×
u 0 |ii 0 ∼ π/2c [65], with the surprising result
S(0) =

1
.
1 − 4λ/D

(3.18)

This average cluster size defines a critical connectivity λp = D/4 below which
percolation does not occur, and above which there is always percolation, irrespective of the particle concentration. Apparently, in the nematic, a concentration increase is compensated by a concomitant decrease in contact volume. As particles are added to the suspension, their degree of alignment
increases, which keeps their average surface-to-surface distance roughly constant. This is shown schematically in Figure 3.1. As a result, percolation
exclusively depends on the connectivity range, λ/D. The analytical prediction of concentration-independent percolation is confirmed
by using a more
p

sophisticated trial function of the form m(q, u) = ψ(u) M(q) + ϑ2 N(q) .
Setting ∂F/∂M = ∂F/∂N = 0 in the limit of vanishing wave vector, we find
the constant critical connectivity range λp = 0.2368 D.
The Gaussian approximation becomes less accurate near melting conditions, so the compensation of a density increase by stronger particle alignment is not exact, as Figure 3.2 shows. Our (exact) numerical results for the
critical connectivity increase with the particle density, but do saturate to a
constant λp ≈ 0.2365 ± 0.0005 D, close to our analytical prediction. Comparison with Monte Carlo simulations for L/D = 100 confirms the increase of
the critical connectivity in the low-density nematic. The numerical prediction within the metastable nematic (in the biphasic regime) agrees well with
our simulation results. However, in the simulations, the nematic seems stable,
not metastable. Also, we see a slight downturn of λp for the largest simulated
density. In Chapter 4, we show by means of a Lee-Parsons-type renormalisation of the second virial approximation [98] that these discrepancies arise
from the finite aspect ratio of the particles in the simulations.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the mechanism that causes densityindependent percolation in the nematic phase. In the low-density nematic (left), the rods are only slightly aligned. As their density is increased (middle and right), the orientational distribution function becomes more sharply peaked, meaning that particles align more strongly.
This increase in alignment keeps the average surface-to-surface distance
between direct neighbours in the dispersion roughly constant. As a result, percolation almost exclusively depends on the connectivity range,
which corresponds to the average tunneling distance of electrons through
the host matrix, and not on the particle density.
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Figure 3.2: Dimensionless critical connectivity λp at percolation vs. the dimensionless particle concentration c. Dashed lines present our analytical predictions in the isotropic phase (exact) and in the nematic (approximate).
The solid line is our (exact) numerical solution. Filled circles indicate
Monte Carlo simulation results of our collaborators for L/D = 100. Also
indicated are four connectivity regimes according to our exact theoretical
predictions. In regime A, the connectivity is too small for percolation to
occur in any of the phases. In regime B, percolation is possible in the
isotropic phase, but not in the nematic. In the regimes C and D, percolation occurs at sufficiently large concentrations in the isotropic phase.
In the nematic, we have percolation at sufficiently low concentrations in
C, while in D percolation occurs irrespective of the concentration. Inset:
Measure for the mean number of contacts per particle as a function of
the concentration, explaining the four connectivity regimes (see the main
text).

3.5 percolation across the isotropic-nematic transition
Looking at whether or not percolation can occur in the stable isotropic and
in the stable nematic phase, we define in Figure 3.2 four connectivity regimes
according to our (exact) prediction for the percolation threshold. For a narrow connectivity range, percolation in the isotropic phase does not lead to
percolation in the nematic (regime B). Below this range (regime A), percolation cannot occur in any of the phases. Above this range, percolation is
possible in both phases (regimes C and D). In regime C, percolation in the
isotropic phase occurs at sufficiently large concentrations, and in the nematic
at sufficiently low concentrations, i.e., it may be lost again deeper into the nematic. In regime D, we always find percolation in the nematic, irrespective of
the particle concentration. The latter is in agreement with the results of our
variational theory.
The question arises what lies at the root of the complex relation between
density, connectivity and the occurrence of system-spanning clusters. To attempt answering this question, we plot in the inset of Figure 3.2 the concentration dependence of chh|u × u 0 |ii 0 , which for a given connectivity range is an
intuitive measure for the mean number of contacts of a rod [100]. The Figure
shows that, close to the isotropic-nematic transition, the number of particle
contacts in the isotropic phase must always be larger than that in the nematic,
explaining how percolation can be lost across the isotropic-nematic transition
in regime B. In the low-density nematic, the number of contacts is found to
decrease with concentration due to increasing alignment, before saturating to
a constant value. This is contrary to what happens in the isotropic phase,
and explains the regimes C and D in Figure 3.2. Regime A arises, because
for values of the connectivity smaller than 0.152 D, the nematic becomes the
stable phase before the concentration in the isotropic phase can grow large
enough to induce percolation.
That there is a constant saturation value of the number of contacts means
that our numerical solution for hh|u × u 0 |ii 0 scales as 1/c for large c. This
agrees with the predictions of the Gaussian approximation to leading order
in the concentration, as indicated by the horizontal dashed line. The reason
for the 1/c - scaling deep in the nematic phase is that the numerical solution
to the Onsager equation obeys the high-density scaling function ψ(cϑ), which
also holds for the Gaussian distribution [164]. In the low-density nematic, the
contact volume is larger than predicted by the Gaussian distribution because,
in reality, particles are less strongly aligned. This explains why deeper into
the nematic we need a larger connectivity for percolation to occur. Due to the
Gaussian approximation, the analytical prediction of our variational percolation theory misses regime C of the percolation diagram, Figure 3.2, but does
predict the regimes A, B and D.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshot of a sub-critical cluster
from Monte Carlo simulations for
rods of aspect ratio L/D = 100 at a
concentration of c = 3.72 and with
the connectivity λ = 0.16 D [44].

In this Section, we have shown that the alignment of particles in the nematic
liquid-crystalline phase has an immense influence on cluster formation, and
makes percolation very different from that in isotropic of externally aligned
dispersions. In view of potential applications in nanocomposite materials,
however, also the structure and physical dimensions of particle networks in
the nematic phase turn out to be of some importance, as they could be tuned
to create materials with strongly anisotropic transport properties.
The Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators show that clusters in
the isotropic phase are on average spherical but in the nematic they are not,
see Figure 3.3. Sub-percolating clusters turn out to be much longer than
they are wide, and oriented along the nematic director. For the purpose of
investigating the physical shape of particle clusters theoretically, we calculate
the correlation lengths parallel and perpendicular to the alignment axis in the
following Section.

3.6

physical cluster dimensions

In order to investigate the physical extent of particle clusters and detect possible anisotropies in the cluster shape, we need to probe the wave-vector
dependence of the cluster structure factor
S(q) = 1 + ρhhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0 .

(3.19)

For this purpose, we separate the (orientationally averaged) pair connectedness function into an isotropic and a (possibly) anisotropic contribution,
hhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0 = hhP̂(0, u, u 0 ii 0 + P̂an (q). The correlation lengths, which are
a measure for the physical dimensions of sub-percolating clusters, can then

3.6 physical cluster dimensions
be found by calculating P̂an (q) for small q, and determining how the pair
connectedness function decays with increasing wave vector. This can be done
by expanding hhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0 to second order around q = 0, differentiating
the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation twice and applying the second
virial approximation, as outlined in Appendix 3.A of this Chapter. The resulting self-consistent matrix equation can be solved numerically by recursive iteration. In the limit of large wavelengths, we find a wave-vector dependence
of the form [114]
hhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0
= 1 − ξ2k q2k − ξ2⊥ q2⊥ + · · · ,
hhP̂(0, u, u 0 ii 0

(3.20)

which defines the correlation lengths, ξk and ξ⊥ , parallel and perpendicular
to the director. Here, qk = qz is the wave number along the director, and
q
q⊥ = q2x + q2y that in the perpendicular direction. In the isotropic phase,
the director is an arbitrary axis.
Apart from solving the underlying equations numerically, we can also
make analytical predictions for the cluster shape by invoking our variational
percolation theory. Within this analytical framework, the cluster structure
factor that contains all directional information is given by Eq. (3.12). To investigate the cluster dimensions, we first expand the direct connectedness
function to second order in the wave vector

Ĉ q, u, u 0 = Ĉ

0, u, u 0



+

1 ∂2 Ĉ(q, u, u 0 )
2
∂q∂q

q=0

: qq + . . . ,

where the first derivative vanishes due to symmetry. Subsequently, we insert
the second virial approximation Ĉ+ = f̂+ and make use of the Taylor expansion j0 (x) = 1 − x2 /6 + · · · in the expression for the connectedness Mayer
function, Eq. (3.5). Using the limits
lim j0 (x) = 1,

x→0

lim j00 (x) = 0,

x→0

1
lim j000 (x) = − ,
x→0
3

(3.21)

we find

∂2
Ĉ+ q, u, u 0
∂q∂q

λL2
=
−
u × u0
q=0
6


uu + u 0 u 0 .

(3.22)

After some algebra, we obtain in the limit of large wavelengths the Lorentzian
form
S(q)
1
=
,
2
2
S(0)
1 + ξk qk + ξ2⊥ q2⊥

(3.23)
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which defines the correlation lengths
 2
ξk
1
= ρL2 λhhcos2 ϑ|u × u 0 |ii 0 S(0)
L
6
along the nematic director, and
 2
ξ⊥
1
= ρL2 λhhsin2 ϑ|u × u 0 |ii 0 S(0)
L
12

(3.24)

(3.25)

perpendicular to it. Note that for large cluster sizes S(0)  1 and small
wave vector the functional forms of Eqs. (3.20) and (3.23) are equivalent, as
S = 1 + ρhhP̂ii, and (1 + x)−1 ≈ 1 −p
x for x  1.
Because in both directions ξ ∼ L S(0), we conclude from Eqs. (3.24) and
(3.25) that the fractal dimension of the clusters is 2, and that their average size
diverges in both directions upon approach of the percolation threshold. The
critical exponents are 1/2, like in the isotropic phase, owing to the mean-field
character of the problem in the limit of infinite aspect ratios [94]. According
to our variational theory, the ratio of the cluster size along and perpendicular
to the director field obeys
 2
ξk
hhcos2 ϑ|u × u 0 |ii 0
=2
.
(3.26)
ξ⊥
hhsin2 ϑ|u × u 0 |ii 0
In the isotropic phase, the various angular averages in Eqs. (3.24) – (3.26) are
straightforward to calculate, because in that case the orientational distribution of the rods is uniform. This produces spherical clusters with ξk /L =
p
ξ⊥ /L = ρL2 λS(0)/12, exact in the slender rod limit.
Even without having to do any calculation, we can already read off from
Eq. (3.26) that clusters in the nematic phase must be elongated with ξk  ξ⊥ ,
because the orientational distribution function is biased towards small values
of the angle ϑ. To make this prediction quantitative and calculate the orientational averages in the nematic, we again make use of established variational
theory rather than solving the Onsager equation for the orientational distribution function numerically [64]. If we presume the nematic to be strongly
aligned and the Gaussian approximation to hold, we can use the relations
cos ϑ ≈ 1 − ϑ2 /2 and sin ϑ ≈ ϑ, as well as the average hhϑ2 |u × u 0 |ii 0 ∼
5π2 /16c3 [64], producing the correlation lengths
 2
 2
ξk
λS(0)
ξ⊥
5πλS(0)
∼
and
∼
.
(3.27)
L
3D
L
48Dc2
These expressions imply that, for large c in the nematic phase, the parallel
correlation length becomes a constant, while the
√one perpendicular to the director decreases as 1/c. The ratio ξk /ξ⊥ ∼ 4c/ 5π measures the anisotropy
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Figure 3.4: Dimensionless parallel and perpendicular correlation lengths ξk,⊥ /L as
a function of the dimensionless connectivity range λ/D = 0.01. In the
isotropic phase, the correlation lengths are equal, while in the nematic,
the correlation length along the nematic director is always larger than
that in the perpendicular direction. Also indicated are the isotropic
and nematic coexistence concentrations (binodals). For c → 0, we get
ξk = ξ⊥ = L/6. Inset: analytical and numerical results for the cluster elongation ξk /ξ⊥ in the nematic for the same connectivity range,
λ = 0.01 D.

of sub-critical clusters, which increases linearly with concentration. Our numerical results support these conclusions, as the inset to Figure 3.4 shows.
In the main plot of Figure 3.4, we present our numerical results for the
correlation lengths as a function of the dimensionless concentration c for a
connectivity range λ/D = 0.01. As this connectivity range is too small to
induce percolation (regime A of Fig. 3.2), the physical size of particle clusters remains finite. Also indicated by grey vertical lines are the isotropic
and nematic binodals, between which the two phases coexist. While both
correlation lengths are equal in the isotropic phase, we find that the isotropicnematic transition abruptly elongates the clusters. In the nematic phase ξk
appears to saturate to a constant value, while ξ⊥ , decays to zero with increasing particle concentration, in agreement with our analytical predictions,
Eq. (3.27). Note that in the limit c → 0 both correlation lengths take a value
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Figure 3.5: Numerical results for the dimensionless correlation lengths ξk,⊥ /L parallel and perpendicular to the director (an arbitrary axis in the isotropic
phase) vs. the dimensionless particle concentration c, for a connectivity
range λ = 0.2 D (regime C of Figure 3.2). Indicated are also the percolation thresholds in the isotropic and nematic phase, and the binodals.

of exactly ξk = ξ⊥ = L/6, contradicting the earlier results of Otten et al., who
√
determined this value to be the radius of gyration of a rod, L/ 12 [114]. 14
In Figure 3.5, we plot the correlation lengths parallel and perpendicular to
the director for the connectivity range λ = 0.2D , for which we have percolation both in the isotropic and the nematic phase (regime C of Fig. 3.2). Also
indicated are the phase gap and the percolation thresholds in both phases.
Again, in regime C, percolation in the isotropic phase occurs for concentrations above the percolation threshold, while in the nematic it occurs below
the percolation threshold. In the nematic, the correlation length along the
director, ξk , is again much larger than that perpendicular to it, ξ⊥ , and both
diverge at the same concentration.
In conclusion, our analytical and numerical theory confirm the results of
Monte Carlo simulations in that sub-percolating clusters in the nematic phase
are strongly elongated. Anisotropic cluster dimensions suggest that lyotropic
liquid crystals, in particular in the nematic phase, can be used to aid the
√
14 We would expect a value of L/ 12, if the theory were centred around segment densities, not
rod densities, as segments within a rod are always part of the same cluster (the rod).

3.7 deviations from the perfect particle shape
design of composite materials with strongly anisotropic conductivities or dielectric properties, even though the percolation threshold itself is an isotropic
property [158]. Also, near the percolation threshold in a finite volume, e.g., in
a thin film or fiber, percolation might not persist in all directions.

3.7

deviations from the perfect particle shape

A natural question is how sensitive our results are to “imperfections” such
as deviations from the cylindrical particle shape and from monodispersity,
which in practice are difficult to avoid. What is known, is that the precise particle shape has very little effect on the percolation threshold in the
isotropic phase [97]. In contrast, polydispersity in length or width has been
predicted to significantly affect the percolation threshold of both ideal and
hard rods [45, 100, 104].
Tortuosity in the form of a weakly helical shape can very straightforwardly
be incorporated into our theory for percolation in the (chiral) nematic. Assume a helix of contour length L, width D, helical radius from the centreline
δ and helical wave number Q = 2π/p, with p the molecular pitch. (The sign
of Q and p determines the handedness of the helix.) This simply renormalises
the two-particle excluded volume by a factor ν = 1 − 15Q2 δ2 /16, at least in
the limit |Qδ|  1 and δ  D, and shifts the isotropic-nematic transition
to larger filler fractions by a factor ν−1 [165]. Not surprisingly, the same
renormalisation applies to the contact volume, and the percolation threshold
in the isotropic phase shifts upwards in the same fashion. As the correction
rescales both the excluded and the contact volume, we find within our Gaussian variational theory that, in the (chiral) nematic, a weak helicity has no
effect whatsoever on the percolation threshold, due to exact cancellation of
the correction terms. In fact, the effect of a weak tortuosity on the percolation
diagram in Figure 3.2 can be entirely scaled out by redefining the particle
concentration as νc.
Whether polydispersity impacts upon the percolation threshold in the nematic as much as in the isotropic phase remains to be seen. However, noting
the deep relation between the osmotic compressibility and the cluster size in
the context of connectedness percolation theory [82], we surmise that this is
not the case. The reason is that the osmotic pressure of a hard-rod nematic
is an invariant of any length polydispersity, at least within the Gaussian approximation [65]. In fact, because the osmotic pressure of the nematic is proportional to the particle density, the compressibility is density-invariant [65].
This supports our finding that also the cluster size and the percolation threshold in the Gaussian approximation are constant. Close to the nematic melting
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transition this approximation does become less accurate, ultimately leading
to a weak concentration dependence of the critical connectivity, as demonstrated in this Chapter.
Interestingly, our Gaussian variational theory predicts density-independent
percolation not only for hard rods, but also for hard platelet-like particles
with D  L. In this case, the dimensionless concentration is p
defined as
c = (π/4)2 D3 . With the simple trial function, m(q, u) = M(q) ψ(u), we
obtain within the second virial approximation the inverse cluster size S−1 =
1 − 12λ/D, again irrespective of the particle concentration and aspect ratio.
Monte Carlo simulations of hard platelets, however, show that the percolation threshold in the nematic does moderately depend on the platelet density [166]. This discrepancy between theory and simulations is likely due to
the second virial approximation, which for platelets is never exact, not even
in the limit of infinite particle anisometry [73].

3.8

conclusion

In this Chapter, we have presented a new variational percolation theory, and
shown by means of connectedness percolation theory and Monte Carlo simulations that geometric percolation in the uniaxial nematic liquid crystal of
hard rods is fundamentally different from that in the isotropic phase. In the
nematic, the cluster size depends only very weakly on the particle loading
and is, in essence, governed by the connectivity range, which in nanocomposites relates to the tunneling distance of electrons through the polymeric
host, and in aqueous dispersions to the Debye length, if particles are charge
stabilised [43]. This gives rise to four connectivity regimes, which are defined
by whether or not percolation is possible in either or both phases. We also
find that clusters in the nematic are strongly elongated along the director,
which may be used to produce materials with anisotropic properties.
In order to move on to more realistic nanoparticle dispersions, we go beyond the Onsager-limit, L/D → ∞. In the following Chapter, we investigate
how percolation in the nematic phase is affected if the particles have an aspect
ratio smaller than infinity.

3.a appendix: calculation of the correlation lengths
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To calculate the anisotropic part P̂an (q) of the orientationally averaged pair
connectedness function hhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0 = hhP̂(0, u, u 0 ii 0 + P̂an (q) in the limit of
large wavelengths, we expand the pair connectedness function around q = 0
to second order in the wave vector,

P̂ q, u, u 0 = P̂

0, u, u 0



+

∂P̂(q, u, u 0 )
∂q

·q+
q=0

1 ∂2 P̂(q, u, u 0 )
2
∂q∂q

q=0

: qq + . . . .

Here, the linear term vanishes due to the inversion symmetry of the problem.
The leading order term of the anisotropic part is then given by
P̂an (q) =

1
hM(u)i : qq,
2

(3.28)

with the (3 × 3)-matrix

M(u) =


∂2
P̂ q, u, u 0
∂q∂q

0
q=0

(3.29)

The goal is now to find an equation for the matrix M(u). Differentiating
the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation twice and evaluating it at q = 0
produces the equation

∂2
P̂ q, u, u 0
∂q∂q


∂2
=
Ĉ+ q, u, u 0 q=0
(3.30)
q=0
∂q∂q
Z
 ∂2


+ ρ du 00 ψ u 00
Ĉ+ q, u, u 00 q=0 P̂ 0, u 00 , u 0
∂q∂q
Z

 ∂2

+ ρ du 00 ψ u 00 Ĉ+ 0, u, u 00
P̂ q, u 00 , u 0 q=0 ,
∂q∂q

where the first derivative of P̂ again drops out for symmetry reasons.
We now insert our second virial closure relation, Ĉ+ = f̂+ , and the second
derivative of the direct connectedness function, Eq. (3.22). This results in the
matrix equation
M(u) = r(u) + s(u) + t[M(u)],

(3.31)

with
Z


1 4
r(u) = − λL du 0 ψ u 0 u × u 0 uu + u 0 u 0 ,
6
Z


1
s(u) = − λL4 ρ du 0 ψ u 0 u × u 0 uu + u 0 u 0 hP̂(0, u, u 0 )i,
6
Z

t[M(u)] = 2λL2 ρ du 0 ψ u 0 u × u 0 M(u 0 ).

(3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
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Making use of the rotational symmetry around the z-axis and preaveraging
the ϕ-integration of the dyadics uu and u 0 u 0 , leaves us with only two distinct
nonzero matrix elements, M11 = M22 and M33 , which define the anisotropic
part of the pair connectedness function as
 1
1
P̂an q⊥ , qk = hM11 (u)i q2⊥ + hM33 (u)i q2k .
2
2

(3.35)

As a result, the decay of connectedness correlations with increasing (but
small) wave vector takes the functional form
hhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0
= 1 − ξ2k q2k − ξ2⊥ q2⊥ ,
hhP̂(0, u, u 0 ii 0

(3.36)

which defines the correlation lengths


ξ⊥
L

2
=−

1 hM11 (u)i
and
2 hhP̂(0, u, u 0 )ii 0



ξk
L

2
=−

1 hM33 (u)i
.
2 hhP̂(0, u, u 0 )ii 0

(3.37)

For numerical purposes, it is instructive to make the relevant equations
dimensionless. We therefore again resort to the function
ĥ (u) =

4
hP̂
πDL2

0, u, u 0

 0
i,

(3.38)

as already introduced in (3.14). Defining the renormalised matrix f
M(u) =
4
6M/λL , we obtain the dimensionless equation
f
M(u) = er(u) + es(u) + et[f
M(u)],

(3.39)

with
er(u) = −h u × u 0


uu + u 0 u 0 i 0


es(u) = −ch u × u 0 uu + u 0 u 0 ĥ u 0 i 0
8c λ
et[f
M(u)] =
h u × u0 f
M(u)i 0 .
π D
The correlation lengths
D
E
D
E
 2
 2
f11 (u)
f33 (u)
M
M
ξk
ξ⊥
1 λ
1 λ
=−
and
=−
L
3π D hĥ(u)i
L
3π D hĥ(u)i

(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)

(3.43)

can now straightforwardly be calculated by recursive iteration of ĥ(u) in
f11 and M
f33 , defined by
Eq. (3.16), and of the two relevant matrix elements, M
Eq. (3.39). The numerical iteration procedure we employ is similar to the one
used to solve the Onsager equation [74].

4

P E R C O L A T I O N O F F I N I T E - A S P E C TR AT I O R O D S I N T H E U N I A X I A L N E M AT I C

We investigate by means of continuum percolation theory and Monte Carlo simulations how spontaneous uniaxial symmetry breaking affects geometric percolation in
dispersions of hard rod-like particles with a finite aspect ratio. If the particle aspect
ratio exceeds about twenty, percolation in the nematic phase can be lost upon adding
particles to the dispersion. This contrasts with percolation in the isotropic phase,
where a minimum particle loading is always required to obtain system-spanning clusters. For sufficiently short rods, percolation in the uniaxial nematic mimics that of
the isotropic phase, where the addition of particles always aids percolation. For aspect
ratios between twenty and infinity, but not including infinity, we find re-entrance
behaviour: percolation in the low-density nematic may be lost upon increasing the
amount of nanofillers but can be re-gained by the addition of even more particles to
the suspension. Monte Carlo simulation results for aspect ratios of 5, 10, 20, 50 and
100 strongly support our theoretical predictions, with almost quantitative agreement.
We show that a new closure of the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation, inspired
by Scaled Particle Theory, is more accurate than the Lee-Parsons closure that effectively describes the impact of many-body direct contacts.

The contents of this Chapter are based on the following publication:
S.P. Finner, A. Atashpendar, T. Schilling and P. van der Schoot, Unusual geometric percolation of
hard nanorods in the uniaxial nematic liquid crystalline phase (submitted)
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4.1

introduction

As shown by an extensive body of literature15 and outlined in the previous
Chapters of this thesis, elongated colloidal particles in equilibrated suspensions exhibit particularly low percolation thresholds due to their large contact volume. Their low percolation threshold makes these types of particle
well-suited for nanocomposite applications in which, for instance, the transparency of the host material needs to be preserved [26, 28, 34, 167]. However, as pointed out in Chapter 3, the steric repulsion of slender nanofillers
also gives rise to a large excluded volume, which drives a transition from the
isotropic to the nematic liquid-crystalline state. In fact, we expect the percolation threshold to be close to the critical concentration at which long rod-like
particles spontaneously form the nematic phase inside an isotropic host liquid [44, 114]. It stands to reason that, for an efficient and rational design
of novel materials, it is crucial to understand the key factors influencing the
formation of particle clusters in nanocomposites, including the effect of spontaneous liquid-crystalline particle alignment.
At this moment, very little is known about percolation of elongated particles in liquid crystal phases. What we do know from Chapter 3 of this
thesis is that the formation of a system-spanning cluster in the nematic phase
is nearly independent of the filler fraction [44]. This result is valid in the
limit of infinite aspect ratio of cylindrical particles interacting via a hard-core
steric repulsion. Whether or not the average cluster is system-spanning in
the nematic depends, by and large, on the physics defining particle connections rather than the density. For electrical conductivity, for instance, particle connections are mainly determined by the average tunneling distance
of charge carriers between adjacent nanoparticles through the polymer matrix [23, 26, 36–41]. This is why electrical percolation is often viewed as geometric percolation, where the so-called “connectivity range” is a criterion for
the maximum surface-to-surface distance between two particles in order to
still be considered connected [36, 37, 39, 46].
In this Chapter, we show by means of connectedness percolation theory
and Monte Carlo simulations that the critical connectivity range in the nematic is a weak but complex function of the concentration, and becomes only
modestly sensitive to the aspect ratio in the high-density nematic phase and
near the melting transition to the isotropic phase. This is quite unusual, given
that the isotropic-to-nematic transition itself depends very strongly on the
particle aspect ratio [26, 29, 36, 37, 46, 97, 98, 100]. Consequently, tuning the
percolation threshold in the uniaxial nematic is for all intents and purposes
restricted to modifying the tunneling range, which in practice is set by the
15 See, for instance, the Refs. [23, 26–29, 36, 37, 43, 46, 51, 82, 92, 94, 97, 98, 100].
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dielectric constant of the medium and the type and properties of the filler
particles as well as the particle-matrix interface [23, 26, 36–42].
It is important to stress that we find the impact of spontaneous alignment
to be of a fundamentally different nature than that of forced alignment by
an external orienting field. Imposed orienting fields such as electric, magnetic and flow fields or thermotropic liquid-crystalline host matrices tend to
increase the percolation threshold, because alignment leads to larger surfaceto-surface distances [29, 54, 88, 92, 93, 104, 110, 114–116]. In the nematic,
increased alignment is induced by an increase in density, which almost exactly
compensates for the alignment effect, at least so in the limit of infinite particle aspect ratio [44]. As we show in this Chapter, the compensation effect
is only partial for spherocylinders of finite aspect ratio. This is due to the
contributions of configurations where the spherical end-caps connect with
each other, or with the cylindrical body of the particles. These configurations become increasingly important the shorter the rods are, in which case
also higher-order body interactions come into play. We find that if the rods
are sufficiently short, percolation in the uniaxial nematic resembles that in
the isotropic phase: the addition of particles always leads to an increase in
cluster size. For infinitely large aspect ratios, the opposite is the case, and percolation can only be lost with increasing concentration [44]. For aspect ratios
between about twenty and infinity, we find re-entrance behaviour, where percolation in the low-density nematic may be lost upon increasing the amount
of nanofillers but can be re-gained by the addition of even more particles to
the suspension.
The remainder of this Chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, we
first outline our theoretical framework, which hinges on a generalised Onsager theory for the orientational distribution function of hard spherocylinders, and on connectedness percolation theory describing the clustering of
particles. To address the percolation problem in the nematic analytically, we
make use of a variational theory in Section 4.3, the outline of which we presented in Chapter 3 and in a recent publication [44]. In Section 4.4, we discuss two closures for the percolation equation, which take into account finite
particle aspect ratios by effectively renormalising the two-particle excluded
volume and contact volume. The latter describes the volume that the center
of mass of a particle must physically be in to make contact with a test particle [92, 93]. Details of our numerical and simulation methods are given in
Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, we present percolation thresholds in terms of the
critical connectivity range as a function of the filler fraction for a range of
aspect ratios, and compare our theoretical predictions with the results of the
Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators. Section 4.7 summarises our
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main findings in the context of previously published results and provides
suggestions for future directions.

4.2

theoretical model

We model our nanoparticles as straight spherocylinders, that is, cylindrical
bodies of diameter D and length L, donned with hemispherical end caps
of the same diameter. They interact via a harshly repulsive potential that
is infinite if two particles overlap and zero if they do not. The hard, impenetrable core of a rod is centered inside of a penetrable, spherocylindrical contact shell of the same length, with diameter D + λ, where λ denotes
the connectivity range. Two rods are considered to be directly connected if
their contact shells overlap, i.e., if their surface-to-surface distance is smaller
than λ. For electrical percolation in polymeric nanocomposites, λ is equivalent to an effective tunneling distance of charge carriers through the host
medium [35, 36, 39, 46, 168]. If the solution is aqueous and charge-stabilised,
then the charge carriers are mobile ions, and λ must arguably correspond to
the Debye length [43, 44]. It is important to note that the connectivity range,
λ, is a material property determined by both the nanofiller and the host fluid,
and is in principle controllable. From now on, we shall treat λ as an adjustable
parameter.
Within our model, the orientation of a particle’s main body axis vector, u,
is defined relative to the nematic director, which we choose to be the z-axis in
our Cartesian coordinate system, so that uT = (sin ϑ cos ϕ, sin ϑ sin ϕ, cos ϑ),
with ϑ and ϕ the usual polar and azimuthal angles. In the isotropic phase,
where there is no director, the z-axis is an arbitrary axis. The orientational
distribution function we write as ψ(u). In the isotropic phase, ψ(u) = 1/4π,
while in the nematic phase, it depends on the number density, ρ, of the
nanofillers due to their interactions. The orientational distribution in the nematic phase obeys cylindrical and inversion symmetry, so that ψ(u) = ψ(−u)
and ψ(u) = ψ(ϑ) = ψ(π − ϑ). Clusters of particles in the isotropic and the nematic phase are described by a two-body distribution function called the pair
connectedness function P(r, u, u 0 ), which is a function of the relative position,
r, of two particles and of their orientations u and u 0 . The pair connectedness
function also depends on the number density, ρ, and on the orientational distribution function, ψ(u). Hence, in order to study cluster formation in the nematic phase, we first need to calculate the orientational distribution function.
For this, we make use of a renormalised Onsager theory [73, 79, 80, 169, 170].
The original Onsager theory is based on the second virial approximation of
the free energy, which is written as a functional of the orientational distribu-
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tion function. It is believed to become exact in the limit of infinite aspect ratio
of the particles that we define as L/D [73, 171].16 The theory becomes quantitative for aspect ratios in excess of a few hundred [80, 155]. To deal with the
impact of a finite aspect ratio, we need to explicitly account for higher order
virials, or alternatively make use of a suitable renormalisation that incorporates them approximately. For simplicity, we choose to do the latter. Formally,
we can write the Onsager equation for the orientational distribution function
in its generalised form as
ln ψ(u) = k + ρhĈ(u, u 0 )i 0 ,

(4.1)

where k is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing
normalisation of the orientational
R
0
0
distribution function andRh· · · i = du (· · · )ψ(u 0 ) an angular average [64,
73, 80, 169]. Ĉ(u, u 0 ) = dr C(r, u, u 0 ) is the volume integral of the direct
correlation function C(r, u, u 0 ). Here we tacitly take as a reference state a gas
with ρ → 0 [1].
Within the second virial approximation, C(r, u, u 0 ) = f(r, u, u 0 ), with the
Mayer function f(r, u, u 0 ) = exp[−βU(r, u, u 0 )] − 1[1]. Here, β = 1/kB T denotes the reciprocal thermal energy, and U(r, u, u 0 ) the interaction potential between two rods at relative position r and with the orientations u and
u 0 . By interpolating the Onsager equation of state of infinitely slender hard
rods and the Carnahan-Starling equation of state for hard spheres, Lee and
Parsons rescaled the excluded volume between two particles, which in our
prescription may be expressed as C(r, u, u 0 ) = ΓLP (ρ, L, D)f(r, u, u 0 ) [79, 80].
Here, ΓLP (ρ, L, D) is a renormalisation factor, which approximately accounts
for higher than two-body contacts. An alternative treatment of higher-order
body interactions is given by the framework of Scaled Particle Theory [169],
in which case we have C(r, u, u 0 ) = ΓSPT (ρ, L, D)f(r, u, u 0 ) + ΩSPT (r, ρ, L, D)
with ΩSPT (r, ρ, L, D) an additional renormalisation term, see Appendix 4.A.
This additional term does not depend on the particle orientation, and therefore does not impact upon the orientational distribution function, as it only
rescales the Lagrange multiplier k in Eq. (4.3). This also means that the
renormalised Onsager equation within Scaled Particle Theory (SPT) attains
the same form as that within the Lee-Parsons (LP) prescription. For both
approaches, Γ (ρ, L, D) → Γ (φ, L/D) > 1, with φ = ρπD2 [3L + 2D]/12 the volume fraction of particles [80, 169]. We provide explicit expressions for the
scaling factors ΓLP (φ, L/D) and ΓSPT (φ, L/D) in Section 4.4 of this Chapter.
16 Note that in some works the aspect ratio is defined as L/D + 1 to account for the hemispherical
end caps.
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The volume integral of the Mayer function, f̂(u, u 0 ), the absolute value of
which is equal to the excluded volume of two particles, obeys [73]
−f̂(u, u 0 ) = 2L2 D|u × u 0 | + 2πLD2 +

4π 3
D .
3

With this, the renormalised Onsager equation takes the form
Z
8
ln ψ(u) = k − Γ (φ, L/D)c du 0 ψ(u 0 )|u × u 0 |,
π

(4.2)

(4.3)

noting that all angle-independent terms can be absorbed in the Lagrange multiplier that we again denote by k. Relevant to the problem, we introduced
the dimensionless concentration scale c = ρπL2 D/4. For any given scaling
factor Γ (φ, L/D), we can obtain the self-consistent orientational distribution
function ψ(u) by solving Eq. (4.3) numerically by means of recursive iteration [74]. A useful analytical approximant for the orientational distribution,
which we shall be using in our analytical percolation theory, is the Gaussian
distribution put forward by Odijk [64, 65]. To leading order in c  1, it
reads ψ(u) = ψ(ϑ) = α exp(−αϑ2 /2)/4π for 0 6 ϑ 6 π/2 and ψ(π − ϑ) for
π/2 6 ϑ 6 π, with α = 4c2 Γ 2 (φ, L/D)/π [64, 65]. The Gaussian approximation is most accurate deep in the stable nematic phase. Nonetheless, it
also gives a reasonable estimate of the orientational distribution close to the
melting transition to the isotropic phase [64, 65].

4.3

continuum percolation theory

In order to study the clustering of particles, it is useful to separate all twobody correlation functions into contributions from connected and disconnected particles. As outlined in Chapter 1, the radial distribution function,
g(r, u, u 0 ) = P(r, u, u 0 ) + D(r, u, u 0 ), can be written as the sum of the pair connectedness function, P(r, u, u 0 ), and the pair blocking function, D(r, u, u 0 ) [82].
The former describes the unnormalised probability that two particles with
orientations u and u 0 at relative position r are part of the same cluster, while
the latter is the contribution of disconnected particles to the radial distribution
function, i.e., particles that are neither directly nor indirectly connected. The
pair connectedness function then obeys the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike
equation [33, 82, 95].
Z
0
+
0
P(r, u, u ) = C (r, u, u ) + ρ dr 0 hC+ (r 0 , u, u 00 )P(r − r 0 , u 00 , u 0 )i 00 .
(4.4)
Here, the direct connectedness function C+ (r, u, u 0 ) measures the probability that two test particles are part of the same cluster, and that they cannot
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become disconnected from each other upon the removal of any other single
particle from the cluster. It is, in fact, the “connectedness” part of the direct
correlation function C(r, u, u 0 ) = C+ (r, u, u 0 ) + C∗ (r, u, u 0 ), with C∗ (r, u, u 0 )
the “blocking” part. The convolution term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.4)
describes all other particle clusters that contain at least one “bottleneck” particle, which, upon removal, leaves the two test particles disconnected. It is
important to note that the particle density ρ enters Eq. (4.4) directly, but also
indirectly through the orientational averaging, as the orientational distribution ψ(u) depends on the density via Eq. (4.3).
To investigate percolation, it turns out useful to take the Fourier transform
of the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation, and to focus on clusters at
the macroscopic scale by taking the limitRof vanishing wave vector. This is
equivalent to the volume integral (· ·ˆ · ) = dr(· · · ) of Eq. (4.4), and yields
P̂(u, u 0 ) = Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ) + ρhĈ+ (u, u 00 )P̂(u 00 , u 0 )i 00 .

(4.5)

The weight-average number of particles within a cluster is then given by the
average cluster size [33, 82, 95],
S = 1 + ρhhP̂(u, u 0 )ii 0 .

(4.6)

At percolation, particle clusters grow infinitely large, and the cluster size
diverges. In order to make quantitative predictions for the cluster size S and
establish the percolation threshold, we need a closure relation for Eq. (4.5),
that is, a reasonable estimate for Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ).
It is known that the second virial approximation, Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ) = f̂+ (u, u 0 ) provides an accurate percolation closure for particles with aspect ratios above
∼ 300 [46, 98]. Here, f̂+ (u, u 0 ) is the volume integral of the connectedness
Mayer function f+ (r, u, u 0 ) = exp[−βU+ (r, u, u 0 )], with β the reciprocal thermal energy [46, 98]. The connectedness potential U+ is infinite for pairs of
particle that are not directly connected, and zero for particles that are connected, implying that f+ = 1 if particles are connected, and f+ = 0 otherwise. Disconnected configurations include forbidden configurations, where
the hard cores of the particles overlap, and those for which the shortest
surface-to-surface distance is larger than the connectivity criterion λ. As a
result, the volume integral of the connectedness Mayer function of straight
spherocylinders is equivalent to their contact volume [73, 82, 92, 93],


f̂+ (u, u 0 ) = 2L2 λ|u × u 0 | + 2πL (D + λ)2 − D2

4π 
+
(D + λ)3 − D3 ,
(4.7)
3
i.e., the volume in which one particle with orientation u can be located such
that its contact shell overlaps with that of a second, fixed test particle of
orientation u 0 .
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To investigate percolation of nanoparticles with aspect ratios smaller than
300, we must 1) include the O(D2 ) and O(D3 ) terms of the contact volume, and 2) go beyond the second virial approximation to include higher
than two-body contacts. To go beyond the second virial approximation, it
seems straightforward to effectively account for higher-order virial contributions by renormalising the connectedness Mayer function, f+ , in a similar way as the Mayer function f in the context of the Onsager theory. For
the Lee-Parsons approach, this straightforwardly translates into Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ) =
ΓLP (φ)f̂+ (u, u 0 ) [98]. For the Scaled Particle Theory approach, we insert
f(r, u, u 0 ) = f+ (r, u, u 0 ) + f∗ (r, u, u 0 ) into the direct correlation function and
obtain
C(r, u, u 0 ) = ΓSPT (φ, L/D)f(r, u, u 0 ) + ΩSPT (r, ρ, L, D)
+

0

∗

(4.8)
0

= ΓSPT (φ, L/D)f (r, u, u )+ΓSPT (φ, L/D)f (r, u, u )+ΩSPT (r, ρ, L, D).

Here, f∗ (r, u, u 0 ) is the blocking Mayer function.
At this point, it is not straightforward to decide whether the orientationindependent term ΩSPT (r, ρ, L, D) should contribute to the connectedness or
the blocking part of the direct correlation function. For reasons of simplicity,
and by analogy to the Lee-Parsons closure, we choose to contract it into the
blocking part, Ĉ∗ (u, u 0 ) = ΓSPT (φ, L/D)f̂∗ (u, u 0 ) + Ω̂SPT (ρ, L, D), so that our
connectedness closure within Scaled Particle Theory reads
Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ) = ΓSPT (φ, L/D)f̂+ (u, u 0 ).

(4.9)

Given the scaling factors ΓLP (φ) and ΓSPT (φ, L/D), we can now obtain quantitative predictions for the percolation threshold by solving Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5)
– (4.6) numerically, but also analytically by invoking our Schwinger-type variational theory, which we have presented in the previous Chapter, Section 3.3.
To apply our variational theory, we again consider the functional
 2

Z
m (u) p
F[m] = du
− ψ(u)m(u)
(4.10)
2
Z
Z
ρ
−
du du 0 m(u)K(u, u 0 )m(u 0 ),
2
which, if extremised, produces the (averaged) connectedness Ornstein-Zernike
equation. p
We extremise this functional by using the simple trial function
m(u) = M ψ(u), with M a variational parameter. This results in the average cluster size
S−1 = 1 − ρhhĈ+ (u, u 0 )ii 0

(4.11)

In principle, the accuracy of our analytical predictions could be improved
by using a more sophisticated variational trial function, for instance of the
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p

form m(u) = ψ(u) M + Nϑ2 . Here, M and N are two variational parameters, the stationary values of which are obtained by simultaneously solving
∂F/∂M = ∂F/∂N = 0. Note that using this more sophisticated trial function
in the case of a finite particle aspect ratio only leads to very small quantitative
changes in the percolation threshold, and does not affect our analytical predictions qualitatively. We therefore decide to employ the one-parameter trial
function and postpone a brief discussion of the choice of trial function to a
later point in this Chapter.
To make our analytical predictions on percolation in the uniaxial nematic
quantitative, we insert our closure Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ) = Γ (φ, L/D)f̂+ (u, u 0 ) into the
expression for the inverse cluster size, Eq. (4.11), and calculate the resulting
orientational averages by invoking Odijk’s Gaussian approximation. With
hh|u × u 0 |ii 0 ∼ π1/2 α−1/2 , and hhϑ2 |u × u 0 |ii 0 ∼ 5π1/2 α−3/2 /2 [64], the resulting inverse cluster size reads
−1

S

λ
= 1 − 4 − φΓ
D


 

L
λ L
φ,
h
,
.
D
D D

(4.12)

Here,

h

λ L
,
D D
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h

1+

=


λ 2
D

i

D
− 1 + 4π
3 L


1 + 23 D
L

h

1+


λ 3
D

−1

i
(4.13)

is a function of the relative contact shell thickness λ/D of the spherocylinders
and the particle aspect ratio L/D. We conclude that percolation occurs if
4

λ
+ φΓ
D


 

L
λ L
φ,
h
,
> 1,
D
D D

(4.14)

with Γ (φ, L/D) > 1.
Eq. (4.14) implies that, irrespective of how short the rods are (provided
that they do support a stable nematic phase17 ), percolation in the nematic
phase occurs always if λ > D/4, consistent with the previous Chapter and
our recently published results for infinitely slender nanoparticles [44]. What
is different for smaller aspect ratios is that percolation may also be found for
λ < D/4, provided that the volume fraction φ is sufficiently large. How large,
depends on the aspect ratio L/D, on the contact shell thickness λ/D, and on
the particular scaling factor Γ (φ, L/D), for which we provide two alternative
expressions in the following Section.
17 According to Monte Carlo simulations by Bolhuis and Frenkel [172], rods need to have an
aspect ratio of 3.7 or greater in order to support a stable nematic phase.
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4.4

renormalisations of the second virial
approximation

One reasonable way of rescaling the Mayer function and the connectedness
Mayer function of spherocylinders to account for higher-order virial contributions is based on the theory of Parsons and of Lee, which makes use of an
interpolation between the Carnahan-Starling equation of state of hard spheres
and the second virial equation of state of infinitely slender hard rods [79, 80].
Within Lee-Parsons theory, the excluded volume of hard spherocylinders is,
by construction, rescaled by the factor
ΓLP (φ) =

1 − 3φ/4
,
(1 − φ)2

(4.15)

and the resulting orientational distribution function ψ(ϑ) obeys Eq. (4.3) with
Γ (φ, L/D) → ΓLP (φ). This correction to the second virial approximation has
been shown to provide very good predictions for the isotropic-to-nematic
transition densities of hard spherocylinders [79, 80, 172]. In fact, the connectedness closure Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ) = ΓLP (φ)f̂+ (u, u 0 ) also gives highly accurate results
for the percolation threshold, at least in the isotropic phase and for aspect ratios above ∼ 10, as has recently been analysed in a comparison between connectedness percolation theory and Monte Carlo simulations [98, 102]. Our
hope is that the Lee-Parsons closure also provides accurate predictions for
the percolation threshold in the uniaxial nematic phase.
A second way of deriving a correction to the second virial approximation
is by invoking Scaled Particle Theory: a framework which makes use of an
interpolation between the reversible work needed to insert a very small particle and a very large particle into the suspension [169, 170, 173]. Within this
framework, the volume integral of the direct correlation function is given by
Ĉ(u, u 0 ) = ΓSPT (φ, L/D)f̂(u, u 0 ) + Ω̂SPT (ρ, L, D), with the scaling factor
ΓSPT (φ, L/D) =

1 h
2 + 2L/D φ i
1+
,
1−φ
2 + 3L/D 1 − φ

(4.16)

and
Ω̂SPT (φ, L, D) =

πD2 (3L + 2D) h
(1 − φ) ln(1 − φ)
1+
(4.17)
6(1 − φ)
φ

i
φ 2 + 2L/D
1 + 2L/D
+
4−3
1 − φ 2 + 3L/D
2 + 3L/D

an additional correction term. The distribution function of particle orientations then obeys Eq. (4.3) with Γ (φ, L/D) → ΓSPT (φ, L/D). For the derivation

4.5 numerical details and monte carlo simulations
of the corrections ΓSPT (φ, L/D) and Ω̂SPT (ρ, L, D), we refer the reader to Appendix 4.A of this Chapter. As discussed in Section 4.3, when applying Scaled
Particle Theory to the percolation problem, we have the freedom to choose
whether the correction term ΩSPT (r, ρ, L, D) impacts upon the direct connectedness function, C+ (r, u, u 0 ), or the direct blocking function, C∗ (r, u, u 0 ). For
simplicity, we choose to contract it into the blocking function and obtain the
connectedness closure Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ) = ΓSPT (φ)f̂+ (u, u 0 ).
The question is now: which of the two approaches is more accurate at
predicting the percolation threshold of hard spherocylinders of finite aspect
ratio, and does the answer depend on the symmetry of the underlying phase?
What is known is that Scaled Particle Theory reproduces the third virial
coefficient more accurately than Lee-Parsons theory does [64]. However,
the isotropic-nematic coexistence densities obtained by either approach are
roughly equally accurate when compared to results of Monte Carlo simulations, with Lee-Parsons theory having a slight advantage for aspect ratios
below ∼ 25 (see also Figure 4.3) [64, 169, 172]. In Section 4.6, we compare the
accuracy of our two percolation closures across the isotropic-nematic phase
transition. For this purpose, we calculate the percolation threshold for various aspect ratios both numerically and analytically with our variational theory, and compare the results to the corresponding Monte Carlo simulations
of our collaborators. Before presenting our results, however, let us first describe the details of the simulations and of our numerical procedures in the
following Section.

4.5

numerical details and monte carlo
simulations

Our numerical methods in this Chapter are very simular to those employed
in Chapter 3 of this thesis. In order to obtain the orientational distribution
function numerically, we solve the generalised Onsager equation, Eq. (4.3),
using a recursive iteration scheme, as described in Ref. [74]. Our iteration
is performed on an angular grid of Nϑ = 400 and Nϕ = 400 grid points,
with 0 6 ϑ 6 π/2 the polar angles and 0 6 ϕ 6 2π the azimuthal angles
of our spherical coordinate system. Dividing our ϑ-grid into three (arbitrarily chosen) equidistant grids with Nϑ /2 points in the range [0, π/8), Nϑ /4
points in [π/8, π/4) and Nϑ /4 grid points in [π/4, π/2), we increase the reso-
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lution around the peak of the orientational distribution function. Using the
Gaussian distribution,
ψ(ϑ) =


c2 Γ 2 (φ, L/D)
c2 Γ 2 (φ, L/D)ϑ2 
exp
−
2
π2
π

(4.18)

for 0 6 ϑ 6 π/2, and ψ(π − ϑ) for π/2 6 ϑ 6 π as an initial guess, we iterate Eq. (4.3) until the difference between subsequent iterations of ψ(ϑ) at
each grid point is smaller than the iteration tolerance of 10−8 . The volume
fractions at phase coexistence in the isotropic (φiso ) and in the nematic phase
(φnem ), are calculated by equating the pressures p(φiso ) = p(φnem ) and the
chemical potentials µ(φiso ) = µ(φnem ) in the two phases, as described in
Ref. [74]. Between the coexistence densities, our solutions for the orientational distribution function are metastable, and are therefore not accessible in
thermodynamic equilibrium.
For the same, fixed particle density, we then calculate the percolation threshold in terms of the critical contact shell thickness λp /D. For this purpose,
we average the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation (4.4) over one orientation u 0 and insert our closure relation Ĉ+ (u, u 0 ) = Γ (φ, L/D)f̂+ (u, u 0 ).
In a λ/D-sweep with steps of ∆λ = 0.002, we obtain for each connectivity
range a discrete representation of the function hP̂(u, u 0 )i 0 by recursive iteration. As an initial guess, we choose the source term of Eq. (4.4) given by
hP̂(u, u 0 )i 0 = hĈ+ (u, u 0 )i 0 . If our iteration converges, we calculate the inverse
of the (finite) average cluster size, S−1 . If the error of subsequent iterations
grows within the first 1000 iteration steps, we abort the iteration and assume
a percolating network. To get a precise estimate of the percolation threshold,
we use linear extrapolation of the last two data points of S−1 (λ/D) below
percolation and determine the root of the resulting linear function.
In the Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators [174], particle configurations are initialised either on a regular grid with parallel orientations, or
according to a uniform random distribution of positions and orientations.
In the latter case, overlaps are initially allowed with a nonzero probability
proportional to the Boltzmann weight exp −βU =, where U is a soft rodrod interaction potential with energy a < ∞ in case of an overlap and zero
otherwise. In short Monte Carlo simulations, the overlap cost a is gradually increased until the system is devoid of overlaps. Subsequently, equilibrium configurations are generated in a cuboid simulation box using canonical Monte Carlo simulations with periodic boundary conditions [141]. The
equilibration is monitored using the mean acceptance probabilities of the
particle rotations and displacements, together with the nematic order parameter hP2 i = h3 cos2 ϑ − 1i/2, distinguishing between the isotropic phase
(|S2 | < 0.05) and the nematic phase (S2 > 0.5).

4.5 numerical details and monte carlo simulations
L/D

Box dimensions [Lx = Ly ; Lz ]

φ

5

[5L; 5L]

[0.25 to 0.54]

10

[4L to 6L; 4L to 6L]

[0.19 to 0.30]

20

[3L to 6L; 4L to 8L]

[0.065 to 0.282]

50

[3L to 4L; 3L to 6L]

[0.025 to 0.085]

100

[2.2L to 6L; 2.2L to 8L]

[0.02 to 0.08]

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters of our collaborators for the Monte Carlo simulations of hard rods. From left to right the columns show: the particle
aspect ratio L/D, the range of simulated box dimensions Lx , Ly and Lz
in units of the rod length L, and the range of simulated volume fractions
φ.

To estimate the percolation threshold, λp /D, for a given aspect ratio and
system size, our collaborators generate an ensemble of 200 − 5000 independent equilibrium configurations at a fixed volume fraction φ = Nvcore /V,
with N the number of rods, V the volume of the simulation box, and vcore =
πD2 (L/4 + D/6) the hard-core volume of one rod. Subsequently, they calculate the percolation probability, pp (λ), as the fraction of configurations containing a percolating cluster. A cluster is considered percolating if each rod
within that cluster is connected to its own periodic image in at least one periodic direction of the simulation box [140]. As a consequence of finite system
sizes, the so-obtained percolation probability curves are well described by the
hyperbolic tangent function, which becomes narrower for larger system sizes.
Simulations have been carried out for monodisperse rods with aspect ratios
L/D = 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100. For each aspect ratio and each simulation box
size, the volume fractions spanned a range that covered both the isotropic
and the nematic phase, see Table 4.1.
In the isotropic phase, and for the box sizes used, the volume fraction at
which percolation sets in is nearly independent of the system size; that is,
there are finite-size effects, but these are small compared to the impact of λ
and φ on the percolation probability [83]. For the purpose of this Chapter,
which lies in analysing the trend of λp (φ), it is therefore sufficient to sample the pp (λ)-curve for one box size per volume fraction, and to use the point
pp (λp ) = 0.99 as an estimate of the percolation threshold λp .18 In the isotropic
and paranematic phase, pp (λ)-curves for different system sizes cross each
other in one point, which denotes the percolation threshold in the thermody18 For L/D = 100, pp (λp ) = 0.5 was used instead of pp (λp ) = 0.99. As the systems were large
enough for pp (λ) to be nearly a step function, the effect on the threshold value was smaller
than 1%.
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namic limit [104, 140]. This is a direct consequence of the scale invariance
of percolation on approach of the critical point, which can be estimated as
described without making any assumptions on critical exponents. However,
in the nematic phase, a finite-size scaling analysis of the percolation transition becomes more intricate. This is because in the nematic, the position of
the crossing point of pp (λ)-curves depends on the aspect ratio of the box relative to the aspect ratio of particle clusters, as clusters change in size as well
as in shape on approach of the percolation transition. A rigorous finite-size
scaling analysis in the nematic phase is therefore non-trivial: it needs to be
performed with boxes of varying sizes and aspect ratios.

For L/D = 100, boxes of aspect ratios Lz /Lx ranging from 2/3 to 8 were
studied. We find that above a box aspect ratio of 3 the systematic error due
to finite-size effects and box-shape effects is negligible compared to the variations in λp caused by changes in the volume fraction. Thus, the comparison
to the theoretical curves presented here is not affected by finite-size effects.

Next, we briefly explain how the coexistence densities are determined in
the MC-simulations. For aspect ratios between 10 and 50, a highly elongated
simulation box is chosen for a volume fraction of the suspension within the
coexistence region. During the equilibration phase of the suspension, given
the highly anisotropic shape of the box (e.g., Ly = Lz = 3L and Lx = 15L
for L/D = 20), the rods are able to undergo phase separation into distinct
slabs of isotropic and nematic phase, as this minimises the contact area between the two coexisting phases (reducing it to the smallest cross section of
the box). By initialising the suspension in the nematic phase, the rods are
less likely to become jammed in the separation process. In the density profile
along the elongated box dimension, the formed slabs of each phase then appear as regions of constant density with a negligible spread (given sufficient
averaging). Finally, by fitting a constant function to said regions, the binodal
filler fractions are estimated.

Note that for the data points near (or within) the so-obtained coexistence
windows, determining if the mixture is in fact stable or metastable would
only be feasible by computing and comparing the respective chemical potentials in the isotropic and nematic phase. However, due to CPU time limitations, and as our collaborators have not observed any instabilities during the
simulations of the equilibrated suspensions, no additional free energy calculations are performed to this end.

4.6 results for percolation in the nematic phase

4.6

results for percolation in the nematic phase

For spherocylinders in the Onsager limit L/D → ∞, we have theoretically
shown in Chapter 3 and in Ref. [44] that percolation in the nematic phase
can be lost upon the addition of particles, and that the cluster size deep
in the nematic is virtually independent of the particle density. In order to
investigate how these predictions change for nanoparticles with a finite aspect
ratio, we compare in Figure 4.1 our theoretical predictons for spherocylinders
of several aspect ratios between five and infinity.
Figure 4.1 (a) shows the critical connectedness range λp /D in the isotropic
phase, as a function of the volume fraction φ relative to the isotropic binodal
φiso . The grey shaded area visualises the coexistence region. Our results
are obtained with Lee-Parsons theory in combination with the Lee-Parsons
closure for percolation, Eq. (4.15) [98]. For convenience, we rescale the vertical
axis with the particle concentration, c ≡ φ(D/L + 2D2 /3L2 )−1 . The Figure
demonstrates the deviation in the slope of the percolation curve from λp /D =
(2c)−1 , which is the exact result in the limit of infinite aspect ratios [114]. For
short rods, the isotropic binodal, φiso , is located at high filler fractions, so
that higher-order virial terms and contributions from the hemispherical endcaps come into play and aid the formation of a system-spanning cluster. This
explains why the scaled percolation thresholds in Figure 4.1 (a) decrease with
decreasing particle aspect ratio. Note that the apparent maximum in the
percolation curves is due to the scaling of the axes, and that the percolation
threshold λp /D in the isotropic phase is a strictly monotonically decreasing
function of the filler fraction, as can be seen, for instance, in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.1 (b) shows our numerical predictions for the critical connectedness shell λp /D in the nematic phase as a function of the volume fraction
scaled to the nematic binodal, φnem . Again, our predictions are obtained
with the Lee-Parsons closure, Eq. (4.15), and the grey area denotes the coexistence region. We find that percolation may be lost upon entering the nematic
phase, and upon the addition of particles within the nematic phase, if the connectedness range is sufficiently small (see also Figure 4.2). Above a critical
connectedness range, there is always percolation in the nematic, regardless of
the filler fraction. These findings are in agreement with our earlier results for
infinitely slender particles in the second virial approximation (the blue solid
line in Figure 4.1 (b)) [44]. The difference in the case of finite aspect ratios is
that the shell thickness above which we find percolation is lower than that
in the Onsager limit, and that the percolation threshold λp /D exhibits a local
maximum instead of saturating at large filler fractions. The latter means that
percolation in the nematic cannot only be lost upon the addition of filler particles, it can also be re-gained if the particle density is increased even further:
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Figure 4.1: Percolation thresholds of hard spherocylinders with aspect ratios between five and infinity (a) in the isotropic phase and (b) in the nematic.
On the horizontal axes, the volume fractions are scaled to the isotropic
and nematic binodals, φiso and φnem , respectively. We rescale the percolation threshold in Figure (a) with the dimensionless particle concentration c = φ(D/L + 2D2 /3L2 )−1 . Blue solid lines show the known theoretical predictions in the Onsager limit L/D → ∞ [44, 46]. In the coexistence window, denoted by the grey shaded regions, our solutions are
metastable, and the curves end close to the isotropic (a) and nematic (b)
spinodals, i.e., the filler fractions at which the respective orientational distribution function, ψ(ϑ), becomes unstable [74, 171]. Black stars in Figure
(b) mark the local maxima of the percolation curves in the nematic.

4.6 results for percolation in the nematic phase
percolation in the nematic exhibits re-entrance behaviour. At large enough
volume fractions, percolation in the uniaxial nematic may therefore occur
even if the contact shell is too thin to allow for percolation in the isotropic
phase (see also, e.g., Figure 4.4).
A more subtle effect that arises for rods of decreasing aspect ratios is that
the maximum of the percolation curve in the nematic phase, denoted by the
black star symbols in Figure 4.1 (b), shifts to lower volume fractions. In fact,
for aspect ratios below L/D ' 20, the local maximum lies within the coexistence region and is therefore not accessible in thermodynamically equilibrated, macroscopic suspensions. This means that, if the aspect ratio is sufficiently small, the percolation threshold in the stable nematic (in terms of the
critical shell thickness) becomes a monotonically decreasing function of the
filler fraction. As a result, we can no longer lose percolation by adding more
particles to the suspension, only gain it – a behaviour that is well known from
the isotropic phase and contrary to that in the slender rod limit [44]. Notice
also that the percolation threshold near the melting transition to the isotropic
phase is only modestly sensitive to the aspect ratio, which is unusual because
the isotropic-to-nematic transition density itself is strongly dependent on the
particle aspect ratio [171].
Unlike the numerical results, our analytical solution for the percolation
threshold in the nematic, indicated in Figure 4.2 by the dashed light green
line, does not exhibit a local maximum in φ. Close to the I-N transition, it
decreases monotonically as 1/4 − 9cD/8L, at least in the limit of large aspect
ratios L/D. This is shown in Figure 4.2, where we plot both the analytical and
the numerical predictions for the percolation threshold of rods with aspect ratio L/D = 100. The monotonicity of our analytical solution is a direct consequence of the Gaussian approximation to the orientational distribution function. Interestingly, for rods of finite aspect ratio, the analytical
solution with
p
the one-parameter variational trial function, m(u) = M ψ(u), approaches
our numerical prediction asymptotically in the limit of large filler fractions,
while keeping a constant offset in the slender-rod limit [44]. We suppose that
the asymptotic agreement of our analytical and numerical results is caused
by a cancellation of errors between the Gaussian approximation and the solution of our variational theory, which, due to the choice of trial function,
arguably neglects certain correlations that are implicit in the connectedness
Ornstein-Zernike equation.
To estimate the accuracy of our theory, we also compare in Figure 4.2 our
theoretical predictions with the results of Monte Carlo simulations, as already
published in Ref. [44]. We find excellent quantitative agreement between theory and simulations in the isotropic phase, as expected [98]. In the nematic
phase, the agrement is still semi-quantitative, but the theory systematically
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Figure 4.2: Critical shell thickness λp /D at percolation as a function of the filler fraction φ for a particle aspect ratio L/D = 100 [174]. The solid lines represent our (numerically) exact results in the isotropic phase (brown) and
in the uniaxial nematic (dark green), obtained using Lee-Parsons theory
and the Lee-Parsons closure relation (LP). The light-green dashed line indicates the result of our variational theory with the Lee-Parsons closure.
Monte Carlo simulation data are re-plotted from Ref. [44] and indicated
by red circles. Also indicated are the isotropic and nematic binodals
according to Lee-Parsons theory (grey shaded area) and the binodal estimates from the Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators. The dispersions with volume fractions within the grey region appear stable in
the Monte Carlo simulations, but might actually be metastable, see the
main text and Section 4.5. Inset: relative difference of the percolation
thresholds obtained with the Lee-Parsons approach, Eq. (4.15), and the
Scaled Particle Theory approach, Eq. (4.16).

4.6 results for percolation in the nematic phase
underestimates the Monte Carlo result by 5 − 8%. We surmise that this small
discrepancy arises partly due to the finite size of the simulation box, leading
to slightly higher nematic order parameters in the simulations, but also because an effective rescaling of the two-particle excluded and contact volume
might be less accurate in the nematic than in the isotropic phase. Also indicated in the Figure are the volume fractions at phase coexistence according
to Lee-Parsons theory, φiso = 0.032 and φnem = 0.040, between which our
numerical solutions are metastable, as denoted by the grey shaded area, (see
also Figure 4.3) [80]. While the Monte Carlo simulations in this region seem
stable, we cannot rule out the possibility of the simulated dispersion being
metastable instead of stable, see also the discussion in Section 4.5. The binodal estimates at the top of the Figure suggest that the first Monte Carlo data
point in the nematic phase might lie in the metastable regime.
For clarity, we do not show our predictions following from the Scaled Particle Theory approach, Eq. (4.16). Our results for both approaches lie within
1% of each other for the φ-range of the Monte Carlo simulations, and within
3% in the entire plot range of Figure 4.2, as the inset to Figure 4.2 shows.
Note that the discrepancy between the two approaches does grow, and becomes significant at high volume fractions, as demonstrated in the inset to
Figure 4.2. In the limit L  D and λ  D/4, i.e., in the high-density nematic phase of slender (but not infinitely slender) rods, our analytical theory
predicts λp /D ∼ (φ − 1)2 /x, with x = 16 for the Lee-Parsons closure and
x = 128/3 ≈ 43 for our new closure inspired by Scaled Particle Theory. The
rods are in that case aligned almost perfectly, and the predictions from LeeParsons and Scaled Particle Theory deviate substantially. Note that at such
high volume fractions percolation in the nematic may be pre-empted by a
transition to the smectic-A phase [172].
As the difference between the predictions of Lee-Parsons and Scaled Particle Theory is much smaller than that between our theory and the simulation
results, we conclude that both scaling factors, Eq. (4.15) and (4.16), work
about equally well for predicting the percolation behaviour of hard spherocylinders of aspect ratio 100. For smaller aspect ratios, however, this state of
affairs changes. To demonstrate this, we also calculate the orientational distributions and the percolation thresholds for rods of aspect ratio L/D = 50,
L/D = 20, L/D = 10 and L/D = 5, respectively. Our calculations show that
the percolation threshold for shorter rods exhibits similar trends as those in
Figure 4.2. However, with decreasing aspect ratio, we start to see significant
quantitative differences between the Lee-Parsons and the Scaled Particle Theory approach.
One difference manifests itself in the location of the coexistence regions.
For comparison, we plot in Figure 4.3 the isotropic and nematic coexistence
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Figure 4.3: Shaded areas: isotropic-nematic coexistence regions as obtained by LeeParsons theory (LP, dashed-blue) [80], and Scaled Particle Theory (SPT,
solid red) [169]. Monte Carlo simulation data are estimates from the
simulations of our collaborators (black stars), and the re-plotted results
of Bolhuis and Frenkel [172] (yellow circles).

densities according to Lee-Parsons theory (LP) [80] and Scaled Particle Theory (SPT) [169]. Also indicated are the Monte Carlo simulation results by
Bolhuis and Frenkel19 [172], and the binodal estimates from the simulations
of our collaborators. The Figure shows that, for small aspect ratios L/D,
the Lee-Parsons approach predicts the phase transition more accurately than
Scaled Particle Theory does.
Focusing on the percolation threshold itself, as shown in the Figures 4.4
and 4.5, we find that our new closure inspired by Scaled Particle Theory compares much better with the simulation results than the Lee-Parsons approach,
at least for short rods in the high-density isotropic and in the high-density
nematic phase. In the isotropic phase of rods of aspect ratio L/D = 10, for
instance, using our new Scaled Particle closure instead of the Lee-Parsons closure results in a reduction of the largest relative discrepancy from the Monte
Carlo data from ∼ 17% to less than 5%, see Figure 4.5. In the nematic phase,
our Scaled Particle closure predicts a percolation threshold within ∼ 8% of the
Monte Carlo result, while the Lee-Parsons approach produces a deviation of
∼ 17%. As mentioned earlier, the difference between the two closures is par19 Note that the Table XI in Ref. [172] shows a different dataset than the Figures 11 and 12 in
the same article. Here, we re-plot the data from their Figure 12.
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Figure 4.4: Critical shell thickness λp /D for percolation vs. the volume fraction φ
for hard spherocylinders with aspect ratio L/D = 50 (top) and L/D = 20
(bottom) [174]. The green and brown solid lines indicate our (numerically) exact results obtained with the Lee-Parsons approach (LP). The
dotted lines are those from the approach based on Scaled Particle Theory (SPT). The results from our variational theory with the Lee-Parsons
closure are shown by the light green dashed line. Monte Carlo simulation results of our collaborators are represented by red circles. Also
indicated are the isotropic and nematic binodals (grey vertical lines) obtained from Lee-Parsons (solid) and Scaled Particle Theory (dashed), see
also Figure 4.3 [80, 169]. Binodal estimates from Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators are denoted by black carets at the top of the
Figures. Note that the simulated dispersions with volume fractions close
to or within the estimated coexistence regions do appear stable in our
simulations, but might be metastable, see Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Critical shell thickness λp /D for percolation as a function of the volume
fraction φ for the aspect ratio L/D = 10 (top) and L/D = 5 (bottom) [174].
Solid lines indicate our (numerically) exact results with the Lee-Parsons
approach (LP), and the dotted lines those of the Scaled Particle Theory
approach (SPT). Predictions of our variational theory are indicated in
the top Figure by the light green dashed line (LP) and by the blue dashdotted line (SPT). For L/D = 5 these are not shown for visual clarity.
Monte Carlo simulation results of our collaborators are represented by
red circles. The isotropic and nematic binodals, denoted by grey vertical
lines, follow from Lee-Parsons theory (solid) and Scaled Particle Theory
(dashed), see also Fig. 4.3 [80, 169]. Black carets at the top axes are binodal estimates from Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators. Note
that the simulations close to or within the estimated coexistence regions
appear stable in our simulations, but might actually be metastable, see
Section 4.5. Around a volume fraction of φ ≈ 0.45, we expect a transition
to the smectic-A phase [172].

4.7 discussion and conclusions
ticularly pronounced for short rods, but becomes negligible for particles of
aspect ratio L/D > 100.

4.7

discussion and conclusions

We have investigated the continuum percolation of hard spherocylinders in
the uniaxial nematic phase of slender nanoparticles by means of connectedness percolation theory and Monte Carlo simulations, and focused attention
on the impact of finite particle aspect ratio. In the previous Chapter, we
showed that percolation in the nematic phase of infinitely slender rods cannot be achieved by increasing the particle density, and that adding more particles to the suspension may even lead to a decay of the percolating cluster –
a counterintuitive behaviour, and opposite to what happens in the isotropic
phase [44]. Here, we find that for nanofillers with aspect ratios below ' 20
adding particles to a nematic suspension always aids cluster formation: if
the rods are sufficiently short, a density increase can no longer cause a loss
of percolation – a behaviour similar to that in the isotropic phase, and contrary to our predictions in the slender rod limit [44]. For moderate aspect
ratios between the two extremes of short and infinitely slender rods, we find
a crossover of the two effects that results in re-entrance: percolation that takes
place in the low-density nematic may be lost upon increasing the density, and
obtained again by adding more particles to the suspension.
To account for finite particle aspect ratios in our theoretical model and go
beyond the second virial approximation, we propose a new closure relation
inspired by Scaled Particle Theory. Similarly to the known Lee-Parsons closure [98], our new Scaled Particle closure approximately accounts for higher
order virials by effectively rescaling the contact volume of particle pairs. Comparison with the results of the Monte Carlo simulations of our collaborators
demonstrates that our new closure provides a more accurate prediction for
the percolation threshold than the Lee-Parsons approach does, even though
the latter seems to predict the isotropic-nematic transition of short spherocylinders more accurately [80, 169].
The advantage of our approach based on Scaled Particle Theory compared
to the Lee-Parsons closure turns out to be particularly pronounced at high
densities in both the isotropic and nematic phase, and for modest particle
anisometries. We surmise that it arises because the weights of the higherorder interaction terms in the (diagrammatic) expansion of the direct correlation function are different to those in the expansion of the direct connectedness
function [82, 175]. As a result, the diagrams governing the phase behaviour
of spherocylinders are slightly different to those determining their percola-
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tion threshold. Both the Lee-Parsons and the Scaled Particle Theory routes
produce an effective scaling factor Γ (φ, L/D) that accounts for these higher
order diagrams in an approximative way, but with different weights for each
of the terms.
In addition to solving the underlying equations for both closures numerically by recursive iteration, we applied a Schwinger-type variational percolation theory and combined it with the Gaussian approximation of the orientational distribution function [171]. An advantage of this type of theory
is that its predictions may be systematically improved by using trial functions m(u) with an increasing number of variational parameters. The solution obtained
p for our choice of trial function with one variational parameter,
m(u) = M ψ(u), turns out to provide very accurate predictions for the percolation threshold deep in the nematic phase, and approaches our numerical
solution asymptotically, at least for finite aspect ratios [44].
p

Using a two-parameter trial function of the form m(u) = ψ(u) M + Nϑ2 ,
with ϑ the angle between the nematic director and the particle orientation vector u, generally increases the accuracy of our analytical prediction. However,
the improvement is significant only for nanoparticles of very large aspect ratio in the low-density nematic. For the aspect ratios studied in this Chapter,
the relative difference (at most 4% for L/D = 100 and 2.1% for L/D = 20)
is rather minor, considering that our analytical prediction entirely misses the
nonmonotonic re-entrance behaviour of the percolation threshold. The reason for the latter is the Gaussian approximation, which loses accuracy close
to the nematic melting transition [171]. In fact, if we use the exact distribution function for ψ(ϑ) instead of the Gaussian approximation, our variational
theory proves to be very powerful, predicting a percolation threshold within
0.82% of the numerically exact solution in the entire density range of the
nematic (for the two-parameter trial function and L/D → ∞).
The question arises how cluster formation in suspensions of anisometric
particles changes for different particle shapes, and in other symmetry-broken
phases. For hard platelets, the percolation threshold in the uniaxial nematic
has recently been investigated by Monte Carlo simulations and turns out to
decrease with the particle concentration [166], similar to our findings in this
Chapter for hard rods of modest aspect ratio. However, it remains an open
question whether percolation in a platelet suspension can also be lost with
increasing density in a similar fashion as in a rod suspension. Up to this
point, no evidence for this has been found in Monte Carlo simulations.20
It also remains to be seen how percolation of slender particles changes if
the alignment of particles due to an external orienting field interferes with

20 T. Schilling and A. Atashpendar, private communication.

4.7 discussion and conclusions
the isotropic-nematic phase transition. This we investigate in the following
Chapter.
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4.a

appendix: the scaled particle percolation
closure

The excess free energy (over the ideal gas) of a uniform particle suspension
has the form [1]
Z
βFexc
ρ
ρ
=
drhhC(r, u, u 0 )ii 0 = hhĈ(u, u 0 )ii 0 .
(4.19)
N
2
2
Using a generalised closure relation,
C(r, u, u 0 ) = Γ (ρ, L, D)f(r, u, u 0 ) + Ω(r, ρ, L, D),

(4.20)

and Eq. (4.2), this excess free energy can be re-written as
βFexc
ρ
ρ
= c Γ (ρ, L, D)R[ψ(u)] + Γ (ρ, L, D) G − Ω̂(ρ, L, D).
N
2
2

(4.21)

Here, c = ρπL2 D/4 = φ(D/L + 2D2 /3L2 )−1 is the dimensionless particle concentration, R[ψ(u)] ≡ 4hh|u × u 0 ii 0 /π the packing entropy, and G ≡ 2πLD2 +
4πD3 /3 denotes the contribution of the hemispherical
end-caps to the twoR
particle excluded volume. The operator (· ·ˆ · ) = dr(· · · ) again denotes a
volume integral and is equivalent to a zero wave vector Fourier transform.
The goal is now to determine the functions Γ (ρ, L, D) and Ω̂(ρ, L, D) of our
generalised closure relation by using the frameworks of Lee-Parsons theory
and Scaled Particle Theory. Within Lee-Parsons theory, the excess free energy
is given by [80]
!
 2
βFexc, LP
1 φ(4 − 3φ)
L
R[ψ(u)]
=
8+3
,
(4.22)
N
8 (1 − φ)2
D
1 + 3L/2D
with φ = ρπD2 [3L + 2D]/12 the volume fraction of particles in the suspension.
Comparison with Eq. (4.19) yields the familiar result
Γ (ρ, L, D) = ΓLP (φ) =

1 − 3φ/4
(1 − φ)2

and

Ω̂(ρ, L, D) = 0.

(4.23)

Within Scaled Particle Theory, the excess free energy takes the form [169]
βFexc, SPT
φ
B[ψ(u)] φ2
= − ln(1 − φ) + A[ψ(u)]
+
.
N
1−φ
2
(1 − φ)2

(4.24)

Here,
3
A[ψ(u)] = 3 +
2 + 3L/D



L
D

2
R[ψ(u)]

(4.25)
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and
(1 + L/D)(1 + 2L/D)
B[ψ(u)] = 12
+ 12
(2 + 3L/D)2



L
D

2

1 + L/D
R[ψ(u)].
(2 + 3L/D)2

(4.26)

Separating the orientation-dependent and -independent terms yields the excess free energy
 2
h φ  L 2
βFexc, SPT
3
6φ2
L
1 + L/D i
= X + R[ψ(u)]
+
,
N
1 − φ D 2 + 3L/D (1 − φ)2 D (2 + 3L/D)2
(4.27)

with
X = − ln(1 − φ) +

3φ
6φ2 (1 + L/D)(1 + 2L/D)
+
.
1 − φ (1 − φ)2
(2 + 3L/D)2

(4.28)

Comparison with Eq. (4.19) shows that, within the framework of Scaled Particle Theory,
h
Γ (ρ, L, D) = ΓSPT (φ, L/D) = (1 − φ)−1 1 +

φ 2 + 2L/D i
,
1 − φ 2 + 3L/D

(4.29)

and
Ω̂(ρ, L, D) = GΓ (φ, L/D) −
=

2X
ρ

2h φ
φ2
2(1 + L/D)
+ ln(1 − φ) +
2
ρ 1−φ
(1 − φ) 2 + 3L/D

(4.30)


1 + 2L/D i
4−3
.
2 + 3L/D
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T H E I N T E R P L AY O F S P O N TA N E O U S
A N D F I E L D - I N D U C E D PA R T I C L E A L I G N M E N T

We present a numerical study on geometric percolation in liquid dispersions of hard
slender colloidal particles subjected to an external orienting field. In the formulation
and liquid-state processing of nanocomposite materials, the alignment of particles by
external fields such as electric, magnetic or flow fields is practically inevitable, and
often works against the emergence of large nanoparticle networks. Using continuum
percolation theory in conjunction with Onsager theory, we investigate how the interplay between externally induced alignment and the spontaneous symmetry breaking
of the uniaxial nematic phase affects cluster formation within nanoparticle dispersions. It is known that the enhancement of particle alignment by means of a density
increase or an external field may result in the breakdown of an already percolating
network. As a result, percolation can be limited to a small region of the phase diagram only. Here, we demonstrate that the existence and shape of such a “percolation
island” in the phase diagram crucially depends on the connectivity length – a critical
distance defining direct connections between neighbouring particles. Deformations
of this percolation island can lead to peculiar re-entrance effects, in which a systemspanning network forms and breaks down multiple times with increasing particle
density.

The contents of this Chapter are based on the following publication:
S.P. Finner, I. Pihlajamaa and P. van der Schoot, Geometric percolation of hard nanorods: the
interplay of spontaneous and externally induced uniaxial particle alignment (submitted)
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5.1

introduction

As already alluded to in the previous Chapters, strongly anisometric particles like carbon nanotubes are particularly well-suited as filler particles
for nanocomposite materials. This is because they typically exhibit very
low percolation thresholds, at least if their orientations are isotropically distributed [45, 46, 94, 95, 97, 109, 111, 119, 176]. As effective charge transport in a nanocomposite can take place via quantum mechanical tunneling [27, 35, 36] or by diffusion of mobile ions in aqueous dispersions [43], the
nanotubes do not actually need to make physical contact for a conducting network to emerge. Throughout this thesis, we therefore consider geometric percolation, in which two particles count as connected if their surface-to-surface
distance is lower than a critical connectivity range λ. This connectivity range
corresponds to the average tunneling distance of charge carriers through the
polymeric host matrix, or to the Debye-length if the dispersion is aqueous
and charge-stabilised [43, 44]. As an effective cut-off distance, the connectivity range defines the contact volume of a particle pair, i.e., the volume that one
particle can physically be in so that it remains connected to a second, fixed
test particle [92, 108]. The low percolation threshold of strongly anisometric
fillers can be attributed to their relatively large contact volume.
Anisotropic particle shapes not only give rise to a large contact volume,
but also to anisotropic interactions of the nanofillers with each other, or with
their environment. In real applications, elongated particles are therefore very
often not isotropically oriented, but may become aligned, for instance, in
liquid-crystalline phases. As outlined in Chapter 1, liquid crystal phases in
colloidal dispersions arise due to the large excluded volume of particle pairs,
which gives rise to a competition between orientational and translational entropy [64, 65, 73, 177, 178]. This competition drives a transition from the
isotropic phase to the uniaxial nematic phase at particle concentrations close
to the expected percolation threshold. In fact, percolation may even be preempted by the isotropic-nematic phase transition if the connectivity range is
sufficiently small [168, 179].
Next to their liquid-crystalline behaviour, anisometric particles typically
get aligned during the processing of the nanocomposite in its liquid state. Depending on the particular application, alignment may actually be desired and
intentionally induced. Applying electric or magnetic fields [55–59, 127–129,
180], or using a thermotropic liquid-crystalline host medium [40, 41, 54, 181],
for instance, can result in (tunable) anisotropic mechanical or transport properties of the composite material [60, 158, 168, 182, 183]. Anisometric filler
particles may also align due to flow fields [60–63, 184], which arise during
processing steps like extrusion, drawing, spin coating or slot die coating. If
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the liquid is not allowed to relax before solidification, the aligned structure
is then frozen in in the final composite [27, 157, 185]. An often undesired
effect of particle alignment is that it typically raises the percolation threshold
by increasing the average surface-to-surface distance of particle pairs and decreasing their contact volume [27, 29, 61, 88, 92, 110, 114–116, 122]. In Chapter
2, we have seen that the adverse effect of externally driven particle alignment
on percolation can be counteracted by tuning the size polydispersity of the
fillers particles.
The effect of spontaneous liquid-crystalline particle alignment on the percolation transition has been investigated in the Chapters 3 and 4, using a
combination of Onsager theory and Continuum Percolation Theory. It turns
out that percolation becomes very unusual if nanoparticles align by transitioning into the uniaxial nematic phase [44]. We found re-entrance percolation,
which means that a percolating network can first be formed, and then be
destroyed again with increasing particle concentration, at least if the connectivity range is sufficiently small. In this Chapter, we again combine Onsager
theory with Continuum Percolation Theory, and additionally investigate the
effect of an external orienting field. Our goal is to elucidate how the complex
interplay between spontaneous nematic alignment and field-induced external
alignment affects cluster formation and percolation in nanocomposites.
In fact, the consequences of combining hard-core particle interactions with
an external alignment field have been investigated earlier within the same theoretical framework [114]. Using an analytical expansion of the two-particle
contact volume in Legendre polynomials, Otten et al. found interesting reentrance percolation within the weakly ordered paranematic phase. This limits the occurrence of percolating networks to a small, contained “island” in
the phase diagram that is bounded from above by the paranematic-nematic
transition. However, the findings in Ref. [114] partially disagree with our recent results in the uniaxial nematic phase (see Chapter 3) [44], and raise a few
questions that we intend to address in this Chapter.
With our numerical treatment of Onsager- and Continuum Percolation Theory, we show here that our former understanding of the interplay between
external and intrinsic alignment was incomplete. For particles in the Onsager
limit of infinite aspect ratios, we do observe the “percolation island” predicted by Ref. [114] for small values of the connectivity range, but find that
re-entrance typically does not occur within the paranematic phase. Instead,
percolation may be lost across the paranematic-nematic transition, or at even
higher packing fractions inside the nematic phase. If the connectivity range
is increased, the “percolation island” changes drastically in shape and ultimately opens up to an unbounded domain. Deformations of the percolation
region can give rise to multiple re-entrance effects, in which percolation can
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be gained and lost twice upon the addition of particles. For particles of finite
aspect ratio, we find that a percolating network can no longer be destroyed at
high particle concentrations, consistent with our earlier prediction of Chapter
4 [174].
To set up the theoretical framework, we first outline our model and describe Onsager theory for the distribution of particle orientations in Section
5.2 of this Chapter. Section 5.3 focuses on the description of cluster formation
using Continuum Percolation Theory. In Section 5.4, we briefly describe our
numerical methods, before turning to our results for the percolation threshold in Section 5.5. The physical cluster dimensions in terms of the correlation
lengths are calculated in Section 5.6. In Section 5.7 we indicate how our results are affected if the particles have a finite aspect ratio, before concluding
with the main findings of this study in Section 5.8.

5.2

theoretical model of the phase transition

We model rod-like nanoparticles as impenetrable straight spherocylinders,
with a cylindrical body of length L and diameter D, and hemispherical endcaps of the same diameter. The interaction potential between two particles is
infinite if two particles overlap, and zero otherwise. A particle’s orientation
is characterised by the unit vector u along its main body axis. It is defined
relative to the direction of the external field, which corresponds to the z-axis
of our cartesian coordinate system, so that uT = (sin ϑ cos ϕ, sin ϑ sin ϕ, cos ϑ),
with ϑ the polar angle and ϕ the azimuthal angle. Particle orientations are
distributed according to the orientational distribution function ψ(u), which
in the isotropic phase is a constant ψ(u) = (4π)−1 . In the weakly ordered
paranematic phase and in the strongly ordered nematic phase, the orientational distribution depends on the field strength K and on the dimensionless
particle concentration c = ρπL2 D/4, with ρ the number density. Due to the inversion symmetry and cylindrical symmetry of the paranematic and nematic
phases, ψ(u) = ψ(−u) and ψ(u) = ψ(ϑ) = ψ(π − ϑ).
To model field-induced particle alignment, we define a quadrupole field
that aligns the particles along the z-axis,
βU = −K cos2 ϑ,

with

K > 0.

(5.1)

Here, β = (kB T )−1 is the reciprocal thermal energy, with kB the Boltzmann
constant and T the absolute temperature. The exact expression for the dimensionless field strength strongly depends on the particular type of field applied.
In the case of an electric quadrupole field, it is defined as K = β∆αE2 /2,
with E the strength of the electric field and ∆α the particle’s polarisability
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anisotropy. If the field is magnetic in nature, we get K = β∆χH2 /2, with
H the magnetic field strength and ∆χ the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy.
Also a rod submerged in a thermotropic nematic host medium is subject to
a quadrupole-type potential [186, 187]. For carbon nanotubes in a nematic
host matrix, we need to consider the limit of weak anchoring, in which case
the field strength is K = −βLDWπ/3.21 Here W is an anchoring energy per
surface area [54]. To describe particle alignment caused by liquid flow, we
focus on steady-state uniaxial elongational flow, which is the only flow field
that allows for a quasi-static treatment [72, 132]. We assume that the network
structure is frozen in fast enough upon solidification for our equilibrium description to hold. The field strength is then defined as K = 3/4D
˙
˙ is
r , where 
the strain rate and Dr the rotational diffusion coefficient of a straight rod-like
particle.
To calculate the orientational distribution function, we make use of Onsager theory, which becomes exact in the limit of infinitely slender particles,
L/D → ∞ [73]. In practice, the theory becomes quantitative for aspect ratios in excess of a few hundred [80, 155]. Including the contribution of our
external orienting field, Eq. (5.1), the Helmholtz free energy per particle reads
f(c) =

βF(c)
4c
= ln c − 1 + hln[ψ(u)]i + hh|u × u 0 |ii 0 − Khcos2 ϑi,
N
π

(5.2)

with N = ρV the number of particles in the volume V. Here,
the angular
R
brackets denote the average over the orientation u, h· · · i = du(· · · )ψ(u) =
R2π
Rπ
0 dϕ 0 dϑ sin ϑ(· · · )ψ(u), with a similar definition for the primed variable.
Minimising the free energy results in the self-consistent Onsager equation
for the orientational distribution function [73, 132, 188],
Z

8c
2
ln ψ(u) = k + K cos ϑ −
du 0 ψ u 0 |u × u 0 |,
(5.3)
π
with
k a Lagrange-multiplier, determined by the normalisation constraint
R
duψ(u) = 1. After solving the Onsager equation, the alignment of particles along the z-axis can be quantified with the nematic order parameter
1
hP2 i = h3 cos2 ϑ − 1i,
2

(5.4)

which is zero in the isotropic phase, hP2 i = 1 for perfectly parallel particles
and hP2 i = −1/2 for particles perfectly perpendicular to the z-axis [65].
In the absence of a field, the isotropic orientational distribution ψ(u) =
(4π)−1 always solves the Onsager equation. At low particle concentrations it
is, in fact, the only solution to Eq. (5.3). For high concentrations, additional
21 Note that here we included the factor β in the definition of K, which is missing in Ref. [104].
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(meta-)stable solutions arise, and the isotropic solution becomes unstable. In
this case, we have the nematic phase with an order parameter hP2 i > 0, in
which particles spontaneously align along a common axis called the nematic
director. The second metastabe solution is a disaligned phase, with particles
preferentially oriented perpendicular to the director, and a negative nematic
order parameter [64, 65].
In the presence of an orienting field with K > 0, the isotropic orientational
distribution is no longer a solution to Eq. (5.3). In this case, particles at low
concentration form the weakly ordered paranematic phase and, upon density
increase, exhibit a first order phase transition to the nematic, at least for weak
orienting fields. If the field strength is sufficiently large, no phase transition
occurs, as the paranematic and nematic phases are indistinguishable [80, 132,
184, 188, 189].
In the paranematic phase (P), the order parameter is typically smaller than
in the nematic (N), with 0 6 hP2 i 6 1 for both phases. We consider the
isotropic phase with K = 0 and hP2 i = 0 a special case of the paranematic.
At the phase transition, the two phases coexist and need to be in thermal
equilibrium. The particle concentrations cP and cN of an athermal system
at coexistence can be calculated by equating the dimensionless pressures
p = c2 df(c)/dc and the chemical potentials µ = f(c) + p(c)/c in the respective
phases. Within the coexistence window, the solutions to the Onsager equation are out of thermodynamic equilibrium and may be either metastable or
absolutely unstable. Percolation within the coexistence region therefore becomes a dynamical effect, and arguably depends on the underlying dynamics
of phase separation, the treatment of which is widely out of the scope of this
Chapter. However, the competition between orientational and mechanical instabilities in dispersions of anisometric particles is interesting in itself, and
we discuss it in Appendix 5.A at the end of this Chapter.
After outlining the theoretical description of the phase transition, let us
now turn to percolation theory describing the formation of particle clusters.

5.3

continuum percolation theory

To theoretically study clustering within a nanoparticle dispersion, it is first
necessary to define a connection criterion for particle pairs. We can then
proceed to investigate two-body distribution functions and choose only the
contributions of particles that are, in some way, connected to each other. As already alluded to, we consider two particles directly connected if their surfaceto-surface distance is smaller than the connectivity range λ. This way, we
effectively model the hard body of the particle to be centered inside a sphe-
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rocylindrical “contact shell” of diameter D + λ. A connection between two
particles is achieved if their contact shells overlap.
We now turn to the radial distribution function g(r, u, u 0 ), which measures
how particles with position r and orientation u locally order around a test
particle at the origin with orientation u 0 . The radial distribution function can
be separated into two contributions, one that arises from particles that are
in some way connected and therefore part of the same cluster, and one that
describes the correlation of particles that are not part of the same cluster [33,
82, 95]:
g(r, u, u 0 ) = P(r, u, u 0 ) + D(r, u, u 0 ).

(5.5)

Here, P(r, u, u 0 ) is the pair connectedness function, which represents the (unnormalised) probability that two particles with the orientations u and u 0 at
relative distance r from each other are connected in some way. The pair blocking function D(r, u, u 0 ) denotes the contribution of disconnected particles to
the pair correlation. The cluster structure factor, representing the weightaverage number of particles within a cluster on a length scale defined by the
wave vector q, is then given by
S(q) = 1 + ρhhP̂(q, u, u 0 )ii 0 .

(5.6)

In the thermodynamic limit, the particle cluster becomes infinitely large at
the percolation threshold, implying that limq→0 S(q) → ∞.
The pair connectedness function P(r, u, u 0 ) can be obtained from the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation [33, 82, 95], which in Fourier space
reads
P̂(q, u, u 0 ) = Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) + ρhĈ+ (q, u, u 00 )P̂(q, u 00 , u 0 )i 00 .

(5.7)

Here, the direct connectedness function Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) is proportional to the
probability that the two test particles are connected, and that their connecting path is devoid of so-called “bottleneck particles”. These are particles
that, upon removal from the cluster, would leave the two test particles disconnected from each other. The second term in Eq. (5.7) self-consistently describes all other configurations of particle networks that do contain one or
more bottleneck particles. Note that Eq. (5.7) explicitly accounts for angular
particle correlations.
To make headway, we need to insert a closure relation, i.e., an appropriate
approximation for the direct connectedness function C+ . Within the second
virial approximation closure, valid in the limit of large particle aspect ratios,
Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) is equivalent to the (Fourier transformed) connectedness Mayer
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function, to leading order in the particle length L  D and for large wave
lengths on the scale of the particle width, |q|D  1 [73, 92, 114],

 


Lq · u
Lq · u 0
f̂+ q, u, u 0 = 2L2 λ u × u 0 j0
j0
.
(5.8)
2
2
In the limit of vanishing wave vectors, the function f̂+ (0, u, u 0 ) is equivalent
to the contact volume of two particles [92].
For convenience, we again introduce the dimensionless particle concentration c = ρπL2 D/4, and take the limit of vanishing wave vectors to investigate
the onset of percolation in the thermodynamic limit. Similarly to the previous
Chapters, we define the (dimensionless) function
ĥ (u) =

4
hP̂
πDL2

0, u, u 0

 0
i,

(5.9)

and re-write the macroscopic average cluster size as
S(0) = 1 + chĥ(u)iu .

(5.10)

Within the second virial approximation, Ĉ+ (q, u, u 0 ) = f̂+ (q, u, u 0 ), the dimensionless connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation then becomes
ĥ (u) =


8 λ
8 λ
h u × u0 i0 +
ch u × u 0 ĥ u 0 i 0 .
πD
πD

(5.11)

To obtain the average cluster size (5.10), Eq. (5.11) can now be solved numerically by recursive iteration, provided that the orientational distribution
function is known. Note that, in contrast to the particle concentration c, the
orienting field strength K does not enter Eq. (5.11) directly.
It indirectly affects
R
the percolation threshold via the averages h· · · i = du(· · · )ψ(u), as the orientational distribution function ψ(u) is coupled to the particle concentration
and the field strength through Eq. (5.3). Before discussing our results for the
percolation threshold, we describe our numerical procedure in the following
Section.

5.4

numerical iterative methods

To study cluster formation in anisotropic phases and numerically identify
regions of percolation within the phase diagram, we either perform sweeps
in the particle concentration for a fixed field strength K, or sweeps in the field
strength for a fixed particle concentration c. For each parameter combination,

5.4 numerical iterative methods
we first calculate the distribution function of particle orientations by recursive
iteration of the Onsager equation, Eq. (5.3), as described in Ref. [74].
Our iteration is performed on an angular grid with Nϕ = 400 grid points
for the azimuthal angle 0 6 ϕ 6 2π, and 400 6 Nϑ 6 1600 grid points for the
polar angle 0 6 ϑ 6 π/2. The number of ϑ-grid points is chosen so that the
discretisation has no noticeable effect on the calculateded percolation thresholds. In order to enhance the resolution around the peak of the distribution
function, we (arbitrarily) divide our ϑ-grid into three equidistant grids with
Nϑ /2 points in the range [0, π/8), Nϑ /4 points in [π/8, π/4) and Nϑ /4 grid
points in [π/4, π/2).
As a starting point for the iteration, we use either the isotropic distribution
ψ(ϑ) = (4π)−1 , or the Gaussian distribution, ψ(ϑ) = c2 exp(−2c2 ϑ2 /π)/π2
for 0 6 ϑ 6 π/2, and ψ(π − ϑ) for π/2 6 ϑ 6 π. The recursive iteration
of Eq. (5.3) is continued until the difference between subsequent iterations of
ψ(ϑ) at each grid point is smaller than our iteration tolerance of 10−7 .
Focusing on determining the percolation threshold, we then iterate the dimensionless connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation, Eq. (5.11), for a fixed
value of the connectivity range λ/D, to obtain a discrete representation of the
function ĥ(u). Our iteration scheme is similar to that of the Onsager equation [74], and is performed on the same angular grid and with the same iteration tolerance. We initialise the percolation iteration with the (c-independent)
source term of the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation, Eq. (5.11).
If the iteration procedure diverges, and the difference between subsequent
iterations grows throughout the first 5000 steps, we abort the iteration and
assume a percolating network. If the iteration converges, particle clusters
are finite, which means that no percolating network can occur. This method
locates the boundary of the percolation region with an absolute uncertainty
of half a step size, i.e., ∆K/2 = 0.001 in a K-sweep, and ∆c/2 = 0.005 in a
concentration-sweep. To estimate the percolation boundary more accurately,
we calculate the inverse of the average cluster size, S−1 outside of the percolation region. The percolation threshold is then found by linearly extrapolating
the last two data points outside of the percolation region to S−1 = 0.
To locate the binodals, i.e., the concentrations at phase coexistence in the
paranematic (or isotropic) and in the nematic phase, we enforce thermal equilibrium and simultaneously solve the equations p (cP ) = p (cN ) and µ (cP ) =
µ (cN ) using the Newton-Raphson method [74, 190]. Every step of the NewtonRaphson procedure involves iteration of the Onsager equation and calculation of the respective pressures and chemical potentials as described in
Ref. [74]. Our results for the binodals and for the percolation thresholds
are presented in the following Section.
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Figure 5.1: Phase diagram of the paranematic-nematic transition. Above a critical
field strength Kc ≈ 0.255, the paranematic and nematic phase are indistinguishable, with the supercritical phase denoted as superparanematic.

5.5

percolation across the paranematic nematic transition

In Figure 5.1 we show the phase diagram of the paranematic-nematic transition. With increasing field strength K, the coexistence region is found
to become narrower and ends in the critical point at (Kc , cc ) = (0.255, 3.2),
from which onwards the paranematic and nematic phases are indistinguishable [80, 132, 184, 188, 189]. We denote the supercritical region for field
strengths K > Kc as superparanematic. Our values of the coexistence concentrations and the critical point agree well with the literature, with relative errors
of less than two percent in the critical field strength Kc and less than 0.7%
in the critical concentration cc [80, 188]. Using an analytical method with a
variational solution of the Onsager equation instead of a numerical approach
has been shown to overestimate the field strength Kc at the critical point by a
factor of more than 2 [188].
Focusing on the percolation threshold, our numerical results for connectivity ranges between λ = 0.17D and λ = 0.2D are shown in Figure 5.2, together
with the coexistence region of the phase diagram. The Figure demonstrates
that both the particle concentration and the external field strength have a
strong influence on cluster formation in the (para)nematic phase. We find
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Figure 5.2: Percolation thresholds of infinitely slender particles for small values of
the connectivity range λ/D. Within the confined percolation island i.e.,
between the percolation line and the vertical axis, a percolating network
is formed. Outside of this region, percolation is not possible due to low
particle concentrations or strong particle alignment. Also indicated are
the coexistence domain (grey region) and the critical point (black star).

bounded percolation “islands”, meaning that, for weak fields, percolation is
gained with increasing concentration, but can be lost again across the P-N
transition or within the nematic phase if more particles are added to the
suspension. This phenomenon of re-entrance percolation has recently been
found theoretically in the absence of orienting fields, and is caused by an
increase in surface-to-surface distance as the particles transition into a more
(orientationally) ordered state [44], similarly to the disentanglement of rods
in elongational flow fields [143]. What changes for field strengths K > 0 is
that the percolation region becomes narrower and ultimately vanishes. This
is because the additional alignment induced by the external field enhances
the surface-to-surface distance of particles, thereby working against network
formation.
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Figure 5.2 implies that, depending on the connectivity range λ and the particle concentration c, percolation of nanoparticles in a thermotropic nematic
host matrix may in practice be switched on or off by varying the temperature
of the dispersion. This is because the field strength K = −βLDWπ/3 depends
on the temperature via the thermal energy β = 1/kB T [54], and also implicitly via the surface energy W(T ) [191]. For multi-walled carbon nanotubes
in the thermotropic nematic matrix 5CB, for instance, the dimensionless field
strength is on the order of K = 4, and for nanotube bundles in the polymer
E7 on the order of K = 11 [54, 150, 151]. As the field strength scales roughly
as LD/ld, where l and d are the length and diameter of the mesogens of the
polymeric host, the range of K may additionally be tuned by modifying the
size ratio of the host- vs. filler-particles [54].
Our percolation islands found in Figure 5.2 are similar to the results of an
earlier theoretical study by Otten et al. [114], who used an analytical expansion of the contact volume in Legendre-polynomials to predict the percolation threshold. However, in Ref. [114], re-entrance takes place in the weakly
ordered paranematic phase, while in our study it typically only occurs in
the nematic phase, i.e., at much higher particle concentrations. An exception
occurs for connectivity ranges around λ/D = 0.17, for which we do find reentrance in the paranematic phase in a very small parameter range, as Figure
5.2 shows. While the re-entrance concentration for K = 0 in Ref. [114] does
not seem to depend on the connectivity range λ/D, in our numerical study
it strongly does. Also, Otten et al. find the island shape to be present for a
wide range of contact shell thicknesses of at least 0.3 6 λ/D 6 1. Increasing the connectivity range to values larger than 0.232, however, we find a
qualitatively different percolation diagram, which we present in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3 shows that, with an increase of the connectivity range, the percolation behaviour changes drastically, and the bounded percolation island
opens up to an infinitely large percolation domain. This means that, for large
enough connectivity ranges, percolation can no longer be lost with increasing concentration, only gained. In this case, the addition of particles is able
to compensate for the additional translational freedom that the enhanced
ordering provides. We surmise that the qualitative difference between our
numerical results for the percolation regions and the analytical prediction in
Ref. [114] arise from their analytical expansion in Legendre polynomials to
third order, which seems to be insufficient for very strong particle alignment.
It turns out that, close to the opening transition, the percolation island deforms in such a way that re-entrance can be observed multiple times. For
λ = 0.233D at a field strength of K = 1.15, for instance, percolation can be
first gained, then lost, and then gained again with increasing particle concentration. Note that our analytical results in the absence of a field suggests that
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Figure 5.3: Percolation thresholds of infinitely slender particles for several connectivity ranges λ/D. In the region between the percolation line and the
vertical axis, a percolating network is formed, while outside of that region percolation does not occur. With increasing connectivity range λ/D,
the confined percolation island becomes larger, deforms, and eventually
opens up to become an unbounded percolation domain. The deformation of the percolation island causes multiple re-entrance effects around
a field strength of K ≈ 1.15, where percolation can subsequently be
gained, lost, gained, and ultimately lost again (not shown in the plot)
upon increasing the particle concentration. For connectivity shells larger
than λ/D ≈ 0.236, only one percolation threshold exists at a fixed field
strength K, and percolation can no longer be lost with increasing particle
concentration [44].
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Figure 5.4: Critical connectivity range (λ/D)p required for percolation as a function
of the particle concentration c for various orienting field strengths K. At
low concentrations, the field has an adverse effect on cluster formation,
and determines whether percolation and re-entrance can be observed.
For large particle concentrations, the effect of the external field becomes
negligible. Note that for K = 0 the transition is first order, whilst for the
other values of the field strength the dispersion is superparanematic.

the percolating network must ultimately be destroyed again at higher concentrations (not shown in the plot). In fact, all curves for connectivity ranges
below a critical λ/D ≈ 0.2368 are expected to return to the vertical axis and
thereby close the percolation island at very large particle concentrations [44].
To further investigate how the orienting field affects percolation, we fix the
field strength K and calculate the concentration dependence of the critical
connectedness shell thickness needed for percolation. Our results are shown
in Figure 5.4 for different values of K, and compared to the known zero-field
behaviour [44]. We find that, at low concentrations, the field works against
network formation and strongly affects the percolation threshold in terms of
λ/D, while its influence becomes much weaker at high particle concentrations. This is because the particles in the nematic are so strongly aligned by
excluded volume interactions that the additional alignment induced by the
external field becomes negligible. The possibility of finding re-entrance percolation is indicated in Figure 5.4 by the nonmonotonicity of the curves for
low values of the field strength. As the field strength is increased, the curve
becomes monotonic and re-entrance breaks down.
In this Section, we have shown that the alignment of particles by external
or molecular fields has an immense influence on the percolation threshold. In

5.6 cluster dimensions
view of potential applications in nanocomposite materials, however, also the
structure and physical dimensions of particle networks turn out to be of importance, as they can be tuned to create materials with anisotropic transport
properties. For the purpose of investigating the physical extent of particle
clusters, we calculate the correlation lengths parallel and perpendicular to
the alignment axis in the following Section.

5.6

cluster dimensions

To calculate anisotropies in the physical dimensions of particle clusters, we
need to probe the wave-vector dependence of the cluster structure factor
S(q) = 1 + ρhhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0 .

(5.12)

This can be done by separating the (orientationally averaged) pair connectedness function into an isotropic and a (possibly) anisotropic part, hhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0 =
hhP̂(0, u, u 0 ii 0 + P̂an (q). Our goal is now to calculate the correlation lengths
along and perpendicular to the field direction,22 which are a measure for the
physical dimensions of sub-percolating clusters. They can then be found by
calculating P̂an (q) for small q, and determining how the pair connectedness
function decays with increasing wave vector. As outlined in Chapter 3, this
is done by expanding hhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0 around q = 0 to second order, differentiating the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike equation twice and applying
the second virial approximation. For details of the calculation, we refer the
reader to Appendix 3.A of Chapter 3.
With our calculation, we find in the limit of large wavelengths a wavevector dependence of the form [114]
hhP̂(q, u, u 0 ii 0
= 1 − ξ2k q2k − ξ2⊥ q2⊥ + · · · ,
0
0
hhP̂(0, u, u ii

(5.13)

defining the correlation lengths, ξk and ξ⊥ , parallel and perpendicular to
the field axis. Here, qk = qz is the wave number parallel to the field, and
q
q⊥ = q2x + q2y that in the perpendicular direction. The correlation lengths
are given by


D
E
D
E
2
 2
f11 (u)
f33 (u)
M
M
ξ
ξ⊥
1 λ
1 λ
k
=−
and
=−
,
L
3π D hĥ(u)i
L
3π D hĥ(u)i

22 In the nematic phase, the field direction equivalent to the nematic director.

(5.14)
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f11 and M
f33 are two elements of a dimensionless matrix, which is
where M
defined by the self-consistent equation
f
M(u) = er(u) + es(u) + et[f
M(u)],

(5.15)

with
er(u) = −h u × u 0


uu + u 0 u 0 i 0


es(u) = −ch u × u 0 uu + u 0 u 0 ĥ u 0 i 0
8c λ
0
f
et[f
M(u)] =
h u × u 0 M(u)i
.
π D

(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)

As a result, the correlation lengths can be calculated by recursive iteration
f11 and M
f33 ,
of ĥ(u) in Eq. (5.11), and of the two relevant matrix elements, M
defined by Eq. (5.15) – (5.18). The numerical iteration procedure we employ
is similar to the one used to solve the Onsager equation [74].
In Figure 5.5, we plot the correlation lengths of a superparanematic dispersion, with λ/D = 0.24 and K = 1.5. It turns out that the external orienting
field causes minor elongation of the clusters, with the correlation length parallel to the field larger than that in the radial direction. Despite the apparent
cluster elongation, both correlation lengths diverge at the same percolation
threshold [114, 115] with the same critical exponent, in agreement with the
approximate analytical results of Ref. [114]. The phenomenon of re-entrance
percolation is shown in Figure 5.6 for the example of a field strength K = 1.15
and connectivity range λ/D = 0.234. We identify two concentration regions
of infinite correlation lengths, and two regions in which the cluster dimensions remain finite. In the paranematic phase, the orienting field only causes
a slight elongation of the particle clusters, whereas in the (field-enhanced)
nematic phase clusters are strongly anisotropic.
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Figure 5.5: Correlation lengths parallel to the field direction (blue, dashed) and perpendicular to the field (red, dotted) vs. the particle concentration c for
the connectivity range λ/D = 0.24 and a field strength K = 1.5 in the
superparanematic phase. The correlation length along the field is larger
than that in the radial direction, confirming that sub-percolating clusters
for K > 0 are (weakly) elongated. Both correlation lengths diverge with
the same critical exponent at the same concentration, which corresponds
to the percolation threshold, as predicted by Otten et al. [114].
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Figure 5.6: Parallel and perpendicular correlation lengths in the superparanematic
phase, with a field strength K = 1.15 and connectivity range λ/D = 0.234.
The Figure demonstrates the re-entrance behaviour of the suspension:
a percolating network is formed for concentrations 2.8 6 c 6 4.8, but
breaks down with increasing particle concentration. It is formed again
for c > 7.1. Both correlation lengths diverge at the percolation thresholds with different prefactors, demonstrating that particle clusters can
be weakly or strongly elongated.
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5.7

finite aspect ratios

The question arises whether our predictions for the percolation re-entrance
effects in the limit of infinite aspect ratios persist for particles with a finite
aspect ratio. In order to adapt our percolation model to particles with aspect
ratios that do not exceed a few hundred, we need to include the effects of the
hemispherical particle end-caps and take into account higher than two-body
interactions, which become increasingly important the shorter the particles
are [152–155]. Rather than including many-body interactions explicitly, we
make use of a renormalised second virial approximation based on the framework of Scaled Particle Theory [169, 170, 174].
According to Scaled Particle Theory, the distribution function of particle orientations in an external quadrupole field is determined by the selfconsistent Onsager-like equation
Z
8
ln ψ(u) = k + K cos2 ϑ − ΓSPT (φ, L/D)c du 0 ψ(u 0 )|u × u 0 |.
(5.19)
π
Here, the factor
ΓSPT (φ, L/D) =

1 h
2 + 2L/D φ i
1+
1−φ
2 + 3L/D 1 − φ

(5.20)

is a function of the volume fraction of particles in the suspension, φ = (D/L +
2D2 /3L2 )c = ρπD2 [3L + 2D]/12, and of the particle aspect ratio L/D [169].
Within our recently proposed scaled-particle percolation closure [174], and
in the limit of vanishing wave vector, the direct connectedness function can
be approximated by
Ĉ+ (0, u, u 0 ) = ΓSPT (φ, L/D)f̂+ (0, u, u 0 ).

(5.21)

The renormalisation factor ΓSPT (φ, L/D) effectively rescales the full contact
volume of a particle pair,


f̂+ (0, u, u 0 ) =2L2 λ|u × u 0 | + 2πL (D + λ)2 − D2

4π 
+
(D + λ)3 − D3 ,
(5.22)
3
which now includes the contributions of the hemispherical particle end-caps [73,
82, 92, 93].
Our results for an example of particles of aspect ratio L/D = 100 are summarised in Figure 5.7. We find that the double re-entrance effect, which is
rather subtle for infinite aspect ratios, now takes place for a much larger
range of field strengths K. If the connectivity shell is sufficiently thin, the
“S-shape” of the percolation curve becomes very wide and may touch the
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Figure 5.7: Percolation thresholds of spherocylinders with aspect ratio L/D = 100
for different connectivity ranges λ/D, obtained with Scaled Particle
Theory in combination with the Scaled Particle percolation closure,
Eq. (5.21) [174]. In the region between the percolation line and the φaxis, a percolating network is formed. Outside of that region, percolation does not occur. Similarly to Fig. 5.3, there is a bounded “percolation
island” for small values of λ/D, which opens up with an increase of the
connectivity range. For particles of finite aspect ratio there exists also
an additional high-density percolation threshold next to the bounded island, above which percolation can no longer be lost. The “S-shape” of the
percolation curve is more pronounced than in the infinitely slender rod
limit, increasing the range of field strengths for which double re-entrance
can be observed.
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vertical axis, producing the contained percolation island already known from
the case of infinitely slender particles. What is different for finite aspect ratios
is that there is also an additional high-density percolation threshold next to
the bounded island, above which percolation can no longer be lost. For very
low connectivity ranges, we find that the percolation island disappears entirely, leaving us with a high-density percolation threshold only (not shown
in the Figure). These predictions are consistent with our earlier results in the
absence of an external field [174]. Percolation diagrams for the aspect ratios
20 and 50 exhibit the same characteristics as Figure 5.7 and are not shown for
reasons of brevity.

5.8

discussion and conclusions

In this Chapter, we have numerically investigated the interplay between intrinsic and externally driven particle alignment on the geometric percolation
of hard slender particles. For this purpose, we combined Onsager theory for
the paranematic-nematic transition with Continuum Percolation Theory describing the formation of particle clusters. For small connectivity ranges, we
find that percolation may be gained with increasing concentration, but can
be lost again upon particle addition, at least for weak orienting fields. If the
orienting field is strong enough, it prevents the formation of a percolating network altogether. This results in a closed percolation region in the c(K)-phase
diagram, outside of which percolation is not possible.
For larger connectivity ranges, the closed “percolation island” strongly deforms and ultimately opens up to an unbounded domain, consistent with our
earlier predictions in the absence of an external field [44]. The deformation
of the percolation island prior to its opening transition gives rise to peculiar
double re-entrance effects, meaning that a percolating network may form and
decay twice upon an increase of the particle concentration.
Comparing our percolation phase diagrams with the results of an earlier
analytical study by Otten et al. [114], we observe some quantitative and qualitative differences. While Ref. [114] predicts the closed percolation island for
a range of contact shell thicknesses of at least 0.3 6 λ/D 6 1, our more comprehensive numerical studies here, and in an earlier Letter [44], demonstrate
that the percolation region of the phase diagram must open up for all connectivity ranges larger than λ/D ≈ 0.2368. Also, in their study, the re-entrance
effect takes place in the paranematic phase, and the concentration at which
percolation in the nematic is lost does not seem to depend on the connectivity
range, at least in the absence of an external field.

5.8 discussion and conclusions
Here, we find that percolation is typically not lost within the weakly ordered paranematic phase, but within the nematic phase or across the paranematic-nematic phase transition. The re-entrance concentration in the absence of an external field strongly depends on the value of the connectivity range λ/D. These discrepancies between our predictions and those of
Ref. [114] presumably arise due to their analytical expansion of the contact
volume in Legendre-polynomials, which might be inaccurate for large field
strengths or particle concentrations.
Investigating how our predictions change for more realistic particles of
lower aspect ratios than infinity, we find that an additional high-density percolation threshold arises next to the contained percolation island, which does
not exist in the infinitely slender rod limit [174]. Also, the range of field
strengths K in which re-entrance takes place becomes much wider than for
infinitely slender particles. This indicates that our observed re-entrance effect might actually be observable in real experimental systems, in which also
deviations from our model like kinks, particle flexibility and polydispersity
come into play.
The correlation lengths along and perpendicular to the field direction, which
are a measure for the physical cluster dimensions below the percolation
threshold, confirm earlier predictions that nanoparticle clusters are strongly
elongated in the nematic phase, and weakly elongated in the paranematic [44,
114]. While the bulk percolation threshold in the thermodynamic limit is the
same in both directions, this indicates that, in a finite-sized system like a
thin film, both steric interactions and external fields may be used to produce
materials with anisotropic transport properties [60, 117].
It remains an open question whether in other symmetry-broken phases
like the smectic or the columnar phase percolation may be achieved in one
or two directions, while keeping the material an insulator in the remaining
dimensions. Also, at this point in time, no theoretical framework is available to investigate dynamic percolation in flow fields that do not allow for
a quasi-static treatment, like shear flow. This, we are currently investigating
in our ongoing work. Some of our preliminary results for percolation in the
smectic-A phase are briefly discussed in the ‘Outlook’-Section 6.2 of this thesis, which we present in the following Chapter. Our preliminary investigation
of mechanical and orientational instabilities across the paranematic-nematic
phase transition are presented in Appendix 5.A.
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5.a

appendix: thermodynamic instabilities of hardrod (para-)nematics

In this Appendix, we analyse thermodynamic instabilities that arise across
the paranematic-nematic phase transition of infinitely slender hard rods, and
present our preliminary results for the spinodals in the presence of an external orienting field. For this purpose, we first recapitulate known literature
results for the spinodals in the absence of an orienting field, and then investigate how the behaviour changes if the external field is switched on. To
start, we focus on Figure 5.8, a schematic representation of the solutions to
the Onsager equation in the absence of a field. Plotted is the nematic order
parameter vs. the dimensionless particle concentration. As outlined in Section 1.3.2 of the Introduction, the isotropic distribution function is the only
solution to the Onsager equation for low particle concentrations c . 3.5. For
c & 3.5, three solutions exist. Two of these solutions are local minima of the
free energy and are therefore metastable, and the third one corresponds to a
free energy maximum, making it absolutely unstable with respect to orientational fluctuations.
Figure 5.8 indicates the coexistence concentrations, and also the isotropic
and nematic spinodals, which are the respective limits of thermodynamic
stability. According to Stecki and Kloczkowski [192], the isotropic distribution function becomes absolutely unstable with respect to perturbations of
nematic symmetry at the isotropic spinodal, c = 4, which also corresponds
to the bifurcation point of the Onsager equation [75]. As a result, the concentration range c > 4 is unstable, or inaccessible, for the isotropic distribution
function, which we indicate by the purple bar at the bottom right of the
Figure. Focusing on the stability of the nematic branch, we observe that below the orientational nematic spinodal, at a concentration of c ≈ 3.5, the
nematic solution to the Onsager equation ceases to exist [75], which makes
the concentration range c ∈ [0, 3.5] inaccessible for an orientational distribution function of nematic symmetry. A dispersion that becomes absolutely
unstable within the coexistence window, i.e., between the binodals at c = 3.3
and c = 4.2, undergoes instantaneous phase separation in a process called
spinodal decomposition [193, 194]. This is the case if the concentration of a stable isotropic dispersion is instantaneously increased into the concentration
regime, 4.0 < c < 4.2, or if a stable nematic dispersion is instantaneously
diluted and quenched into the unstable regime 3.3 < c < 3.5. For clarity, in
this Appendix, we denote concentration regimes as orientationally unstable for
a certain phase if either 1) no solution of the respective symmetry and order
parameter to the Onsager equation exists, or if 2) this solution exists but is
absolutely unstable with respect to orientational fluctuations.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic representation of the solutions to the zero-field Onsager equation in terms of the nematic order parameter, hP2 i as a function of the
concentration c. Plotted are metastable as well as unstable solutions, and
the binodals and spinodals of the isotropic and nematic branches, respectively. Also indicated in the bottom of the Figure are the concentration
ranges, which are inaccessible for the nematic and isotropic orientational
distribution function.
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The spinodals at c = 4 and c = 3.5 mentioned above indicate the limits
of orientational stability, but, in fact, do not take into account the mechanical
stability of the dispersion. The condition of mechanical stability requires
that the phase be stable with respect to pressure variations, meaning that its
isothermal compressibility, −∂V/V∂p T , must be positive. For our athermal
hard-rod system, this translates into the stability condition [192]
∂p
> 0.
∂c

(5.23)

Calculating the osmotic pressure for several particle concentrations, we find
that the isotropic distribution function in its orientationally (meta-)stable
regime 0 6 c < 4 also fulfils the mechanical stability condition, Eq. (5.23).
A nematic dispersion, however, becomes mechanically unstable for c . 3.7,
while remaining orientationally stable down to a concentration of c ≈ 3.5.
The mechanic instability of the nematic solution is indicated in Figure 5.8 by
the green star denoting the mechanical spinodal, and by the corresponding
green bar at the bottom of the Figure. From this point on, we use the term
mechanically unstable for concentration regimes of negative compressibility.
Even though our observation of the mechanical instability on the nematic
solution branch to the Onsager equation is in full agreement with known literature results [75, 188], it seems that the difference between orientational and
mechanical stability has not yet received a lot of attention in the literature.
We argue that, whether a phase is orientationally or mechanically unstable
must have fundamental consequences on the resulting dynamics of phase
separation [193–195], the study of which is, unfortunately, widely out of the
scope of this thesis.
After discussing the stability of the isotropic and nematic phases in the absence of an external orienting field, we now turn to the stability across the
paranematic-nematic phase transition. In the presence of an orienting field,
the Onsager equation does not exhibit any solutions with negative order parameter. Instead, the solutions take a form that is schematically described
by Figure 5.9, at least for weak fields. To investigate the phase transition,
we iterate the Onsager equation, Eq. (5.3), with two different initial functions: 1) the isotropic orientational distribution ψ(ϑ) = 1/4π, and 2) the (normalised) Gaussian distribution ψ(ϑ) ∝ exp(−2c2 ϑ2 /π). Our iteration with
the isotropic initial function always converges to the isotropic (for K = 0) or
the weakly ordered paranematic solution (for K > 0) at low particle concentrations, and jumps to the nematic branch at particle concentrations close to
(or in excess of) the isotropic/paranematic spinodal. Similarly, an iteration
started from the Gaussian distribution function always converges to the orientationally (meta)stable nematic branch for high concentrations, but jumps
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Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of the solutions to the Onsager equation in the
presence of a weak field, in terms of the nematic order parameter, hP2 i
as a function of the concentration c.

to the isotropic/paranematic solution if the concentration is close to or below
the nematic orientational spinodal.
In order to precisely locate the paranematic spinodal, a formal investigation
of the stability of the paranematic distribution with respect to orientational
perturbations needs to be performed. This method is outlined in Ref. [192]
for isotropic dispersions, and in Ref. [188] in a simplified, approximate form
for the paranematic phase. Here, we aim to calculate the limit of stability
for the exact paranematic orientational distribution. For the dispersion to be
stable, the second functional derivative of the free energy with respect to
the orientational distribution function needs to have a positive definite norm.
The spinodals can thus be found by evaluating the parameters for which
it becomes zero. However, checking this stability criterion in the presence
of an orienting field is not a trivial task, as the paranematic orientational
distribution is not known analytically, and cannot be obtained numerically
at or beyond the spinodal concentration. As a result, our numerical solution
for the norm of the free energy derivative tends towards zero, but exhibits
a discontinuity just before reaching zero due to sudden convergence to the
other (nematic) solution branch.
This indicates that our numerical procedure is not suited for the accurate
determination of the orientational spinodals. However, it seems reasonable to
search for discontinuities of the nematic order parameter as a numeric means
to estimate them. Between these estimated orientational spinodals, the result
of our iteration depends on the choice of initial function (isotropic or Gaussian), as there are two orientationally metastable solutions to the Onsager
equation in this regime (see also Figure 5.9). Note that, with this procedure,
we systematically underestimate the paranematic spinodal, and overestimate
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the nematic one, due to the instability of our iteration procedure close to the
spinodals.
In Figure 5.10, we plot the points of the coexistence region at which the order parameter of our iterative solution is discontinuous, and between which
we find two distinct solutions, depending on the initial function of the iteration. The Figure shows that our estimate for the paranematic spinodal shifts
to lower concentrations with increasing field strength, as shown by the blue
‘+’-symbols. Also the nematic orientational spinodal slightly decreases with
increasing field strength, as denoted by the red ‘×’-symbols. The window
between these estimated spinodals, in which we find two solutions to the
Onsager equation, becomes narrower with increasing K. This results in a
thorn-like shape enclosing the areas 1a and 1b in Figure 5.10.
Above a critical field strength of K∗ ≈ 0.103, the nematic order parameter
no longer exhibits discontinuities, and the orientational instability seems to
cease.23 Our iterative solution for field strengths above K∗ does no longer depend on the choice of initial function, and the transition between the paranematic and the nematic phase becomes continuous. This critical field strength
K∗ , however, does not correspond to that at the critical point, Kc = 0.255, from
which on the two phases merge in thermal equilibrium. Instead, a dispersion
within K∗ < K < Kc , which seems orientationally stable for all particle concentrations c, may still exhibit mechanical instabilities.
To test for mechanical stability, we employ Eq. (5.23) and identify regions of
negative compressibility, which are also shown in Figure 5.10. The regions 1b
and 2b of red fill indicate the regime in which the nematic solution to the Onsager equation exhibits a negative compressibility. The purple, crosshatched
region of the parameter space, denoted as 4b, is the one in which the dispersion is absolutely unstable mechanically according to Eq. (5.23). Note that in
this regime, we only find one solution to the Onsager equation. As expected
– and, in fact, required by statistical mechanics – the region of absolute mechanical instability ends in the critical point, which is denoted by a black star
at the right tip of the coexistence region.
To illustrate the physical meaning of the stability phase diagram in Figure
5.10, we summarise in Table 5.1 the expected behaviour of a suspension subjected to a concentration quench. The left column names the stability regions
of Figure 5.10. The middle column shows the expected behaviour resulting
from a quench into that region, starting from the paranematic phase. In the
right column, we summarise the expected behaviour after a quench from
the nematic phase. In the metastable regimes, the system undergoes nucleation and growth (NG), while in the unstable regimes it undergoes spinodal

23 Note that our numerical procedure very likely underestimates K∗ , as we systematically underestimate the paranematic spinodal and overestimate the nematic one.
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Figure 5.10: Phase diagram of the paranematic-nematic coexistence region, with indicated regions of orientational and mechanical instability. Blue pluses
denote estimates for the paranematic spinodals, obtained as discontinuities of the nematic order parameter (OP) if the iteration is started with
an isotropic initial function. Red crosses indicate our estimates for the
nematic spinodals, and are obtained as discontinuities of the nematic order parameter with a Gaussian initial function to the iteration. The red
region, consisting of the areas 1b and 2b, is mechanically unstable for
the nematic orientational distribution, according to Eq. (5.23). Between
the field strengths K∗ and Kc , we only find one solution to the Onsager
equation, irrespective of the initial function. The crosshatched purple
region is mechanically unstable for this solution. For a discussion of
the metastable regions 2a, 3, 4a and 4c, see the main text.
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concentration increase

concentration decrease

from paranematic

from nematic

1a

metastable

–

NG

metastable

–

NG

1b

metastable

–

NG

mech. unstable

–

SD-m

2a

or. unstable

–

SD-o

metastable

–

NG

2b

or. unstable

–

SD-o

mech. unstable

–

SD-m

3

metastable

–

NG

or. unstable

–

SD-o

4a

mech. unstable

–

SD-m

mech. unstable

–

SD-m

4b

mech. unstable

–

SD-m

metastable

–

NG

4c

metastable

–

NG

mech. unstable

–

SD-m

Table 5.1: Expected phase separation behaviour of a suspension subjected to a concentration quench from the paranematic phase (middle column) and from
the nematic phase (right column) into the respective regions 1a – 4c of
Figure 5.10. ‘NG’ indicates nucleation and growth, whilst ‘SD-m’ denotes
spinodal decomposition due to a mechanical instability, and ‘SD-o’ spinodal decomposition resulting from an orientational instability.

decomposition, either due to mechanical (SD-m) or orientational (SD-o) instabilities. While the regions 4a and 4c are, in principle, mechanically stable, we
expect the dispersion to undergo spinodal decomposition if the concentration
quench passes through a region of absolute mechanical instability. As mentioned earlier, we expect the phase separation dynamics due to mechanical
instability to be of a very different nature than for an orientational instability.
In order to illustrate our method for obtaining the spinodal estimates shown
in Figure 5.10, we plot in Figure 5.11 the dimensionless pressure p = βπL2 DΠ/4,
with Π the osmotic pressure, as a function of the particle concentration c [74].
Solid lines indicate solutions obtained with the Gaussian initial function
for the iteration, and dotted lines denote those obtained from an initially
isotropic distribution function. Discontinuities in the pressure correspond to
discontinuities in the nematic order parameter, which in Figure 5.10 are denoted by red crosses and blue pluses in the thorn-like shape enclosing the
regions 1a and 1b. Vertical dotted lines in Figure 5.11 correspond to order
parameter discontinuities with the isotropic initial function. For visual clarity, we omit the vertical lines showing the discontinuities of the Gaussian
initial function. Again, above a field strength K∗ ≈ 0.103, the solutions obtained with different initial functions are indistinguishable. Regions of negative slope in Figure 5.11 are regions of negative compressibility and therefore
mechanically unstable.
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Figure 5.11: Dimensionless pressure p as a function of the particle concentration c
for different orienting field strengths K. Solid lines are solutions obtained by iteration from a Gaussian initial function, and dotted lines
those obtained from an isotropic distribution. Regions of negative slope
are mechanically unstable.

Our results for the stability across the paranematic-nematic transition can
be summarised as shown in Figure 5.12, In which we do not indicate whether
the instability is of orientational or mechanical nature. The Figure shows
the area that cannot be reached from the strongly aligned nematic phase in
red, while the domain that is inaccessible for a weakly ordered paranematic
orientational distribution is shown in blue. The boundaries of these areas
give rise to the black spinodal line, which forms a loop within the coexistence
region. In the overlap area of the blue and the red domains (the spinodal loop),
no metastable solutions to the Onsager equation exist. In the light grey area
enclosed by the spinodal line, but outside of the loop, we again find the
shape of a thorn (or a fish tail). In this region, two metastable solutions of
the Onsager equation are found, next to which a third, absolutely unstable
solution is known to exist (see Figure 5.9).
Our finding that the paranematic spinodal decreases with increasing field
strength is in qualitative agreement with the simplified analytical bifurcation
analysis of Varga et al. [188], who approximate the paranematic distribution
as an isotropic one with a perturbation in the form of a second Legendre
polynomial. However, as can be seen from Figure 5.12, the slopes of their
and our predictions differ significantly, which presumably is due to their
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Figure 5.12: Stability of the coexistence region. The blue area is inacessible from the
paranematic phase due to orientational or mechanical instabilities. The
red domain is inaccessible from a nematic dispersion. In the light grey
domain, there are two metastable solutions to the Onsager equation,
while in the blue and red overlap region, no metastable solutions exist.
Also indicated is the critical point (black star), and the analytical result
for the bifurcation by Varga et al. (dashed line) [188].

simplified choice of distribution function – a rather crude approximation in
the paranematic phase. In fact, as the susceptibility diverges at the spinodal,
the coupling to the external field becomes infinitely strong. This might be
the reason why the orientational distribution function cannot simply be approximated as a perturbation of this form, at least not for the purpose of
determining the spinodals. Another reason for the large discrepancy might
be that our numerical iteration in the vicinity of the spinodal becomes unstable [75, 188], causing a systematic underestimation of the correct value, with
unknown error bars. We suggest that, in the future, an extrapolation of the
numerical result towards the spinodal could be used to find more accurate
values. For comparison, it might also be possible to determine the spinodals
using a simplified Maier-Saupe-type theory (also called the P2 -Onsager theory [196]) in a rather simple, possibly analytical way. This could, for instance,
clarify whether the difference between our numerical and Varga’s analytical
results [188] arises from their Legendre-type-perturbation or from our numerical procedure.
Further comparison with the literature shows that a thorn-like shape of the
region enclosed by the spinodals has been found in many studies of rod-like
particles in fluid flow. This holds for experimental [197], simulation [198]
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and theoretical studies [199–201] of rods in uniaxial shear flow, one of which
even predicts a spinodal loop due to mechanical instabilities [201]. However,
a quantitative comparison with these literature results is not trivial, mainly
because in this work we are applying equilibrium theory to dispersions of
uniaxial symmetry, while shear flow induces biaxial order and does not allow for a quasi-static treatment. A theoretical calculation by See et al. [202]
using kinetic equations for steady-state elongational flow does predict orientational instabilities in a thorn-shape like the one that we find in Figure 5.10.
They predict a critical field strength of K∗ ≈ 0.045, at which the difference
between the isotropic and the nematic solution vanishes. This differs from
our equilibrium prediction in this Appendix by a factor 2.3, for unknown
reasons.
How the interplay between orientational and mechanical instabilities affects the phase diagram and the phase separation kinetics of hard rod-like particles is interesting from a fundamental point of view, but may also have several technological applications, for instance in solar cell technologies. Clearly,
more work is needed to characterise the orientational and mechanical instabilities that arise for rod-like particles subject to an orienting field.
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The overarching goal of this thesis is to gain fundamental insight into the equilibrium
formation of loosely connected, transient clusters in symmetry-broken dispersions of
slender rod-like nanoparticles. In a comprehensive theoretical study, we consider orientational particle alignment driven by external fields, and by the symmetry-breaking
of the uniaxial nematic liquid-crystalline phase. For this purpose, we make use of density functional theory and continuum percolation theory, and compare our theoretical predictions with the Monte Carlo simulation results of our collaborators. In this
Chapter, we first summarise the most salient results and conclusions of this thesis,
before providing an outlook towards future directions and possible follow-up studies.
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6.1

conclusions

Percolation of externally or intrinsically aligned particles
Investigating the effect of alignment on percolation in dispersions of anisometric nanoparticles, we focus in Chapter 2 on alignment that is driven by
external orienting fields. Examples include electric or magnetic fields, flow
fields, or those that arise for particles submerged in a liquid-crystalline host
medium. In the Chapters 3 and 4, we focus on the effect of alignment due to
the spontaneous symmetry-breaking of a liquid crystal phase transition. In
Chapter 5, we combine the two effects of field-induced and intrinsic alignment. The main conclusions of this thesis may be summarised as follows:
1. If orienting fields couple to the length of the filler particles, the known
universal dependence of the percolation threshold on the inverse weightaverage particle length breaks down. – Chapter 2
2. Particle alignment that is driven by external fields typically raises the
percolation threshold. The adverse effect of alignment on cluster formation can be partially compensated by tuning the size polydispersity
of the nanofillers, if the field couples sufficiently strongly to the filler
aspect ratio. – Chapter 2
3. To improve our understanding of cluster formation in nanoparticle dispersions, it is crucial for experimental studies to determine not only the
average particle dimensions, but several moments of the size distribution.
This could clarify the large scatter in experimentally measured percolation thresholds. – Chapter 2
4. Geometric percolation in the uniaxial nematic phase of hard slender
particles is very unusual and counterintuitive. It is governed by the
connectivity range, and nearly independent of the particle density. Percolating clusters can disintegrate upon adding particles to the suspension, contrary to the known behaviour in the isotropic phase.
– Chapter 3
5. Conclusion 4 also holds for weakly helical particles, and presumably
also for length-polydisperse fillers, provided that the particles are sufficiently slender. – Chapter 3
6. Clusters in the nematic phase are strongly anisotropic, and their elongation increases linearly with the concentration. Cluster dimensions in
all directions diverge at the same percolation threshold with the same

6.1 conclusions
critical exponents, both in the nematic and the paranematic phase.
– Chapters 3 and 5
7. Our newly proposed variational theory provides a powerful tool to investigate percolation analytically. In the isotropic phase it is exact, and
in the nematic it proves to be very accurate, in particular if an accurate
orientational distribution function is used. – Chapters 3 and 4
8. If the particle anisometry is small, percolation in the nematic phase is
similar to that in the isotropic phase, and contrary to that in the slender
rod limit: the addition of particles always aids cluster formation. For
moderate aspect ratios, percolation may both be gained and lost with
increasing density. – Chapter 4
9. Percolation of finite-aspect-ratio particles may be modelled using a renormalised second-virial theory. For small aspect ratios and large densities,
the Lee-Parsons renormalisation overestimates the percolation threshold. A good but not perfect remedy is our new closure based on Scaled
Particle Theory. – Chapter 4
10. The interplay of steric and field-induced alignment typically does not
lead to the loss of percolation within the weakly ordered paranematic
phase. Instead, percolation may be lost across the paranematic-nematic
transition, within the nematic phase, or in the supercritical superparanematic phase. – Chapter 5
11. The complex interplay between field-induced and spontaneous alignment can cause multiple re-entrance effects with increasing particle concentration. – Chapter 5
12. Percolation in strongly aligned phases is rather insensitive to the particle density, and very sensitive to the connectivity range defining particle
connections. – Chapters 3, 4 and 5
13. Percolation of slender particles in a thermotropic liquid-crystalline host
medium may be switched on or off by varying the temperature of the
dispersion. – Chapter 5
Next to these conclusions, there are many questions about cluster formation
in nanoparticle dispersions that have remained unanswered and merit attention in future studies. A few possible extensions to the work presented in
this thesis are discussed in the following Section.
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6.2

outlook

Anisotropic tunnelling
Throughout this thesis, we have investigated geometric percolation assuming
that the connectivity range λ is an isotropic constant. A possible extension
would be to model connectivity as an anisotropic property. In fact, we expect
the tunneling probability of electrons between rod-like fillers to be governed
by the projected overlap area of the two particles. While, to this point in time,
no quantum mechanical theory is available to calculate the angle dependence
of the tunneling probability, it is clear that tunneling must be more likely to
occur for perfectly parallel particles than for those with a large relative angle [47, 48]. Assuming an isotropic tunneling range therefore seems to be an
acceptable approximation in the isotropic phase. In field-aligned or liquidcrystalline phases, however, the effects of the tunneling anisotropy might
become significant and should be investigated in future studies. It would
be interesting to check, for instance, whether the complex double re-entrance
observed in Chapter 5 persists with an anisotropic connectivity.

Percolation in the smectic and columnar phases
A direct question that arises from our work on the uniaxial nematic is how
percolation takes place in other liquid crystal phases, in which also translational symmetries are broken. This includes the smectic phase with a onedimensional density-modulation, and the columnar phase, which exhibits
crystal-like ordering in two dimensions. If the density-modulation is sharply
peaked, it may well be possible that a system-spanning cluster forms in only
one or two out of three dimensions. This could be of broad relevance for technological applications that require nanocomposites with strongly anisotropic
transport properties.
To investigate percolation in non-uniform spatial density profiles, the connectedness Ornstein-Zernike formalism can be reformulated in an inhomogeneous form [203]. This could provide answers to the questions whether
smectic or columnar ordering aids or inhibits percolation, and whether a percolating cluster can be destroyed across the phase transition like in the case
of the isotropic-nematic transition (see Chapter 3). Calculating the correlation
lengths in different directions may also clarify whether a smectic or columnar
nanocomposite can exhibit two distinct percolation thresholds: one along the
density-modulated direction, and one in the direction of liquid-like order.

6.2 outlook
Percolation closures in two dimensions
Another interesting extension of our model is to investigate percolation in
finite systems, for instance in thin films – one of the main application areas
of polymer nanocomposites. A thin film can be modelled by either explicitly taking into account boundary effects, or as an effective two-dimensional
material. The latter is significantly easier to model than the former, and is
a valid theoretical description if the film thickness is much smaller than the
nanoparticle length.
For percolation in a two-dimensional model, it turns out that the virial
expansion, which is remarkably accurate in three dimensions, seems to break
down if the dimensionality of the problem is reduced [203]. Also, there are
indications that the Percus-Yevick closure fails for the percolation problem in
two dimensions [203]. The goal of future studies could be to find alternative
closure relations for the percolation equation in two dimensions that improve
upon the known virial expansion and Percus-Yevick closures.
A Dynamical Percolation Theory
In this thesis we have investigated geometric percolation under the assumption of thermal equilibrium, which is necessary in order to apply the framework of connectedness percolation theory – a caveat that the theory shares
with all other particle-based approaches for percolation. However, an outof-equilibrium description of percolation is highly needed. Shear flow, for
instance, typically decreases the conductivity of nanocomposites, and it remains a mystery why particle clusters can take a long time to decay after the
flow field is switched on [29]. Current theories also do not state whether thermal equilibrium may actually be reached on experimental time scales, as it
remains unknown whether the percolation transition exhibits critical slowing
down [33, 81, 204].
It is therefore necessary to build a new dynamical percolation theory, which
could take as a starting point the Smoluchowski equation [72, 81]. From this
generalised advection-diffusion equation for Brownian particles, a dynamical
equation for the two-body distribution function can be derived [81]. Splitting
the two-body distribution into connected and blocking parts and collecting
the respective terms should then produce two dynamical equations, in analogy to the derivation of equilibrium percolation theory [33, 82]. One of these
equation describes the time evolution of the connectedness function, and the
second that of the blocking function. This approach we intend to pursue in a
future project.
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SUMMARY
Functionality can be added to polmeric materials by the addition of nanoparticles. Above a critical density called the percolation threshold, the filler particles form a system-spanning network within the host material that alters
its mechanical, electrical or thermal properties. After solidification, the resulting nanocomposites are high-performance materials with a plethora of
potential technological applications in optoelectronics, electromagnetic interference shielding and photovoltaics.
For many applications, the percolation threshold should be as low as possible, in order to not adversely affect other desired properties of the host material, such as optical transparency, ease of processing, or mechanical stability.
The alignment of fillers by means of electric, magnetic or flow fields typically
works against the formation of system-spanning networks. While particle
alignment is practically inevitable under realistic manufacturing conditions,
its effects on percolation are poorly understood. In this thesis, we theoretically investigate the formation of transient clusters of elongated nanoparticles suspended in a fluid medium. The overarching goal is to aid the rational
design of nanocomposite materials by providing a detailed fundamental understanding of the effect of particle alignment, be it externally induced or due
to spontaneous symmetry breaking. For this purpose, we apply continuum
percolation theory and liquid-state density functional theory.
Long particles typically align more strongly than short ones do, and we
investigate whether it is possible to mitigate the adverse effects of alignment
on the percolation threshold by controlling the formulation of the composite.
It turns out that most external aligning fields break the universal dependence
of the percolation threshold on the weight average of the particle length distribution, at least for non-interacting particles. As a result, we find that it is
indeed possible to compensate for the alignment effect by tuning the polydispersity level of the filler particles.
Our model of non-interacting particles is only realistic at low packing fractions. We therefore extend it to hard slender particles with a connectedness
shell. The hard-core interaction mimics steric repulsion, while the connectedness shell defines particle connections, and its thickness corresponds to
an effective tunnelling distance of charge carriers through the host medium.
Above a critical density, dispersions of hard elongated particles form nematic
liquid crystal phases, and according to our calculations electrical percolation
should occur under conditions comparable to those where the nematic phase

Summary
appears. Our research question is how cluster formation in nanocomposites
is affected by particle alignment that arises from the spontaneous symmetrybreaking of a liquid crystal phase transition.
We attempt answering this question by solving the governing equations
numerically, and also analytically by applying a new variational theory. We
find that percolation in the uniaxial nematic phase is very different from that
in isotropic or paranematic dispersions. If the particle aspect ratio is infinitely
large, percolation in the nematic is nearly independent of particle loading
and dimensions, and primarily determined by the physics defining which
particles belong to the same cluster, i.e., the tunnelling length, which can
be tuned experimentally. Contrary to what happens in the isotropic phase,
percolation in the uniaxial nematic can be lost upon the addition of particles
to the suspension.
To study how this surprising result changes for finite particle aspect ratios,
we apply a renormalised two-body theory that approximately takes into account higher than two-body interactions, and propose a new closure for the
underlying percolation equation which is based on Scaled Particle Theory.
We find that, if the particles have an aspect ratio between twenty and infinity, percolation in the nematic phase is more complex than for infinite aspect
ratios: it can not only be lost by the addition of particles, but is re-gained at
higher densities.
The question remains how the interplay between spontaneous and fieldinduced alignment affects geometric percolation. We investigate this question
in a comprehensive numerical study, and find rich behaviour, including reentrance percolation, meaning that percolation may be gained and lost multiple times upon density increase. Our results show partial agreement with
earlier, more approximate analytical predictions in a certain parameter range,
but the quantitative and qualitative agreement breaks down due to the intricate interplay between the particle density and degree of orientational order.
Above a certain connectedness shell thickness, there is always percolation in
the nematic phase, consistent with our earlier findings and in contrast to the
literature results.
Our results for percolation in the nematic and paranematic phases suggest that also other intrinsically symmetry-broken phases, like the smectic-A
phase, may exhibit complex and interesting percolation phenomena.
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results, for making me feel (good), and for your trust and acceptance in so
many ways. Thanks to Lennard and Robin for being very loyal dance partners
and friends, and thanks to everybody who participated in my dancing video
project. It was quite a ride, and I am very very proud of ourselves!
Ausserdem möchte ich mich nog bei iemand bedanken die mij un montón
de veces auslachte omdat ik my lengua materna no longer anständig kon
spreken, aber mich al finál toch always verstanden hat toen ik accidentally
verschillende languages mezclaba. Und for das hele Wapen natürlich. Ich
bedoel übrigens das Puffin.
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